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Dr. Beter was General Counsel for the Export-Import Bank of Washington; a 
candidate for the governorship of West Virginia; cofounded SODESMIR, a mineral 
exploration company in Zaire; represented American gas utilities building a pipeline 
the length of Argentina; represented mining interests in underwater manganese 
nodule exploration in the Pacific; was featured at financial seminars in New York 
City, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Toronto, Montreal, Geneva, and other international 
financial centers. As a political and economic commentator, Dr. Beter worked with 
Wall Street luminaries including Franz Pick, Edward Durell, Colonel Curtis Dall, 
Norman Dodd, Emmanuel Josephson, and many others. He wrote prolifically, 
including Conspiracy Against the Dollar (Braziller New York). 

Through his tapes, Beter influenced various people such as the 1980s punk band, The 
Wanderers. In the controversial Crusaders Comic book series published by Jack T. 
Chick, Double Cross: Alberto, part two, Peter Beter is cited as a reliable authority on 
why the body count changed in the wake of the Jonestown massacre. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

These papers are a legacy of great value left by the author, the late 
Peter D. Beter. They relate the events as they really took place behind 
closed doors in the theater of politico-military operations in the midst 
of the Cold War. These are Audio Letters transcribed into texts. 

They cover the period from the years 1975 to 1982. Monthly reports 
that gave details of the real occurrences as opposed to the falsified 
official false versions conveyed by the major media controlled by the 
Establishment of the international Satanic cabal. 

Their reading will give you a clearer idea of what the Geopolitical 
Strategy is and the danger that this world has faced and continues to 
encounter in the hands of the different power factions competing for 
its control. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Book VIII: Audio Letters # 71-80. 



Dr Peter D. Beter, Audio Letter N° 71 

 

"AUDIO LETTER(R)" is a registered trademark of Audio Books, Inc., a Texas 

corporation, which originally produced this tape recording. Reproduced under open 

license granted by Audio Books, Inc. 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K St. NW, Washington, DC  20006. 

Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is January 29, 1982, and this is my AUDIO 

LETTER(R) N° 71. 

On the afternoon of Wednesday January 13 there was a rare blizzard here in 

Washington, D.C. Government offices and businesses closed up early to allow 

workers to head home. As commuters fought their way through the worsening 

snowstorm, the nation's capital turned into one giant traffic jam. The worst jams of all 

were on the bridges that led across the Potomac River to the nearby suburbs in 

Virginia. Motorists inched across the snow-swept bridges in bumper-to-bumper 

traffic. 

Only a few hundred feet above the jam-packed bridges, jet airliners were climbing into 

the swirling snowstorm. The planes were taking off from National Airport nestled 

next to the River just south of the heart of Washington. Following required 

procedures, the jets were twisting and turning to stay over the Potomac River as they 

climbed. 

Suddenly drivers on the twin 14th Street bridges, closest of all to the Airport, looked 

up in horror. A blue, green, and white jet liner came screaming down out of the 

blizzard. There was a deafening roar; a smashing of metal that shook the bridge; a 

giant splash that shattered the smooth ice on the Potomac; then for a shocked 

moment, silence; then pandemonium as people poured out of their stalled cars.  On the 

bridge there was a grizzly scene of wrecked cars. A 50-foot span of the bridge railing 

was gone, and in the river below the shattered remains of the jet liner were fast 

sinking out of sight.  Soon special news bulletins were flashing across the country. An 

Air Florida Boeing 737, Flight 90 to Tampa, Florida, had crashed on take-off from 

Washington's National Airport! 

In the immediate aftermath of the tragedy, news reports focused on the heart-rending 

human interest aspects of the crash. Time after time we have seen television scenes of 

the make-shift rescue efforts. Few will soon forget those numbing scenes of a precious 



few survivors being fished out of the icy Potomac River. Millions were inspired by the 

heroism of a bystander who risked his own life by swimming out to rescue a drowning 

woman. And, my friends, our Lord Jesus Christ Himself will reward the greatest hero 

of all that day. He was the crash survivor who time after time passed the rescue ring to 

others and then perished himself. He was the man to whom the entity President 

Reagan referred the following day in a New York City speech.  Speaking as he was in 

the true Bolshevik-Zionist capital of the United States, our alleged president 

misquoted our Lord Jesus Christ in the words "Greater glory has no man". Surely the 

man who gave his life that others might live deserves a better epitaph than a 

politician's preoccupation with glory. What our Lord Jesus Christ really said was: 

"Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends". That 

is what our Lord Himself did nearly 2000 years ago, and that is what the man in the 

water did after the crash of the Air Florida Flight 90. 

My friends, the very human tragedy of the crash of Flight 90 is important all by itself; 

but if we are to have any hope of avoiding even greater tragedies that are looming 

ahead, we must look beyond the human-interest stories. We need the answers to 

some important questions such as:  Why was there a plane crash at all that day?  Why 

that plane?  And what made it crash? 

We are being led to believe that we are being given answers to those questions; but 

the true answers, my friends, are far different from what you have heard up to now! 

The crash of Air Florida Flight 90 was a terrible tragedy, but it was also more than 

that. It was also intended as a warning to certain powerful circles here in the United 

States, and as such it was not an isolated incident but part of a much larger pattern 

now taking shape. 

For some five years now a secret war has been underway between the present rulers of 

Russia and those of the United States. The secret war has waxed and waned, and now 

it's heating up once again. In the ongoing secret war it is now Russia that is taking the 

offensive. Having put out the fuse on the Poland time bomb at least for the moment, 

the Kremlin is now counterattacking against their Bolshevik enemies here. Russia's 

secret new rulers are trying to send a message to the Bolsheviks, who have seized 

power here in America. The message is: WAR DOES NOT PAY. The Russians are 

delivering this warning message in many ways which are totally unsuspected by most 

of the public. 

My friends, the Russians are once again unleashing geophysical warfare against the 

United States and against some of our allies.  One aspect of this geophysical onslaught 

is weather warfare. The crash of Air Florida Flight 90 was brought about in the midst 

of largely manmade severe weather. The Russians are also firing warning shots across 

America's bow by means of another geophysical warfare weapon--artificial 



earthquakes. The Russians are also readying themselves for attack on another front--

the economy of America and the West. This month, January 1982, the Kremlin has 

scored a stunning economic coup. Before the year is out the entire economy of the 

United States will be vulnerable to a total collapse at Russia's hands! 

In this AUDIO LETTER I want to give you the details about the new Russian 

offensive now underway. Also, I plan to resume reporting each month by means of the 

AUDIO LETTER tape series. Based on the response of my comments in AUDIO 

LETTER N° 70 last month, I believe this is the best way I can serve you after all at this 

time.  I will say more about that in my "Last Minute Summary". 

My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are: 

Topic #1--THE "SIBERIAN EXPRESS" AND RENEWED RUSSIAN GEOPHYSICAL 

WARFARE 

Topic #2--RUSSIA'S SECRET ECONOMIC COUP IN DOLLAR ASSETS 

Topic #3--THE SHIFTING ALLIANCES FOR NUCLEAR WAR ONE 

 

 

Topic #1 

In his famous Liberty or Death speech of March 1775, Patrick Henry said some words 

that have taken on new meaning in our modern age. He said, quote: 

"Gentlemen may cry, peace, peace; but there is no peace. The war is actually begun!  

The next gale that sweeps from the north will bring to our ears the clash of 

resounding arms!" 

Today, voices in Washington talk of keeping the peace; but today, even more than in 

Patrick Henry's day, the cries of "peace" are a shame. A secret war is underway, and 

this month unprecedented gales have swept in from the north as part of that secret 

war. 

For the United States as a whole, January 1982 has been the most severe in history.  

Records for low temperatures have been broken by wide margins in countless places 

from the Canadian border to Florida. There has been blizzard piled on blizzard to 

paralyze even the northern states who are accustomed to snow, and in vast areas of 

the southern United States there have been historically unprecedented blasts of sub-

zero arctic air. Snowstorms, sleetstorms, freezing rain, bitter cold--that has been the 

story for the eastern two-thirds of the United States this January. 



Meanwhile, the west coast has primarily faced a different problem--spells of 

incredible rainstorms causing giant mud slides and many deaths. And caught in 

between, the Rocky Mountain states have had their own unique problems. There have 

been violent windstorms with winds in some areas more powerful than most 

hurricanes. Only a few days ago winds reached an awesome 140 miles per hour in 

northern Colorado. 

The National Weather Service of the United States has come up with a popular 

nickname for the repeated invasions of arctic air this winter. They are calling it the 

"Siberian Express", and with good reason. Northern Siberia in the Soviet Union is one 

of the coldest regions on the face of the earth. That is exactly where the supercooled 

air has been coming from to spill all across North America; and, my friends, it has been 

directed here by weather modification techniques! 

Russia's basic weapons for massive weather modification are still as I reported nearly 

two years ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 54. The Russians used two legs of their secret 

space triad of manned strategic weapons. One leg is their fleet of Cosmospheres which 

levitate in the Earth's electromagnetic field. Using their beam weapons they are able 

to guide storm systems by altering the electrical charges in the upper atmosphere.  

And to set off certain types of storms, the Russians use another leg of their secret 

space triad--that is, their complex of Moon bases. The enormously powerful particle 

beam weapons on the moon can be fired into the ocean to set off storms. Squadrons of 

Cosmospheres then take advantage of natural weather forces to build up and guide 

these artificial storms. I described the process in detail in AUDIO LETTER N° 54 so 

will not repeat it again now. 

As I revealed at that time, the Russians began using these new weather war 

techniques against the United States that month, February 1980. The Kremlin was 

counterattacking against the Carter Administration grain embargo against Russia.  

The Bolsheviks here were trying to use their old favorite weapon, hunger, against the 

Russia they used to control. Russia's new rulers responded with weather control 

designed to reduce our crops; and in February 1980 that took the form of incredible 

rainstorms lashing agricultural areas of southern California and Arizona. The Carter 

Administration grain embargo continued through the summer of 1980, and so did 

Russian weather modification. 

Much to the surprise of long-range weather forecasters here, the summer of 1980 set 

records for drought and blistering heat.  Crops died for lack of rain and excessive heat; 

thousands of cattle died for the same reasons. In the Southwest millions of chickens 

fried on their feet under the blistering heat wave; water shortages started multiplying 

nation-wide; and to drive the point home to our then peanut farmer president, the 

peanut crop failed--something previously unheard of. 



The Bolsheviks here still continued the grain embargo through the end of 1980.  There 

was about to be a change of administration, and the new administration was expected 

to end the embargo; but just to make sure, the Russians kept up the pressure.  In 

January 1981, just one year ago, a strange cold wave hit the United States.  As the late 

Washington Star reported on January 13, 1981, quote: "Siberian cold spread a record 

freeze across the Southeast today, dipping deep into Florida where citrus and 

vegetable growers fought to save their crops against the worst winter onslaught of the 

century". That day it was announced that 25% of Florida's citrus crops had been killed 

by the freeze. The freeze had also killed up to half of America's supply of certain 

vegetables. If that news report of a year ago has a familiar ring to it, my friends, it 

certainly ought to. The strange river of arctic air that froze America's east coast and 

damaged Florida's crops one year ago this month was a product of Russian weather 

modification. It was a limited taste of what could be done. It was a warning to 

America's rulers that they were courting disaster with their campaign of hunger 

against Russia. Three months later the grain embargo against Russia was lifted.  In 

response, Russian weather war against America was terminated; and last summer, the 

summer of 1981, returned to normal in terms of weather. 

That is how it stood until mid-December. Then came martial law in Poland; and by 

then the American Bolsheviks, who did not initially control the so-called Reagan 

Administration, had regained power here in Washington. Right away the entity 

President Reagan started talking about sanctions against Russia, just as his 

predecessor had done over Afghanistan; and once again the new administration 

started saying that a new grain embargo should be considered against Russia. This 

time, said the President, steps should be taken to make the embargo airtight. That was 

enough for Russia's new rulers. They know about the efforts by the Reagan-Begin 

Axis to bring on war, and they are convinced that the time to talk is growing very 

short.  They are convinced that war is inevitable between Russia and Russia's recently 

expelled masters, the Bolsheviks, who are now here in America. So in late December 

the Politburo agreed that the time had come to take the offensive against the United 

States. 

The Russian weather offensive began with a rainstorm attack against the west coast.  

Using the techniques I detailed in AUDIO LETTER N° 54, Cosmospheres were 

deployed partly offshore and partly inland.  Those offshore, deployed in quadrangles of 

four Cosmospheres each, used defocused electron beams to set up negatively-charged 

vapor clouds.  Inland, some distance from the coast, duos of two Cosmospheres each 

loaded the atmosphere with positively-charged protons from defocused beam 

weapons. This resulted in the movement of vast quantities of water to target areas for 

release as rain. The rainstorm attack formation was set up to bring varying amounts of 

rainfall to most of the west coast, especially California; but the area chosen as the 

primary target was a 200-mile stretch centered on San Francisco. Their reason for 



selecting San Francisco is very simple. Russia's new ruling group regard the United 

States as degenerate, and the most degenerate of all west coast cities in their view is 

San Francisco. For several days beginning on January 5, the region around San 

Francisco was drenched by unrelenting torrents of rain. It continued until San 

Francisco was isolated, cut off by flood waters; and in the Santa Cruz area south of 

San Francisco half a mountain side collapsed carrying with it houses, cars and more 

than 20 victims.  By the weekend the rainstorm attack was tapering off. 

The next weather attack was brewing in the form of a vast wave of arctic air--the first 

Siberian Express was on the way. The technique used for the Siberian Express is a 

new variation on the Cosmosphere techniques of AUDIO LETTER N° 54. The 

Russians have now learned how to take a huge air mass from one place in the world 

and transport it to another area of the planet:  

First, the Russians deployed a large number of Cosmospheres, 17 squadrons in all, over 

northeastern Siberia. The area covered ranged from about 105 to 170 degrees East 

Longitude, and Latitudes from 65 degrees northward to the Arctic Ocean. These 

Cosmospheres used defocused electron beams over a period of days to give a strong 

negative charge to the whole frigid air mass. The Siberian air temperature ranged from 

60 to 70 degrees below zero. 

Next, a series of Cosmosphere squadrons were deployed at intervals of roughly 1000 

miles across the North Pacific toward America. These Cosmosphere squadrons, like 

beads on a necklace, followed a line from a point north of Japan to the vicinity of 

Eureka, northern California. The Cosmospheres in this transPacific line formed the 

tracks for the Siberian Express air mass to follow. Hovering at the fringes of space, 

they pumped out vast quantities of positive protons to attract the Siberian air mass 

toward America. The negatively-charged Siberian air was attracted eastward and also 

higher than normal where it moved relatively unaffected by lower atmosphere 

weather patterns. 

On weather maps the Siberian air masses are drawn as if they are flowing down 

horizontally from Canada, but the Siberian air actually arrives by a different route. It 

is pulled in over northwestern North America above the other weather; then from the 

Continental Divide eastward, Cosmospheres pull it down to flood the land with 

supercold air. In other words, it spills all over North America primarily from above, 

not by the normal horizontal path. The Siberian air reaches here so fast by this 

manmade route that it does not warm up as much as it would otherwise. The result: 

bone-chilling weather that has many weathermen scratching their heads.  And as a by-

product of this technique, violent windstorms are created around the edges of the 

downward-spilling Siberian air. These are especially intense along the Rocky 

Mountains. 



The first Siberian Express cold wave was timed carefully. Earlier I mentioned the 

January 13, 1981 reports of a freeze that destroyed part of Florida's crops. This year the 

news on January 13, one year later to the day, a killer freeze had once again just hit 

Florida, only this time it was far worse. Last January damage amounted to some $230-

million, but this time as much as 84% of the Florida citrus and vegetable crops froze 

for losses of over a billion dollars. 

The news of Florida's staggering crop losses came on Wednesday January 13.  That 

same afternoon an Air Florida Boeing 737 tried to take off from National Airport here 

in Washington. It was the ill-fated Flight 90 bound for Tampa, Florida. Flight 90 and 

many others were delayed that afternoon because of the snowstorm. The main 

runway, which runs north and south, was closed for over an hour while the snow was 

cleaned off. Meanwhile Flight 90 and other planes boarded their passengers and 

waited at the terminal. As they waited, ground crews sprayed a kind of antifreeze 

solution on the planes.  A surviving passenger of Flight 90, himself a pilot, was quoted 

two days later in the Washington Post in the words: "They were de-icing the aircraft 

continuously." Finally word came from the control tower that the runway was ready.  

Jet liners started pulling away from the terminal, lining up to taxi out to the runway.  

It was still snowing but reportedly it was a cold dry snow, much less likely to cause 

icing than sleet or freezing rain.  Later one of the pilots of another plane said he 

thought he had seen ice on the Air Florida jet.  Other pilots, though, said they had seen 

no ice at all on it. 

As Flight 90 waited its turn, 18 other airplanes took off without any apparent 

difficulty--one was a 737 like the Air Florida jet belonging to another air line. Unlike 

Flight 90, it was carrying a full load of passengers. It took off without incident, but the 

Air Florida jet was destined to be less fortunate! Unknown to the other passengers 

there were five important military personnel aboard. They were members of a Special 

Laser Warfare Task Force assigned to the home of the so-called Rapid Deployment 

Force in Florida. That is the military force, my friends, which is undergoing highly 

secret preparations for the coming Middle East war. Having engaged in meetings at 

the Pentagon, the men were returning to their home base in Florida. 

At last the Air Florida 737 took its position at the end of the runway. As it did so, it 

was being tracked by a Russian Cosmosphere hovering high above the Airport in the 

midst of storm clouds; it was armed with a neutron beam weapon. At 3:59 PM the jet 

started its take-off roll down the runway.  The Cosmosphere waited until the jet was 

about half way down the runway and moving over 100 miles per hour. Then the 

invisible neutron beam was fired down through the snow at the cockpit of the jet 

liner.  

In AUDIO LETTER 64 I described the effects which are produced by an intense blast 

of neutron radiation. It disrupts all electrical activity. That includes the electrical 



activity of the human body including the brain, the eyes, the nervous system, and the 

heart.  When the beam was fired at the Air Florida jet, it was expected that the pilot 

and copilot would be instantly rendered unconscious or killed.  That would have left 

the jet still accelerating, perhaps drifting off the runway, and finally leaving the 

boundaries of the small airport to plunge into the river.  It would have been a very 

strange crash and one very hard for Government officials here to explain away to the 

public--but the Russians miscalculated. Individuals vary considerably in their 

resistance to neutron radiation effects, and apparently someone in the cockpit 

retained some shred of consciousness. 

I cannot tell you what went on in the cockpit, but I can tell you what the plane did.  

The jet continued down the runway instead of drifting off. There was also an effort to 

apply the brakes, yet the engines kept going full blast. The plane started shuddering, 

but the brakes could not prevent the plane from continuing to accelerate slowly. The 

plane reached full take-off speed as it ran out of runway and rotated upward into a 

climb. At that point it's believed that whoever was at the controls may have finally 

blacked out. The plane was pointing upward far too steeply and started mushing 

through the air instead of climbing normally. No pilot or copilot would have let that 

continue, and yet it was never corrected.  Equally startling, the landing gear was never 

pulled up. Normally the gear is lifted immediately after take-off to help streamline the 

plane. That would be even more urgent if a pilot were having troubles with ice, as has 

been alleged, or if a crash landing were imminent. But when the Air Florida jet 

dropped out of the snowy sky that afternoon, it was still nose up and gear down, and 

from brake release to impact there was never a Mayday call from Flight 90. 

Five days later a Russian Cosmosphere triggered another spectacular plane crash to 

continue driving home the warning to our leaders. The pride of the Air Force, the 

aerial demonstration team called "The Thunderbirds", were practicing near Indian 

Springs Air Force Base, Nevada. They were practicing a maneuver known as "Line 

Abreast Loop" in which the four T-38 jets swoop down in a steep dive and then pull 

up close to the ground.  It is not considered the most difficult of the Thunderbirds' 

maneuvers but it does call for close coordination. The leader concentrates on getting 

the loop just right, the other three concentrate on following the leader precisely.  That 

afternoon over the Nevada desert a Cosmosphere was waiting. As the four jets 

screamed earthward, the Cosmosphere waited until they neared the ground.  Then the 

neutron beam was fired at the cockpit of the lead plane, incapacitating the pilot.  The 

lead plane plowed into the desert and the other three, following the leader, did the 

same. 

Meanwhile by that time the nation was in the grip of the second Siberian Express 

supercold wave. And, my friends, Russia's geophysical warfare campaign includes 

other things besides the weather. 



In AUDIO LETTER N° 59, 15 months ago, I reported that Russian earthquake-

generating cobalt bombs had been planted in the Northeast. They are concentrated 

most heavily around New York City; but as I reported then, also extend northeast into 

New England. Since that time additional earthquake generators have been planted, 

and this month they have been used twice. On the morning of January 9 an earthquake 

measured at 5.9 on the Richter scale was set off in eastern Canada near Maine.  It was 

the worst New England earthquake in 127 years. Nine days later, a second earthquake 

was set off, this time in New Hampshire. 

If there should be another earthquake soon in the Northeast, don't be surprised if it is 

even closer to New York City. The Russians are on the offensive, and our war-crazy 

Rulers are refusing to heed these warnings. 

 

Topic #2 

This year of 1982 has started out with bad news on the economic front.  Inflation is 

said to have slackened off slightly; but as every householder knows, it has not gone 

away by any means. Only a short decade ago President Nixon declared a "National 

Emergency" when official inflation rates reached only 7 to 8%.  If anyone had told you 

then that 10% inflation was on the way, you probably would not have believed it; yet 

today we are supposed to be "relieved" when inflation drops to that level. 

As bad as inflation is, another worry is pushing it into the background in the minds of 

millions of Americans. The No. 1 worry now is that of losing one's job--and no wonder. 

Early this month it was announced that unemployment, as officially calculated, 

reached 8.9% in December. Among blue-collar workers who actually produce the 

nation's goods, it is even worse. More than one out of eight is out of work.  

Unemployment is worst of all in the auto industry.  Officially, nearly 22% of all auto 

workers ended December without a job. 

The auto industry, my friends, is not just in a recession; it's in a depression.  The same 

is true of housing and construction. And as I detailed in AUDIO LETTER N° 69, these 

two sectors are the keys to throwing America's entire economy into a DEPRESSION. 

We are descending deeper and deeper into the mire of economic stagflation--that is, 

high inflation with high unemployment. 

There's nothing accidental about it, my friends. It's being orchestrated by powerful 

forces who are bent on seizing more power, and the plans were laid long ago! That's 

why I was able to give details in advance about our present woes eight years ago in my 

book THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR. For example, American business 

today is being strangled by a credit crunch, the so-called tight money policy of the 

privately-owned Federal Reserve Corporation. The tight money and high interest 



rates, we are told, are the bitter medicine we must take in order to cure inflation.  As a 

result, small and medium-size industries which welcomed inflation just a few short 

years ago are now in distress because of it. The situation now is the one I tried to warn 

against eight years ago.  On page 83 of my book I expressed it this way, and I quote: 

"...in the early stages of stagflation, those industries in debt are able to pay off their 

indebtedness with cheap dollars.  But, in the later stages, these same industries are apt 

to experience a scarcity of capital..." 

The White House and Capitol Hill are well aware that millions of us are hurting badly 

from the worsening economic conditions; and so to make political hay, they are all 

pointing fingers at one another and proclaiming themselves to be our champions.  

Meanwhile, what have they done concretely to deal with the situation? Why, of 

course, they are helping themselves! 

Only a few days ago the Internal Revenue Service announced a tremendous new 

windfall tax break for members of Congress. The new rules, which were ordered by 

Congress, virtually exempt Congressmen and Senators from paying any federal 

income tax. While the rest of us struggle to make ends meet, Congress has once again 

made sure that its members do not share our plight. Workers who have given up big 

chunks of their pay lately in order to save their companies must still pay up to Uncle 

Sam--but not your Senator or Congressman! I suggest you remember that the next 

time you see any member of Congress crying crocodile tears about your economic 

woes. 

And what about the Federal Reserve Board which is responsible for setting the high 

interest rates that are choking our economy? Might the nation's private central 

banking system relent a bit in view of the frightening upsurge in unemployment? 

Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker answered that earlier this week in a speech in 

Las Vegas.  Speaking to a convention of Home Builders, Volcker said in effect that the 

interest rate crunch is doing what it is supposed to do. Therefore, said Volcker, the 

Federal Reserve has no intention of lowering interest rates and loosening up money.  

But then why should anyone expect anything else from Paul Volcker?  As I detailed in 

my book eight years ago, Volcker was one of the prime architects of the long-range 

plan to ruin the dollar; and I revealed more about Volcker's role about the coming 

depression and war in my very first talking tape in 1974. In that tape I mentioned 

Volcker's role as one of the prime conspirators who helped spirit away America's gold. 

On all sides, my friends, there is corruption, double dealing, lies, conflicts of interest, 

and criminality in high places. 



Last month I reported that a new phase of the Gold Scandal is underway. It involves 

the movement of gold from the New York Assay Office to the insecure West Point 

Depository. The so-called Reagan Administration is preparing to close down the New 

York Assay Office and is giving excuses for it that make no sense whatsoever. One 

such excuse is to improve security, but the security at West Point is even worse than 

that of the New York Assay Office.  Another excuse for moving the gold is said to be to 

save money, but hundreds of thousands of dollars are being squandered at West Point 

because of the gold transfer. The only real result of the gold transfer will be to make it 

easier to steal! 

As I reported last month, one of the principals involved in implementing the plan to 

shut down the Assay Office was Dr. Alan Goldman. Goldman has been with the 

Bureau of the Mint since 1970, and has been its Deputy Director for some time. The 

Director, Donna Pope, is a political appointee with little more than figurehead status; 

therefore it's Goldman who has really been running the Bureau of the Mint--that is, 

until a few weeks ago. 

There has been a very odd new development. Having helped to set the events in 

motion for a shutdown of the New York Assay Office, Goldman resigned from his top 

job at the Mint on December -22. Reportedly he has accepted a position in private 

industry. So, what's odd about that?  Just this: the New York Assay Office is the only 

Government-owned facility for refining precious metals in the country.  After it is 

shut down, the Reagan Administration plan is to contract out the refining of gold and 

other precious metals to a private industrial concern.  It will be a bonanza for whoever 

receives the Government refining contract; and Dr. Goldman, who just left the Mint 

for private industry, just happens to be an expert in precious metals refining. 

The strange circumstances surrounding the plan to close down the New York Assay 

Office are raising many questions, and those questions multiply in light of major 

concerns over the shutdown plan from another source. 

That source, my friends is the United States Navy. Up to now the Assay Office has 

played a critical role in the Navy's silver reclamation program. The Navy has an 

ongoing requirement for silver reclamation from many tons of materials each year.  

These materials include worn-out batteries, photographic supplies, and many 

components of classified systems. The Navy sends these things to the Assay Office in 

New York which extracts the silver and returns it to the Navy. In addition, the silver 

reclamation program of the Navy generates large amounts of precious metals by-

products.  These by-products include not only gold but rare metals like platinum and 

iridium, which are much more valuable than gold. The New York Assay Office does 

not return these precious metals by-products to the Navy.  Instead they're returned to 

the Government's strategic stockpile of critical materials or to the Treasury. Either 



way these precious by-products remain in Government hands. The plan to close down 

the Assay Office has the Navy up in arms. 

Transferring the silver reclamation program into the hands of private industry will 

mean that the Government will lose control of those precious metals by-products!  

The Navy is convinced that the refining contractor will be in a position to pocket large 

amounts of the by-products. It will be a tremendous windfall profit for the refining 

contractor and could even compromise national security. The so-called Reagan 

Administration claims to consider national security its top priority yet proposes to 

damage it by the New York Assay Office shutdown. Yes, a precious metals by-

products profit windfall awaits the private refining contractor. And, my friends, Dr. 

Alan Goldman, who has just joined private industry, was the United States Mint's top 

specialist in the area of extracting precious metals by-products. 

Besides the Goldman affair, other developments are raising still more questions about 

the sudden movement of gold to the isolated West Point Depository. One of these 

developments is the change which is taking place in the recommendation expected 

soon from the United States Gold Commission. 

In AUDIO LETTER No. 67 I detailed the plan which then existed for the Gold 

Commission to propose a new pseudo Gold Standard for America, but in recent weeks 

that plan has been changed. Instead the Administration wants the Commission to 

recommend only that a new gold coin be minted for its psychological value. The 

earlier pseudo Gold Standard plan would have required that some gold be on hand, 

but now the United States Government suddenly needs to be free to sell gold secretly 

through intermediaries on the free market.  The reason is a stunning economic coup 

by Russia. 

United States Intelligence operatives first picked up hints that something big was in 

the works early last fall. As the information developed, the decision was made to move 

the New York Assay Office gold to West Point; and earlier this month on January 11 

the dreaded Russian economic coup began to take place. What took place that day 

was a secret financial transaction in Geneva, Switzerland--the first of many which 

cannot be reversed! A deal was struck which will progressively give the Russian 

government a decisive economic edge over the United States. It will give the Soviet 

Union devastating leverage over the United States Treasury Department in particular 

and thus over the economic fate of this country in general! 

When the series of transactions which began this month have been completed, it will 

give the Kremlin effective control over America's economic structure. The Russians 

will be in a position to use this unique power in any way they choose. They can use it 

to disrupt the economic maneuvers of the great and powerful forces here, if desired.  

They can also use it to destroy the investments and assets of every person having a 



bank account or fund denominated in dollars, or they can threaten America's rulers 

with economic blackmail if America's secret war preparations are not stopped. Once 

the transactions now underway are completed, those capabilities will be in Russia's 

hands! 

The transaction of January 11 was a huge gold sale by Russia to certain other interests.  

First, Russia had placed billions of dollars worth of gold in escrow under control of 

three Geneva banks. Then the buyers of the gold paid for it in billions of dollars worth 

of United States Treasury securities--that is, title to these Treasury instruments of 

liability was transferred to the Soviet Union. The sale is to be only the first of many 

because the gold buyers control vast quantities of Treasury securities--that is, billions 

of dollars worth of Treasury Bills, Notes, and Bonds. These securities bear interest and 

mature at specified dates.  At the maturity date the holder has the right to turn them 

in and receive full payment of the principal from the Treasury Department, but usually 

that does not happen. Most big holders of Treasury securities roll them over at the 

maturity date--that is, the holder exchanges the old note or bond for a new one and 

continues collecting interest. But now billions upon billions of dollars worth of these 

United States Treasury securities are beginning to move into the hands of the Russian 

government; and once they hold a large enough hoard of these Treasury instruments, 

the Russians can choose not to roll them over. They can present them to the Treasury 

Department and say, "Pay up". 

Intelligence circles here in the United States were notified immediately after 

consummation of the first deal on January 11. In response certain Government officials 

here are trying to undo the agreement by attempting to reduce the market price of 

gold.  To that end, gold from what little is left of America's decimated stockpile is 

being secretly sold on the open market through devious channels; but so far this tactic 

has had little effect on the gold markets. 

In any case, my friends, the agreement has been struck between Russia and certain 

Persian Gulf Arabs, and both parties have already resolved that they will follow 

through even if the market price of gold drops to zero, because this financial 

transaction is a rare one in the history of the world. It is based primarily on moral 

grounds. Both parties believe that the United States has become hopelessly 

degenerate. In their eyes, America is Babylon; and until 'Babylon' falls, the world will 

never know peace. 

As I say these words, the clammy atmosphere of panicky fear is taking hold in certain 

financial circles here. The sum total of all outstanding Treasury obligations--that is, 

the national debt--now stands at one trillion dollars! The Soviet Union has now begun 

acquiring control of a portion of that debt. Top Treasury officials are beginning to see 

the specter of calamity looming ahead. Some day Russia may, in effect, walk into the 

United States Treasury as if it were a bank and withdraw her deposits. The strain 



thus produced could induce other large holders of Treasury securities to do the same 

out of fear of weakness in the Treasury's position. It could all snowball into the great-

granddaddy of all bank runs, an international run on the Treasury of the United 

States!  The Treasury could not possibly pay off the trillion-dollar national debt and so 

the Treasury would collapse--and with it would go the entire economy of the United 

States, and finally of the entire Western world. 

 

Topic #3 

Three days ago, on January 26, the entity President Reagan gave his first "State of the 

Union" speech. That same day an all-day meeting took place in Geneva, Switzerland, 

between the two top diplomats of America and Russia. Secretary of State Alexander 

Haig and Russia's Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko met far longer than expected 

that day, nearly eight hours in all. 

The reasons given publicly for the meeting were intentionally vague; supposedly there 

was no particular agenda for the meeting--nothing specific to negotiate, no clear-cut 

goals to be accomplished.  In fact, the main comments the two sides made to reporters 

beforehand were about what they intended not to discuss. Haig said he would not 

talk about any resumption of the SALT talks; Gromyko said he would not talk about 

Poland; and at the end of the day, even the single announced outcome of the 

discussions was negative. We were told that any effort to set up an East-West summit 

between Reagan and Brezhnev was being put on a back burner. 

That's how the meeting between Haig and Gromyko looked on the surface, but 

behind closed doors what went on that day was far different. The meeting took place 

only 15 days after Russia concluded her momentous secret financial transaction, and it 

was symbolic that both Russia's financial coup and the Haig-Gromyko meeting took 

place in the same city, Geneva. 

The meeting of Haig and Gromyko reflects a startling new turning point in 

international relations. To understand what happened, it is essential to realize that 

the struggle for world power today is more complex than it appears on the surface.  

Daily news reports make it appear that it is basically a struggle between two 

antagonists--the United States and Russia. Everyone else gets classified as an 

American ally, or as a Russian satellite, or as part of the non-aligned Third World so 

called. That concept is simple and easy for just about everyone to understand. It's the 

old us vs. them idea. Unfortunately it happens to be wrong. 

The fact is that today the struggle for world power is not two-sided, but three-sided.  

There are three great power factions at work in the world today, each one jostling and 



maneuvering against the other two. I have devoted many past reports to giving you 

details about these three power factions and their relationships to one another, but let 

me just remind you once again who they are. 

POWER FACTION N° 1 is the Rockefeller cartel, which embraces Big Oil, Big 

Banking, and large chunks of Big Business.  Until about three years ago the Rockefeller 

cartel reigned supreme here in the United States.  American government policies were 

Rockefeller policies, and American wars were Rockefeller wars. 

POWER FACTION N° 2 is the international Bolshevik and Zionist axis.  As I detailed 

in AUDIO LETTER N° 49 and 50, Bolshevism and Zionism are closely related and owe 

their existence partly to Rockefeller help long ago. After Bolshevism was imposed on 

Russia in 1917, a secret alliance was forged between the Bolsheviks in Russia and the 

Rockefeller cartel here. For six decades these two factions orchestrated the actions of 

the Soviet Union and the United States for mutual benefit. By pretending to be 

enemies, they established a giant pincers movement that was gobbling up the world; 

but  

POWER FACTION N° 3 has completely changed that picture during the past few 

years. This third faction is the tightly-knit band of native Russians who have 

overthrown the Bolsheviks at the top in Russia. Russia's new rulers are a tough sect of 

Christians who are working from the top down to gradually weed out all the 

Bolsheviks in Russia.  It's a Herculean task, but they are more patient than we in the 

West. They worked for six decades to seize control of the Kremlin and they know 

better than to become hasty or impatient now. During recent years the new Kremlin 

has been expelling the hated Bolsheviks from Russia. 

Here in America the Rockefellers made the fatal mistake of welcoming the Bolsheviks 

from Russia. The Bolsheviks can never share power with anyone, and some three years 

ago they launched a coup d'etat against the Rockefellers. The coup began with the 

murder of Nelson Rockefeller, which was quickly disguised and covered up. Then 

Russian Intelligence intervened here in Washington to prevent the Bolsheviks from 

achieving total success. 

Since that time there have been these three factions struggling for power. Here in 

America the Rockefeller cartel is fighting a guerilla war against the Bolsheviks for 

control over our country. The Bolsheviks with their Zionist partners in Israel are 

feverishly trying to get America into nuclear war against Russia. And in Russia, the 

secret new rulers are continuing to root out Bolshevism; and as they do so, 

Christianity is beginning to revive in Russia. It's a long process, but it's happening. At 

the same time the Kremlin is preparing for what they regard as the inevitable war even 

as they try to prevent it.  So these are the three power factions now at work. 



Here in America the Bolsheviks, transplanted here after their expulsion from Russia, 

bent on war against Russia. Also here in America the Rockefeller cartel, who no longer 

want war for the reasons I detailed in AUDIO LETTER N° 67. They are preoccupied 

with regaining control over America. And the third faction, Russia’s new rulers, does 

not want war for moral reasons. 

My friends, the meeting of Haig and Gromyko this week was actually a tough 

bargaining session between the Russians and the Rockefeller faction here. For entirely 

different reasons, they presently find themselves with some interests in common!  

Both are now deadly enemies of the Bolsheviks here--the Rockefellers on a domestic 

basis, the Russians on an international basis. And for totally different reasons, both 

the Rockefeller cartel and the Russians want to prevent the war which the Bolsheviks 

are trying to set off. 

During recent months secret meetings have taken place between the representatives 

of the Rockefeller cartel and Russia's ruling group. Those meetings led up to the Haig-

Gromyko meeting this week. My friends, a quid pro quo is now in the works between 

the Russians and the Rockefeller cartel. It will be aimed at their mutual enemy, the 

Bolsheviks. 

Meanwhile, the Bolsheviks here are continuing to line up support for the big war they 

intend to ignite soon. At the same time the Russians are equally busy trying to 

dissuade other countries from getting involved. These cross currents are producing 

some surprising line-ups for war. 

Here is how it stands as of now, but keep in mind that further changes are bound to 

happen: 

On the side of the United States, Red China is the Bolsheviks' greatest prize up to 

now. Due to sheer numbers, Red China can tie down 50 Russian Divisions.  Chinese 

geography is also crucial, especially Sinkiang Province, for American bases to attack 

Russia.  Other major allies as of now are Great Britain, Australia, and New Zealand.  

New Zealand, by the way, is far more important than one might expect. The 

Bolsheviks here are also lining up the North Countries--Norway, Denmark, and 

Sweden.  Of these, Norway is both the most important and most deeply committed to 

the war plan. The United States can also count on certain Latin American countries, 

and now also English-speaking Canada.  This last represents a major change over the 

past three years. 

On Russia's side, the Warsaw Pact is still solid except Poland.  Vietnam and North 

Korea also remain under Russia's control, as does Cuba. In addition, Russia can expect 

crucial help from India, Mexico, and French-speaking Quebec Province, Canada.  

Where Russia has made the most dramatic progress is in convincing nominal allies of 



the United States to turn neutral at the secret level.  Countries in this category include 

Japan, France, Spain, the Netherlands, and even Belgium where NATO headquarters is 

located.  But the biggest target of all in this neutral category is West Germany. The 

Russians are holding out a firm promise to Bonn if the West Germans will simply "sit 

out" any war to come. The promise, my friends, is the reunification of Germany.  That 

promise was the secret reason behind the recent historic meeting of the leaders of the 

two Germanies, Schmidt and Honecker. 

Yes, my friends, the alliances are shifting as we draw closer to NUCLEAR WAR ONE.  

Some of these alliances are beginning to work against the Bolsheviks here; but as the 

Bolsheviks see the tide beginning to turn against them, they are only redoubling their 

frenzy for war. As a result, this new year of 1982 will be dangerous, and it may well 

also be decisive for the future of the world. 

 

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY 

Now it is time for my "Last Minute Summary". As you know, last month in AUDIO 

LETTER N° 70 I offered to make a major change in the format of my Intelligence 

Report program. The revised arrangement would have involved less frequent tape 

reports with a new printed newsletter every two weeks. Since my only purpose in 

making such a change would be to serve you better, I asked for your reactions to the 

plan.  Based on the response to AUDIO LETTER N° 70, my friends, my decision is not 

to proceed with the new printed newsletter idea. Instead, what I do plan to do is to 

resume making a tape every month, as I did before my heart attack two years ago. I 

want to thank all of you who responded with your reactions, as I requested last 

month. I know a few of you will be disappointed with the way it turned out, but I will 

do my very best to serve you even better than in the past. After all, serving you is what 

the AUDIO LETTER is all about. 

Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each 

and every one of you. 
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This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K St., NW, Washington, DC 20006. 

Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is February 28, 1982, and this is my AUDIO 

LETTER(R) N° 72. 

On the final Sunday evening of last month, January 31, millions of Americans tuned in 

their TV sets to watch a special movie on NBC. It was a major production shown in two 

installments on successive nights. The movie was titled "WORLD WAR III". Viewers 

were drawn into a snow-swept world of rugged terrain supposedly in Alaska. At a 

lonely outpost of the Distant Early Warning radar network an unidentified blip 

appeared on the radar screen. As it did so one crew member, supposedly a Soviet spy, 

calmly killed all the others, preventing an alert signal to NORAD. The blip turned out 

to be a Russian transport which dropped a team of Arctic Commandoes onto the frozen 

Alaska wilderness. 

As the plot unfolded, it turned out that the Russian Commandoes were there to 

sabotage the Alaska oil pipe line. They had been sent to Alaska by Kremlin hardliners 

who thought that they could use the sabotage threat to undo an American grain 

embargo against Russia. Instead, the plan failed, leading finally to simultaneous orders 

by both sides for a nuclear first strike. During those two evenings of an imaginary build-

up to World War III, a surprisingly realistic atmosphere was created. There were many 

technical inaccuracies but they hardly mattered. What did matter was the emotional 

impact of the movie, and on that level it was very effective. 

Here in the United States there is a growing fascination with violence, bloodshed, and 

war. More and more of our entertainment is built around themes of hostility and 

destruction. This trend is visible in sports, in music, in literature, in motion pictures, 

and in television. It seems as if we have been too well off for too long in terms of 

material things. We have a restless craving for change.  

My friends, what seems to be happening now in America was expressed long ago by the 

Spanish writer and philosopher Don Miguel de Unamuno. During the latter part of the 

19th Century Unamuno kept a secret and mostly spiritual diary at his workroom in 

Salamanca, Spain. His last full entry was made in January 1902. Seventy years later the 



diary was discovered and published, first in Spain and later in an English translation 

here in America by the Princeton University Press. The Unamuno diary, titled "The 

Tragic Sense of Life in Men and Nations", seems as relevant today as if it were freshly 

written. Unamuno wrote, and I quote: "Men seek peace, they say, but do they really? 

They are also said to seek liberty. Not at all. They look for peace in time of war, and for 

war in time of peace. They seek liberty under tyranny, and tyranny when they are free." 

My friends, these few words of the Spanish philosopher Unamuno seem to describe 

America today. There has not been a war on American soil, except for Pearl Harbor, in 

the memory of any living American; and we have possessed freedom for so long that we 

take it for granted, so now we are blindly following leaders who are betraying us into 

the ultimate in both WAR and TYRANNY. 

My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are: 

Topic #1--NUCLEAR WAR FEVER AND EXPANDING SECRET WARFARE  

Topic #2--THE THIRD SPACE SHUTTLE CHALLENGE TO RUSSIA  

Topic #3--THE SHORTENING TIMETABLE FOR NUCLEAR WAR ONE. 

 

 

Topic #1 

Day by day the pitch of war fever is rising steadily here in the United States. Every night 

on the television news turmoil in Central America is the leading topic. In El Salvador a 

government that continuously violates the human rights of its own people is being 

propped up by the so-called Reagan Adminstration. The El Salvador situation contains 

the seeds of another Vietnam in spite of White House lies to the contrary. Like the ill-

fated South Vietnam, El Salvador is riddled with corruption throughout the government 

and military. In both cases this situation resulted from CIA tampering with each 

country's power structure.  

Two decades ago America started wading into the Vietnam quagmire by way of secret 

groups of advisers, so called, unknown to the American public; and today the same 

thing is under way in El Salvador. We're told that there are only a handful of 

noncombatant advisers there. That, my friends, is a lie! As of now, there are already 

more than 300 Green Berets in El Salvador, with more on the way. 

We're also hearing sharp words from the White House directed at Nicaragua. Over five 

years ago I gave a warning about Russia's rapid progress in gaining influence there, but 

at that time America's rulers were trying to save their crumbling secret alliance with 



the Kremlin so they said not a word to the public about Nicaragua. Today the secret 

alliance is long gone, so today we are hearing, years late, about Nicaragua. Overseas, too, 

the clouds of approaching war are growing darker and darker. In the Middle East, Israel 

is threatening a major invasion of Lebanon which could not fail to lead to war with 

Syria. The American Bolshevik-Zionist war whirlpool is continuing to spread outward 

from its source, Israel. 

Two months ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 70 I gave an alert to watch for new turmoil in 

Iran to erupt shortly. Now Iran is back in the news, right on schedule. There have been 

new bombings in Tehran, a reminder of the prospects for civil war there. At the same 

time we're hearing reports that the alleged Ayatollah Khomeini is ill and may die soon. 

Once again, that is a lie as part of the grand plan to manipulate us into war. The real 

Ayatollah Khomeini was killed and replaced with a "double" two years ago this month, 

as I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 54. When the American Bolshevik war planners 

here in the United States are ready to play their Iran card in the war build-up, we'll be 

told that Khomeini has died. United States-connected Bolshevik agents in Iran are 

poised and ready to stir up civil war there. 

As the situation worsens, we'll be told that Russia is preparing to turn Iran into another 

Afghanistan. Already chief United States arms negotiator, Eugene V. Rostow, is making 

statements to help pave the way for all this. Lately he has been quoted to the effect that 

Russia can be expected to "test us" (quote) over Iran. Once again America's Bolshevik 

military planners are preparing to use Iran as one key to their elaborate nuclear first-

strike plan against Russia. Their military strategy is an updated version of the plan I 

detailed 3-1/2 years ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 37. 

The determination of the American Bolsheviks here to go to war against Russia is 

becoming evident in other ways, too. One arena is that of the supposed nuclear arms 

reduction talks in Geneva. As a grandstand play, the entity President Reagan has 

proposed the so-called "zero option" to eliminate all nuclear weapons in Europe. It 

sounds good, but it has no substance. In the actual negotiations to figure out how to 

carry out this plan, the United States has made no practical proposals at all. In 

response, the Russians have made two counterproposals during recent weeks. One 

would begin by freezing nuclear weapons in Europe. That starting point may not be 

ideal, my friends, but at least it's clear-cut and possible to do. Washington's response 

was to ridicule the idea. The other Russian proposal was made just a few days ago; it's 

for both sides to completely halt all manufacture and testing of all nuclear weapons as a 

starting point for general disarmament. For the moment the White House seems to 

have been taken off guard. Soon though you can count on the fact that this idea, too, 

will be rejected with some excuse by the United States because, my friends, nuclear 

disarmament is the last thing our American Bolshevik rulers here want. 



Instead, the Government is now publicizing its intentions to prosecute youngsters who 

fail to register for the draft! The entity Reagan is talking out of both sides of his mouth 

about the draft. He keeps telling us that there is no intention to actually bring back the 

draft, but on the other hand we're now told that anyone who fails to sign up for the 

draft may be bundled off to federal prison. At the same time, Civil Defense has become a 

hot new topic of promotion by the so-called Reagan Administration. The agency which 

is spearheading this drive is relatively new, having been lifted straight from the pages of 

the secret new Constitution for America. It's called the "Federal Emergency 

Management Agency", or FEMA. FEMA is doing its best to lull us to sleep about the 

dangers of nuclear war. The Agency says, for example, that, quote: 

"The United States could survive nuclear attack and go on to recovery within a 

relatively few years". 

FEMA is planting articles in newspapers nation-wide to drive home this comforting lie. 

These planted articles try to tell us that all we would have to do is to evacuate our 

cities, learn a little survival training, and fix up some simple fallout shelters and we'll all 

do just fine. 

My friends, these articles planted by an agency of the federal government are the worst 

kind of lies. Just one H-bomb exploding on one major city would overwhelm all the 

hospitals of America with grizzly casualties! But our leaders want you to believe 

otherwise so that you will follow them into a suicidal war. 

Recently George Kennan wrote an article which expressed very well the state of mind 

of those who now control America's military policies. Back in the days of the secret 

Rockefeller-Soviet alliance, Kennan was one of the proponents of the policy of 

containment of Russia. Now the situation has changed radically, and in the New York 

Review of Books for January 21, 1982, Kennan wrote an article titled "ON NUCLEAR 

WAR". Kennan said, quote: "There is no issue at stake in our political relations with the 

Soviet Union--no hope, no fear, nothing to which we aspire, nothing we would like to 

avoid which could conceivably be worth a nuclear war". And further on he added, 

quote: "This entire preoccupation with nuclear war is a form of illness. It is morbid in 

the extreme. There is no hope in it--only horror. It can be understood only as some form 

of subconscious despair on the part of its devotees, some sort of death wish, a readiness 

to commit suicide for fear of death". 

My friends, Kennan could not be more accurate in describing the state of mind of those 

who now control America's military plans--the American Bolsheviks here. Ever since 

Russia's military take-over of space in late 1977, military planning here in America has 

taken on a kamikaze mentality. It's the concept of 'victory through suicide'. I gave 

details about this new suicidal streak in our military planning in the summer of 1978 in 

AUDIO LETTER N° 35. It is this hopelessness that led to America's shift to a first-strike 



nuclear strategy against Russia, which I first reported in AUDIO LETTERS N° 36 and 

37.  The American Bolsheviks, who now hold the reins of America's military, are Satanic 

and schizophrenic in their thinking.   

They're opposed to everything that our Lord Jesus Christ stands for--Truth, Hope, and 

Love. They live by lies and deception, and they are afflicted by utter hopelessness and 

self-hatred. They do indeed have a death wish, and they want to take the rest of us with 

them. 

As war fever is building for public consumption, the secret war is continuing to 

escalate. Last month I reported on Russia's renewed geophysical warfare involving 

especially weather modification and artificial earthquakes. These things are intended to 

reduce America's ability to go to war. Canada, too, is being drawn into the American 

Bolshevik war camp, and recently parts of Canada have suffered such extreme blizzard 

conditions that a "National Emergency" was declared. I also reported on two incidents 

in which Russian Cosmospheres triggered plane crashes last month. I can now add 

something very important to that report. 

The rash of strange plane crashes that began with Air Florida Flight 90 on January 13 

involved more than just a general warning from the Kremlin. They were in direct 

response to a specific act of secret warfare! 

For over four years now Russian electrogravitic weapons platforms called 

Cosmospheres have been hovering high over the United States. They first announced 

their presence by creating giant air booms along the East Coast and elsewhere. Since 

that time their numbers have multiplied, and they patrol continuously over all kinds of 

American strategic target areas! 

When war comes, the American Bolsheviks here plan to shoot down as many 

Cosmospheres as possible using high-power lasers. I reported this at least three years 

ago in my AUDIO LETTER reports. Until recently, however, it's been very hard to 

detect Cosmospheres floating overhead. They're invisible to normal radar except at very 

close range, but now one of the crash weapons projects here in the United States has 

made it easier to detect Cosmospheres and to aim lasers at them. The new technique 

called "Computer-Enhanced Infrared" is an extremely sensitive means of detecting the 

heat radiation given off by Cosmospheres. It's known by the acronym CEIR 

(pronounced seer). 

On the evening of January 12, 1982, a complete operational test was carried out against a 

Cosmosphere which was patrolling high over central New Jersey. CEIR was used to 

aim a ground-based high-power laser at the Cosmosphere, then the laser was fired. A 

section of the Cosmosphere erupted into blue-green flames. As the flames started to 

spread, the crew accelerated the Cosmosphere toward the coast. All Cosmosphere 



crews are under strict orders to make certain that their craft never fall into non-Russian 

hands, and they were making for the sea. The stricken Cosmosphere, trailing blue-green 

flames, was seen over a large area of eastern Pennsylvania and central New Jersey. It had 

been hovering at an altitude of more than 40 miles, but it came down fast. Its semi rigid 

shell started crumpling. It passed over Atlantic City at low altitude and plunged into 

the water just a few miles off shore. Many witnesses watched as the remains of the 

Cosmosphere burned, floating on the surface of the water for nearly 10 minutes. The 

whole incident created a sensation in the local region, but official Government 

spokesmen have treated it all as a non-event! 

This very first downing of a Cosmosphere created shock waves in the Kremlin. It was 

decided very quickly that a clear message should be sent to the Pentagon that they 

would pay dearly if the incident should be repeated. The Russians knew that a laser had 

shot down their Cosmosphere, so the very next day an Air Florida flight with laser 

warfare specialists aboard was caused to crash here in Washington. 

Then came a string of crashes and near-crashes--all of them supposedly unexplainable. 

All four Air Force Thunderbird demonstration jets were made to crash, as I explained 

last month.   

A Boeing 737 in California dropped far below its flight path, seemingly without cause, 

and narrowly missed disaster as it clipped some power lines. And strangest of all, a 

Japan Air Lines DC-8 crashed into Tokyo Bay during the final moments of its landing 

approach. It was a perfect flying day, clear and sunny. The DC-8 was only 1000 yards 

from touchdown, flying in a gentle glide. There were no mechanical problems. Suddenly 

the pilot acted as if he were dazed. Reportedly he reached over and reversed thrust on 

two of the four jet engines. The big jet nosed downward; it smashed into light 

stanchions marking the approach path and crashed into the shallow water. Later, in the 

hospital, the pilot said he had blacked out. The co-pilot reportedly said he, too, 

suddenly felt woozy, but fought it and remained conscious. 

My friends, there's not time to go into the full details of all of these incidents. It's 

enough to say that in every case, including the Japanese crash, the targets were chosen 

to convey a crystal clear warning to certain people. In every case that I have mentioned, 

a Russian Cosmosphere used a neutron beam weapon to bring about these strange 

results. As I've explained before, neutron beams disrupt electronic instruments and also 

the mental and nervous systems of people. The Russians are saying to the American 

Bolshevik Pentagon in effect: "If you shoot down any more Cosmospheres, there will be 

no place to hide." The secret war is growing more and more intense as we get closer to 

the outbreak of all-out war! At the same time the alignments of powers great and small 

are continuing to shift and settle into place. 



Last month in AUDIO LETTER N° 71 I reviewed in some detail the three main Power 

Factions in the world today and the relationships among them. One faction is that of 

the Rockefeller cartel--the multinational complex of Big Oil, Big Banking, and Big 

Business. Another faction is the Bolshevik-Zionist Axis with headquarters shared 

between the United States (especially New York City) and Israel. The third faction is 

that of the new rulers of Russia who have expelled most of the Bolsheviks formerly in 

power there. 

Last month I reported that a new operational relationship is in the works between 

Russia's new rulers and the Rockefeller cartel. I can now report that as of now the 

emerging quid pro quo falls far short of the secret alliance that used to exist.  Instead, 

it's basically an agreement not to damage one another as a matter of deliberate policy. 

The prime objective is to free both of them (the Russians and the Rockefeller cartel) to 

deal with their mutual enemy, the American Bolsheviks who have infiltrated key policy-

making government positions here in Washington. The main area in which the 

Rockefeller cartel can be helpful to the Russians is in the economic sphere. The 

American Bolshevik dominated foreign policy in the United States is a policy of 

economic starvation against Russia and her satellites.   

The Rockefeller cartel is in the position to partially blunt these policies by cooperating 

with Russia in East-West trade. American Bolshevik economic warfare against the 

Soviet bloc is most apparent right now in the plight of Poland. The American 

Bolsheviks here finally succeeded in using the Solidarity Labor Union to push Poland 

into martial law. Now martial law itself is being used as an excuse to make the Polish 

people suffer even more at America's hands. A thinly-disguised food embargo is in place 

by the United States against Poland. Even chicken feed is being held back in order to 

create disaster for Poland's own chicken farms. Everything possible is being done to 

drive the Polish people to such desperation that open revolt will erupt. 

The collapse of Poland poses a military threat to Russia and is an economic drain as 

well. Russia's new rulers are working with an unwieldy centralized economy left 

behind by the expelled Bolsheviks. It cannot be changed overnight so the Russians are 

vulnerable to economic warfare. In order to avoid economic disaster, the Russians are 

pushing hard for new ways to raise hard Western currency. Last month I reported on 

one of these Russian moves--a major coup in United States Treasury securities; but for 

the long term the Russians want to establish more stable and mutually beneficial 

economic ties with the West. 

The centerpiece of Russia's economic drive now is the Siberian gas pipe line for 

Western Europe. It's a 25-billion dollar project, the biggest ever between the Soviet 

Union and the West.   



It will be completed in 1984. The Bolsheviks here are trying to completely stop the gas 

pipe line project, but the Rockefeller oil and business cartel is trying to help the pipe 

line project go ahead. Earlier this month, on February 17, the United States Chamber of 

Commerce, a long-time Rockefeller public relations organ, went public about the pipe 

line. It called the Reagan embargo against pipe line equipment a strategy of economic 

warfare against Russia. Just last week the "Joint Economic Committee" of Congress 

endorsed the pipe line project; and in Europe, American multinational oil companies are 

lining up in support of the gas pipe line--all of them, that is, except one, Mobil Oil. 

Unlike the other members of the Rockefeller Big Oil cartel, Mobil Oil in West Germany 

has been publicly opposing the gas pipe line. 

To the Russians the gas pipe line is a matter of economic survival; and with all-out war 

on the horizon, the Kremlin has no patience with those who say one thing and do 

another. The Russians regard Mobil's position against the pipe line as a double cross, in 

effect siding with the Bolsheviks here in America. Russia's rulers decided to give Mobil 

Oil strong reasons to rethink their position, and fast! 

On Thursday, February 11, the Russian container ship Mekhanik Tarasov departed from 

a port in Quebec, Canada, bound for Leningrad. It headed northeast up the St. 

Lawrence River, then out through the Gulf of St. Lawrence into the Atlantic. After 

skirting the south coast of Newfoundland, the Tarasov set course east by northeast. Its 

course was chosen to take it very close to the world's largest semisubmersible oil rig, 

passing it on the south. The rig was the "Ocean Ranger" operated by Mobil Oil. It was 

supposedly unsinkable, like the Titanic. The Tarasov, like many other Russian 

merchant ships, possessed a military capability that was not admitted. As it neared the 

giant oil rig in a mounting storm, it launched a homing torpedo with a low-yield nuclear 

warhead toward the rig. Just before 1:00 A.M.  

Monday morning February 15 the torpedo reached its target, one of the giant 

underwater pontoons. Nuclear explosions under water are far more confined than those 

in air, and this one was hidden by the hurricane-force winds and pounding waves. A 

hole was blasted in the pontoon, and the Ocean Ranger started settling toward that 

side. The crew gave a trouble call by radio; half an hour later they reported that they 

were manning the lifeboats. But the Japanese-built Ocean Ranger was designed to be 

the world's most unsinkable oil rig! A corner of the upper platform dipped into the 

water and than stopped. The rig stayed afloat, listing at a crazy angle. The roughnecks 

stopped boarding the lifeboats, hoping the boats would not be needed after all. Then a 

Cosmosphere hovering high above the rig took aim at the corner of the rig which had 

dipped into the water. A powerful blast from its charged particle beam weapon blew a 

hole in the partially-submerged corner. Immediately the Ocean Ranger heeled over and 

sank. It went down so fast that it was too late for lifeboats to be launched successfully, 

and all hands were lost. 



The freighter Tarasov continued on course after sinking the oil rig. The Russians 

expected that the freighter would be long gone before anyone figured out what had 

happened--but they miscalculated! At around 2:00 P.M. that same afternoon, Monday 

February 15, an American Attack Submarine was closing in on the Tarasov. The "sub" 

fired a single torpedo at the Tarasov, hitting it broadside. Water surged in through a 

giant hole below the waterline, and the freighter started sinking. Like the crew of the 

Cosmosphere that was shot down over New Jersey last month, the crew of the Tarasov 

had strict orders to protect the secrets of their ship, and so the Russian captain refused 

assistance from a nearby Danish freighter as his ship sank with its secrets. Apparently, 

my friends, Mobil Oil got the message. Just two days after the sinking of the Ocean 

Ranger, Mobil Oil shut down the other two oil rigs which had been nearby and towed 

them ashore. But our leaders still have not gotten the message. They are still leading us 

straight into NUCLEAR WAR ONE! 

 

Topic #2 

Early this month on February 5, the entity Vice-President Bush made himself 

conspicuous by a trip to Cape Canaveral, Florida. He was photographed with 

astronauts inside the European-built orbital science laboratory called "SPACE LAB". 

According to official schedules, SPACE LAB will be put in orbit by space shuttle in late 

1983, about a year and a half from now. Meanwhile, Bush announced that space shuttle 

flight No. 3 is now scheduled for March 22, 1982. Supposedly it's to last for a full week. 

For public consumption, NASA spokesmen are continuing to pretend that the shuttle is 

merely carrying out a leisurely series of test flights. We are told that the Space Shuttle 

Program is basically a peaceful civilian program in spite of the all-military crews flying 

the shuttle. But the peaceful image of the Space Shuttle Program is a total lie. The fact is 

that the space shuttle flights now under way are part of a crash program by the United 

States to regain a military toe hold in space. 

The United States has been virtually locked out of the military use of space by Russia 

since late 1977, as I have reported in detail in the past. Russia's domination of space for 

the past four years and more has been highlighted by numerous manned space flights. 

These have even included cosmonauts from nine other countries besides Russia. 

Meanwhile the United States went more than five years without admitting to any 

manned space flight attempts. The Russian long-duration space spectaculars in earth 

orbit have been sufficient to build Russia's prestige in the public eye; but as I've 

reported in the past, the Soviet Space Program involves far more than is being revealed 

publicly. 

Ever since mid-October 1977, the Moon has been a Russian outpost. There are seven (7) 

manned long-range particle beam installations on the near side, and at least one base on 



the far side. In the past I've reported that regular missions are flown to and from the 

Moon in order to resupply the bases and rotate crews, and slowly but surely the 

Kremlin is inching its way toward breaking the news about its control of the Moon. 

Don't expect them to tell you everything, but they are beginning to drop hints about it. 

An example appears in the Russian publication circulated in the United States called 

"Soviet Life" for this month, February 1982. On page 33 of the magazine there is a brief 

one-page feature on Space. Planted near the beginning of the article are the words, 

quote: "Today spaceships shuttle between the Earth and the Moon with greater 

frequency than did the first voyages to the New World". 

At the top of the page there's a nighttime photo of a moonship ready to blast off from a 

Russian Cosmodrome. Below is a picture of the Earth as seen from space, and in 

between is a statement in bold type designed to give another hint about their moon 

flights.  It says, quote: 

"From a distance of 70,000 kilometers above the Earth, the planet looks peaceful and 

even defenseless. The common goal is to protect our blue and green home". 

My friends, satellites are not used at altitudes of 70,000 kilometers. The highest orbit 

that is generally useful for earth satellites is the geosynchronous orbit for stationary 

satellites over the equator. Seventy-thousand kilometers is almost twice that far from 

the Earth. The only time when a spacecraft reaches that far from the Earth is when it is 

on its way to or from the Moon or another planet. Russia's interest in space also 

extends far beyond military factors. In AUDIO LETTER N° 38 I described the plans of 

Russia's new rulers for the colonization of our solar system. Those plans are moving 

ahead steadily; in fact, at this very moment not one but two Russian spacecraft are 

approaching the planet Venus! They are said to be unmanned; but, my friends, they are 

manned spacecraft. 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 38 I reported that the Russians had settled on Venus, not Mars, 

as the first target beyond the Moon for experimental colonization. They first started 

landing unmanned craft on Venus some seven (7) years ago, and they've learned some 

key facts not yet known in the West. Four years ago the Russians began a series of 

increasingly long-durationed manned orbital space flights, which were widely 

publicized. These were gradually extended to six months and more to learn how well 

crews would stand up to interplanetary space travel. Early last fall these long-duration 

orbital flights were completed. The Russians had learned everything they needed to 

know. Last October 30 and November 4, 1981, two Russian spaceships blasted off for 

Venus. Both ships are manned by Russian cosmonauts, and both are preparing to land 

on Venus as I say these words. 

My friends, the comparison between the space programs of the United States and 

Russia today is a study in tragic ironies. We Americans are being told that the space 



shuttle is primarily a civilian-oriented project, but it is actually military. We're being 

told that it is the world's first reusable spacecraft, but a shuttle is actually being lost on 

every flight. We're being told that the space shuttle has put us years ahead of Russia, 

but we have actually slipped years behind. We're often told that our Rulers want only 

peaceful activities in space, but they are shutting down almost the entire civilian 

scientific space program. Funding is continuing for one or two peaceful projects which 

are too visible to cancel without an uproar, such as the space telescope. But follow-on 

projects to explore our solar system are being lopped off and discarded because they 

contribute nothing to our leaders' plans for war! 

We're told constantly that the Russians have nothing but war and conquest on their 

minds; but it is the Russians, not we Americans, who at this moment have two teams of 

spacemen preparing to land on Venus. They're going there for reasons which have 

nothing to do with war. The Russians are exploring the solar system simply because it 

is there. Russia's new rulers believe that it is man's destiny to move into space. The urge 

to explore that motivated their Viking ancestors of old is alive and well today in the 

Russian Space Program. 

My friends, I believe that same spirit is still strong also among the American people 

today. Why else would our leaders have to keep selling the Space Program to us as a 

great adventure? But the Bolsheviks here who now control America's Space Program do 

not care about adventure or exploring the unknown or inspiring the human spirit. They 

care only about power, control, intrigue, revolution, and war; and their plans for war are 

shaping America's Space Shuttle Program. 

Twelve days ago, on February 16, the space shuttle was moved out to the launch pad at 

Cape Canaveral, five days ahead of schedule. This will be America's third space shuttle 

launch, and it is also the third shuttle that is being used. The first shuttle, the real 

"Columbia", was destroyed last April, as I detailed in AUDIO LETTER N° 64. It was 

replaced by the training shuttle "Enterprise" which landed at Edwards Air Force Base 

and was taken to Florida. The Enterprise flight last November was a stopgap measure 

while a third shuttle could be extensively modified. 

The new shuttle now at Cape Canaveral is one of the three secret shuttles from White 

Sands that I mentioned in AUDIO LETTER N° 63 last spring. It has undergone 

extensive modification since the first space shuttle disaster ten months ago in April, 

1981. It still looks the same as the original Columbia, at least from a distance, but this 

shuttle is actually far, far different. The shuttle now on the pad, my friends, is armed to 

the teeth!   

The basic mission of this third shuttle is the same as that of the first shuttle nearly a 

year ago. One year ago today in AUDIO LETTER N° 62 I described in detail what the 

space shuttle was supposed to do. Its payload was a heavily armored laser-firing robot 



battle station designed for space reconnaissance over Russia. Russian space weapons 

finished destroying all of America's Spy Satellites nearly four years ago. That means 

America's war planners will be shooting almost blind at Russia if they start a war 

without somehow acquiring new reconnaissance data. The space shuttle is trying to 

solve that problem by getting the new hardened satellite into orbit. That is what the 

space shuttle flights right now are all about--attempts at reconnaissance. 

After each shuttle takes off from Florida it follows a long, swooping, curved launch into 

the north in order to fly over Russia. The American Bolshevik military planners here 

believe that if they can once get their new super-spy satellite into orbit, it will do the 

job. They are confident that it can survive any attacks by Russian space weapons long 

enough to radio back a large amount of reconnaissance data; and once they have that, 

the Pentagon will be ready to take America to war. 

Last spring the "Columbia" was destroyed before the Spy Satellite could be deployed. 

Likewise the makeshift "Enterprise" mission in November was a failure, but the military 

shuttle planners believe it will be a different story with their shuttle No. 3 now 

preparing for launch. 

In the cargo bay of this shuttle there is a new robot reconnaissance battle station like 

the one I described in AUDIO LETTER N° 62. There is also an additional laser mounted 

in the forward end of the cargo bay just behind the crew compartment. It is a hydrogen 

fluoride gas dynamic laser mounted vertically, aimed upward. It is equipped with a 

swiveling head consisting of mirrors that can aim the beam around a wide range of 

angles. The hydrogen fluoride laser in the cargo bay is intended mainly to protect the 

shuttle while it climbs toward orbit. 

As I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 64 last spring, the "Columbia" came under fire 

shortly before it reached orbit. Intelligence analysts here eventually obtained enough 

information about what happened to decide on installing the cargo bay laser. As the 

shuttle climbs, the air will grow thinner and thinner, dwindling to almost nothing long 

before the rocket engines shut off. At the earliest possible moment, the modified cargo 

bay doors, which have no hinges on this shuttle, will be blown off by special explosive 

devices. As the cargo bay doors flutter away from the shuttle, it will leave the upper half 

of the bay wide open. The cargo bay laser will be ready to fire from that moment 

onward. It's equipped with the same system called CEIR that I described in Topic #1. 

Since a laser equipped this way successfully shot down a Cosmosphere last month, the 

shuttle planners believe the shuttle will reach orbit safely. Once in orbit, planners here 

believe that the main threat to the shuttle will be Russia's orbiting Cosmos 

Interceptors. These manned killer satellites are responsible for sweeping the skies clear 

of American Spy Satellites. In order to deal with that threat, there have been truly 

radical modifications to the shuttle. Whenever the space shuttle is discussed, it's 

always emphasized that shuttle astronauts can work in their shirt sleeves--no need for 



space suits because riding in the shuttle is almost like riding in an air liner. Not so this 

time, my friends. 

When Col. Jack Lousma and Col. C. Gordon Fullerton lift off in this shuttle, they will 

be in spacesuits. What's more, they will be depending on their spacesuits because their 

crew cabin will not be pressurized. The whole lower front portion of their ship below 

the flight deck has been turned into a weapons bay. As soon as the shuttle reaches orbit, 

the nose will open up to the vacuum of space. The nose will fold downward and back 

somewhat like certain cargo aircraft whose noses fold upward to load and unload. As 

soon as the nose opens up, a complex laser system will emerge. The system has five 

tubular sections aimed up, down, to each side, and straight ahead. Each laser tube has a 

swiveling mirror-head for beam aiming, like that of the cargo bay laser I mentioned 

earlier. Once deployed, the Nose Laser System will be able to fire in almost any 

direction. The only exception is a narrow corridor to the rear of the shuttle. 

The Nose Laser System is described as a nuclear-pumped helium plasma laser with five 

resonators. The nuclear power pack can fire any one of the five laser tubes at a time. It's 

not as powerful as the cargo bay laser; but unlike the cargo bay laser, the Nose Laser 

System can operate for a long time on an intermittent basis, and the shuttle planners 

believe it will be powerful enough to disable the manned Russian killer satellites.  

Under the protection of the Nose Laser System, Lousma and Fullerton are to deploy the 

robot Spy Satellite. As soon as it is deployed, they are to return to Earth in a small 

Gemini-type re-entry capsule. This part of the plan is the same as I revealed a year ago 

for the first shuttle flight. Meanwhile, the shuttle will remain in orbit. 

The Nose Laser System is programmed to keep right on zapping any Russian Cosmos 

Interceptors that come within range. It will continue doing so until it is destroyed or 

the nuclear laser runs down, which could be a very long time. It will constitute a very 

dangerous nuisance in space, and the Russians will have little choice but to destroy it. 

The American Bolsheviks here hope the Russians will lose a lot of spaceships and men 

before they succeed in doing so. If the military shuttle planners are right in their 

calculations, the third space shuttle mission could turn into a battle royal in space. If 

they are wrong, they presently plan to try again one more time. 

As of now, the fourth space shuttle mission is scheduled for the Fourth of July. After 

that, no matter what happens with the space shuttle, they are now planning to go ahead 

anyway in setting off NUCLEAR WAR ONE because my friends, the American 

Bolsheviks here have scored an Intelligence coup against Russia. 

 

 

 



Topic #3 

For nearly a year now I've been reporting on the grand strategy of the American 

Bolsheviks and their Zionist partners to set off nuclear war. Their basic plan is an 

updated version of the one that was successful in setting off World War I. The prelude 

to that war involved ever widening, uncontrollable crises in the Balkans. Likewise 

today the whole world is being Balkanized by means of Bolshevik-Zionist intrigues. 

Last year I began warning that we would soon be seeing more and more simultaneous 

crises in the world as the fever for war rises. Today these simultaneous crises are now 

upon us, right on schedule. 

El Salvador and the rest of Central America are aflame with internal upheaval. Poland is 

under martial law, while America tries to transform Poland's troubles into a complete 

bloody disaster. In the Middle East not one but several time bombs are almost ready to 

go off since spring is coming. These are the things I was talking about in my advance 

reports last year. 

The Reagan-Begin Axis of Bolsheviks and Zionists intend to manipulate these crises--

and more to come--to pave the way for war. Suddenly certain crises will combine to 

trigger a chain of events leading to NUCLEAR WAR ONE. The joint military junta of 

the United States Pentagon and Israel are working on a fast timetable for all of this. As 

I've reported in past tapes, they are aiming for mid-summer 1982, this year, for the final 

war sequence to begin. 

This will involve regional conflicts in the Middle East and elsewhere which gradually 

escalate to engulf the superpowers.  The whole thing is being set up to make nuclear 

war appear unavoidable. At last all-out nuclear war itself will break out between the 

United States and Russia. It will be made to appear accidental; but as I have detailed in 

the past, my friends, NUCLEAR WAR ONE will actually begin with an American 

nuclear first strike against Russia! 

Up to now, the secret war planners here have been expecting that it would take many 

months for the final war build-up to run its course. For example, a Mideast war might 

be triggered this summer of 1982, but it could take until the spring of 1983 for the 

resulting nuclear war to erupt. That has been their thinking until very recently, but a 

drastic change is now taking place in the secret war planning under way here in 

America. The timetable for NUCLEAR WAR ONE has now been speeded up by many 

months. My friends, as of now the new target date for an American nuclear surprise 

attack on Russia is mid-September 1982!  That is little more than six months from now. 

The reason for this drastic shortening of the war timetable is a major Intelligence coup 

which has been scored by the American Bolsheviks here. 



Two high-ranking Soviet generals have recently been spirited out of Russia and brought 

here to Washington. These two men are Bolsheviks whom Russia's new non-Bolshevik 

rulers failed to detect and weed out. In Intelligence parlance, they remained as moles in 

Russia's military apparatus. Now they have been brought to America, and they bring 

with them a wealth of data about Russia's current military posture! Thanks to these 

two former Bolshevik Soviet generals, the secret war planners here now have enough 

information to plan a nuclear strike against Russia. If they can refine that information 

from data from space shuttle flights N° 3 and 4, so much the better; but if neither of the 

next two shuttle flights is successful, the war planners intend to wait no longer. They 

want to make use of the Intelligence obtained from the two Soviet generals while it is 

still fresh, and so the secret war planners here have now set a deadline for themselves of 

mid-September 1982 to attack Russia! 

As it stands now, my friends, NUCLEAR WAR ONE could erupt at any time after 

space shuttle flight N° 4 this summer and well before the end of September. 

My friends, I am telling you these things not to panic you but for the opposite reason. I 

want you to be able to understand events for yourselves so that you can take action to 

protect yourselves and your families. I cannot emphasize strongly enough that what I 

am reporting to you are the plans of MEN. If you see certain things happening, you will 

know that these war plans are succeeding and that war is imminent; if you do not see 

certain parts of the plan happening in the news, then you will know that the war plans 

may have hit a snag of some kind. In that regard I also want to let you know about the 

biggest of all possible snags that may soon trip up the American Bolsheviks here. 

For some time now I've been reporting on the hidden struggle for power that is dividing 

the United States Government. On one side are the American Bolsheviks whose chief 

Government operative today is Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger. On the other 

side is the Rockefeller cartel whose chief Governmental spokesman is Secretary of State 

Alexander Haig. Weinberger and Haig are constantly at each other's throats in the 

news. This is only a pale shadow of their intrigues behind closed doors! Caught in the 

middle is the puppet entity President Reagan. 

Our puppet president was installed by the Rockefeller cartel but has been largely under 

Bolshevik control ever since the assassination attempt last March. Like a marionette, he 

dances according to whatever strings are being pulled at the moment by either side. As 

of now, America's military is dominated by the Bolsheviks here, but that was not always 

so. 

The Rockefeller cartel has been regaining power and is now preparing to try to regain 

control over the military here. As long ago as 1963, Rockefeller insiders set up a 

contingency plan for an eventual military coup d'etat against a puppetized president. I 

revealed the existence of the plan five years ago this month in AUDIO LETTER N° 21. 



Early stages of the plan were actually set in motion against then President Carter, but 

events later that year caused the plan to be aborted. Now the plan for a Rockefeller 

cartel-backed military coup is being set in motion again, and this time it is a crash 

program intended to be carried out within a matter of months. As I detailed in AUDIO 

LETTER No. 67, the Rockefeller cartel cannot afford to let their Bolshevik enemies here 

succeed in setting off nuclear war, therefore the military coup d'etat must take place 

before the American Bolshevik surprise attack against Russia. If possible the coup will 

be carried out before the fourth space shuttle flight this summer because war will be 

possible any time after that. 

The man who is in charge of the military coup preparations is a four-star Army General. 

That is unusual because coups are usually carried out by lower-rank officers; but this 

time the circumstances are very unusual too. The General in charge of the coup to come, 

my friends, is General Alexander Haig, presently Secretary of State. He is looking 

forward to the day when he can really say, quote: "I am in charge here". 

Lately Haig has been on major TV programs almost daily. He has also been traveling 

almost continuously to help pave the way for the coup d'etat to be accepted abroad. 

Most importantly the Russians were informed of the impending coup during the Haig-

Gromyko talks last month. Part of the new quid pro quo between the Rockefeller cartel 

and the Kremlin has to do with the coup being planned here. The Rockefeller group 

were afraid that the Kremlin would interpret a military coup as a sign that an attack on 

Russia would follow quickly. Haig has assured the Russians that this will be an anti-

Bolshevik coup and that the Bolshevik war plans will be terminated. Gromyko was very 

dubious in his talks with Haig. He expressed fears that the whole plan will backfire and 

cause the American Bolsheviks in the Pentagon to push the button, but Haig finally 

extracted an agreement that the Russians will not interfere with the coup nor use the 

opportunity to attack the United States. What is brewing now, my friends, is really a 

countercoup. 

Three years ago the Rockefeller cartel lost its power over the United States Government 

in a Bolshevik coup d'etat. I detailed those events at the time, but otherwise it was 

generally hidden from public view. Now the Rockefeller cartel is trying to take back the 

power they lost three years ago. If the military take-over does take place it, too, is likely 

to be largely hidden in its details from public view. Only one event in the plan is likely 

to be visible to all. That event, my friends, will be the sudden death of the entity known 

as President Ronald Reagan. If that happens by the end of summer 1982, no matter what 

the official story may be, you will know that the military coup d'etat has taken place. 

On the other hand, should something happen to Secretary of State Haig by that time, it 

could well mean that the Bolsheviks have foiled the coup. 

It is all a race against time, my friends, and the stakes in this race involve nothing less 

than the very survival of our United States! 



LAST MINUTE SUMMARY 

Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary. In this AUDIO LETTER I've had no choice 

but to dwell on the subject of approaching war, NUCLEAR WAR. Nuclear war fever is 

conditioning us for war, and hostilities are escalating in the secret war already under 

way. 

While two manned Russian spacecraft are approaching Venus, America's Space 

Program has dwindled to a last-ditch military stab at space. The war timetable is being 

speeded up with nothing in sight but a military coup d'etat to stop it. 

The situation we face today, my friends, reminds me of a course in "Military Justice" 

which l took in Law School in 1950.  It was taught by an Army General. He started the 

first class with a statement that is still ringing in my ears today. He said: "If you 

remember nothing else from this course, make no mistake about one thing: The United 

States of America was born in war, and the United States will die in war." 

Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each 

and every one of you. 
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This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K St. N. W., Washington, DC  20006. 

Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is March 31, 1982, and this is my AUDIO 

LETTER(R) N° 73. 

For the past several days two news stories have been competing for top billing here in 

the United States. One is the conflict in El Salvador surrounding national elections, 

which were held on Sunday, three days ago. The other is the third space shuttle 

mission, which ended yesterday. 

On the face of it, these two headline events would seem to have little in common. The 

brutal civil war in the jungles of Central America seems part of a different world from 

that of America's newest space ship, but the fact is that these two news stories are 

related to one another. El Salvador and the space shuttle are both involved in the 

complex program leading up to NUCLEAR WAR ONE. El Salvador is just one hot 

spot in the growing caldron of deliberate world crises to bring on war, and the space 

shuttle is being used for secret military preparations for war itself. 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 72 last month I reported that the war timetable of America's 

Bolshevik planners is being speeded up. If their plans succeed, the time left before the 

outbreak of all-out nuclear war is measured in months; and so far, my friends, their 

plans are succeeding. 

All around the world the flames of crisis are continuing to spread. In Central America 

the initial crisis in El Salvador has now expanded to include Nicaragua, Honduras, 

and Guatemala. On the day after space shuttle N° 3 took off this month, a military 

coup took place in Guatemala--and we haven't seen anything yet. Soon we will be 

hearing of new threats to our life line through the Panama Canal. And the Carter 

Administration's giveaway of the Canal does not become final for nearly 20 more 

years. As of now the Canal remains a potential new Pearl Harbor for us. 

Overseas, other crises are also continuing to simmer and spread.  In Iran the plans for a 

new explosion of turmoil are right on track. New developments in the Iran-Iraq war 

are paving the way for this. Another factor, as I have previously reported, is to be the 



revelation that Ayatollah Khomeini is dead. Early this month there were harbingers of 

things to come in the news, especially overseas.  For example, on March 6 the BBC 

quoted a London Times article questioning whether Khomeini is still alive. The article 

expressed suspicions that fake pictures are now being used showing a "double" for 

Khomeini. 

Another simmering crisis is the contrived flap between the United States and Libya. 

For the moment it's on the back burner, but the Libya crisis is one of the time bombs 

which the Bolsheviks here can use to help set off the big war to come. In that regard, 

there were two major developments this month which went almost unnoticed in the 

news, and they are synchronized perfectly with the over-all war timetable that I made 

public last month. 

First, on March 3 Libya's Colonel Qaddafi (Khadafy) drew a line in the dust against 

the United States. In Tripoli, the Libyan capital, Qaddafi delivered a fiery speech to 

listeners gathered for a rally. He reminded them of the Nimitz episode last August 

when two Libyan jets were shot down, and he said, quote: 

"If America enters the Gulf of Sidra, war in the full sense of the word will begin 

between us and them--war with planes, navies, missiles, everything". 

Within two weeks the United States promised, in effect, that it will soon walk across 

Qaddafi's line in the dust. On March 16 Navy Secretary John Lehman declared that the 

United States will conduct naval exercises again within the Gulf of Sidra and we will 

do so within the next six months. Lehman's statement was a virtual promise of war to 

come.  It was reported that day by the BBC, but went unnoticed here in America! 

Crises within the Soviet bloc are also continuing. The war in Afghanistan continues to 

drag on, thanks to ongoing heavy involvement by the CIA. Poland, too, is an explosion 

waiting to happen. Martial law has removed the spark for that explosion by jailing the 

leaders of Solidarity. Solidarity was the main tool of the American Bolsheviks in trying 

to set off a revolt in Poland, but soon the Bolshevik war planners here expect to 

provide a new spark for revolt in Poland.  Last fall the Bolsheviks here re-established 

the covert influence within the Vatican which they held briefly three years ago. Now 

the Bolsheviks here are trying to revive their old plan called the Pope's Revolution to 

occur in Poland. 

I gave the details of the original plan in AUDIO LETTER N° 42. It was built around a 

planned papal visit to Poland on a highly emotional occasion, the 900th anniversary of 

the martyrdom of St. Stanislaus. The original "Pope's Revolution" plan was foiled by 

changing the date of the pope's visit, but now a new papal visit to Poland may be in 

the works. The occasion is the 600th anniversary of the Black Madonna, the most 



revered shrine in Poland. The anniversary takes place this summer, my friends, less 

than six months from now. 

In addition to the existing crises, new crises are also being stirred up--with more to 

come. These will be developing in both East and West. Right now a major new crisis 

is building up between two NATO members, Greece and Turkey. The new 

government of Greece wants to extricate itself from the war maneuverings of the 

Bolshevik-controlled United States and NATO. Washington is responding with 

military blackmail. Turkey's harsh military dictatorship has designs on sea and land 

controlled by Greece--and the United States is egging them on! 

Bulgaria and Romania, Soviet bloc neighbors of Greece and Turkey, are also targeted 

for turmoil soon. American Bolshevik agents are hard at work there to create a serious 

dispute between these two Warsaw Pact members. If they succeed, it will be just one 

more Poland-style headache for Russia's new anti-Bolshevik rulers. 

The American Bolsheviks here are pressing ahead fast in their efforts to bring on 

NUCLEAR WAR ONE. In this they are joined by their Zionist partners in Israel. In 

AUDIO LETTER N° 67 I described the joint military junta which today controls the 

actions of both the United States and Israel. The Reagan-Begin axis is moving the 

world steadily closer to nuclear war. Neither government is making the slightest effort 

to act in the true best interests of its own citizens! This situation is a secret in both 

countries. It's as much a mystery to most Israelis as it is to most Americans. 

In both countries there is growing alarm over the locked step toward war.  Here in 

America this is taking the form of mounting demands for a nuclear weapons freeze. In 

Israel the Begin government is facing repeated "no confidence" votes over its repressive 

policies toward Palestinians, but both governments are bent on war and they expect 

to bring it about before they can be stopped. 

The present Begin government repression in the occupied Arab territories have been 

calculated with care. They are intended specifically to shatter the shaky Middle East 

peace. For one thing, Israeli repression of Palestinians within their jurisdiction is 

intended to stir up PLO activity in southern Lebanon. In addition, Israel's suspension 

of political rights for Arabs in the occupied territories is a violation of the Camp David 

accords. Instead of negotiating increased autonomy for the Arabs, the Begin 

government is taking away what little autonomy they already had. These things are 

intended to produce a chain reaction of events--that is: PLO raids on Israel, an Israeli 

invasion of Lebanon, war between Israel and Syria creating a proxy battle between 

America and Russia, disintegrating peace ties between Israel and Egypt, an incident in 

the Sinai involving America's buffer troops there, ensnarement of Saudi Arabia in the 

collapsing peace--on and on, wider and wider, 'seemingly' out of control. 



All these artificial crises are leading fast toward NUCLEAR WAR ONE; and when it 

comes, the Bolsheviks here plan to be ready. For the first time the space shuttle has 

been successful in its secret military mission. Even more importantly, their most 

ambitious crash-weapons project is now bearing fruit. My friends, the United States 

has developed a new superweapon, as revolutionary as the atom bomb was four 

decades ago! 

My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are: 

Topic #1--THE NEW PHANTOM WAR PLANES OF THE UNITED STATES 

Topic #2--"PROJECT Z"--THE THREE-PHASE STRATEGY FOR NUCLEAR WAR 

ONE 

Topic #3--THE FIRST MILITARY SUCCESS OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE 

 

 

Topic #1 

On December 6, 1941, President Franklin D. Roosevelt authorized the spending of 

funds to begin a supersecret weapons project. Its goal: to develop a giant bomb so 

powerful that it would make all lesser weapons obsolete overnight. It was the 

beginning of what was later called the "Manhattan Project". The project was intended 

to develop a bomb to fight a war that did not yet exist, but the very next day, 

December 7, 1941, Pearl Harbor took care of that. Just one day after the A-bomb 

project began, America was at war--right on schedule. 

The Manhattan Project to develop the atomic bomb was the largest, most complex, 

and most costly military project in history up to that time, and yet it was conducted in 

total secrecy. The money spent on the atom bomb project dwarfed all other weapons 

programs, yet it was spent without the knowledge of Congress! Entire new 

laboratories were built, thousands of people were involved, and yet fewer than 100 

persons knew what the Manhattan Project was all about. The Manhattan Project was 

to develop a superweapon, something straight from the pages of Science Fiction. If 

most people had been asked they would have said that an atomic bomb was 

impossible; but in matters like this, public opinion counts for nothing at all. A small 

handful of scientists knew that it could be done. They did the seemingly impossible, 

and they did it in well under four years! The A-bomb project went from a standing 

start in December 1941 to the attack on Hiroshima in August 1945. 

My friends, I can now report for the first time that a new program like the Manhattan 

Project has been underway here in the United States.  Like the atomic bomb 40 years 



ago, the new weapon sounds like something straight from the pages of Science 

Fiction. Like the Manhattan Project, the new project has been carried out in utmost 

secrecy. Vast amounts of money have been spent on it without the slightest hint to the 

public or Congress; and just as happened with the atomic bomb, the new weapon is 

intended to make its debut in war itself--and not before. 

I first began reporting that crash weapons projects were being started here in the 

United States four years ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 33. These projects were started in 

response to Russia's surprise military take-over of space in late 1977. From time to 

time since then I have reported on the progress of a number of these secret programs 

to prepare for war. 

In "Operation Desk Top", ICBMs have been planted in supposedly invulnerable 

locations on the ocean floor.  In the secret "Minuteman TX" mobile missile program a 

large number of small ICBMs are now shuttling around the United States in special 

railroad cars. Meanwhile the phony MX missile controversy has been used as a cover 

for this secret project. Then there is the high-power Laser Program which has led to a 

number of laser weapons. And, of course, there is the Space Shuttle program--a 

desperate attempt to regain a military toe hold in space. 

While we are shown entertaining space movies on TV by NASA, we are never shown 

what is really happening on each flight, never. I have given many details about these 

secret weapons programs in past AUDIO LETTER reports. Now I have obtained 

urgent information about a crash military program which is shrouded in the deepest 

secrecy of all. It is an Air Force project involving technology which is as revolutionary 

today as the atomic bomb was forty years ago. This secret superweapon project is the 

basis for an entire new nuclear war strategy of the American Bolshevik war planners. 

It is a renegade program totally unknown both to the public and to Congress. Even 

within the military this weapons program is known only within very limited circles. 

You, my friends, will understand the reasons for this extreme secrecy when you hear 

how it is to be used in the coming war. I will reveal this master war strategy, code 

named "PROJECT Z", in Topic#2.  

Ever since the summer of 1980 there have been vague reports in the news about what 

is called the Stealth Bomber Program. We're told that ways are being developed to 

make a bomber undetectable by radar. We're also led to believe that a Stealth Plane 

will not be operational until 1991. The fact is, my friends, that these are only cover 

stories to hide a far more radical weapons program, and it will be operational not in 

far-off 1991 BUT THIS YEAR 1982! 

The Stealth program is structured very much like the Minuteman TX program which I 

made public in AUDIO LETTER N° 55.  In the case of the Minuteman TX, public 

attention was focused on the alleged MX missile; and, in fact, work is underway to 



develop a missile called MX, but all of that was set up primarily as a cover for the 

secret Minuteman TX program. It provided a way to camouflage research, 

development, and manufacturing of the TX. Now that the TX mobile missile system is 

virtually deployed on our railroads, the MX is gradually fading from the scene. The 

furious debate over all those ridiculous MX race tracks out West is gone, having 

served its purpose of distraction. And now there is talk of cutting out funding for the 

MX in the 1983 Budget.  

Can you imagine? 

It's all very much the same with the Stealth Program. Various companies and 

laboratories are experimenting with ways to foil radar. These experiments include 

special aerodynamic shapes, coatings, electronic countermeasures, and so on; but all of 

this is important mainly as a cover and a funding channel for the really secret work. 

One product of the covert Stealth projects was called a "Submersible Aircraft", or 

"Subcraft" for short. I first described Subcraft in AUDIO LETTER N° 37, August 1978, 

when they were beginning flight tests. In January 1980 there was an attempt to 

actually use them against Russia--with disastrous results. The first public leaks about 

the Stealth Program took place six months later in the summer of 1980. Up to that 

time nothing better than the unsuccessful Subcraft had been produced, but now the 

situation has changed.  The biggest gamble of all in the Stealth Program has involved a 

scientific leap forward as dramatic as the atomic bomb, and IT IS SUCCEEDING. 

What I am about to reveal may sound impossible to some people. If so, just stop and 

think about the things that would have seemed impossible 40 years ago which we 

take for granted today: jet airplanes, world-wide television, men on the Moon, local 

weather forecasts with satellite pictures of planet Earth, lasers, photocopy machines, 

frozen food, and computers. 

Think what a giant leap in technology was taken in the Manhattan Project to develop 

the atomic bomb 40 years ago.  For example, there were no computers in those days. 

Even the most advanced scientific calculations had to be done by hand with some help 

from slide rules, adding machines, and mathematical tables.  

By contrast, today you can go to a store and buy a hand calculator that will 

outperform anything that was available to the A-bomb Project; and a hand calculator 

like that is a mere toy compared with the powerful high-speed computers that are 

common today. In other areas, too, the technology of the 1980's is a far cry from that of 

the 1940's, so just ask yourself: If we could develop the atom bomb using pencils and 

slide rules, what might we develop today using computers? And if it took less than 

four years with the primitive tools of the 1940's, why should a crash program today 

take any longer? 



The most secret branch of the Stealth Program, my friends, is developing aircraft that 

are invisible to more than just radar. They are invisible even to the eye. These invisible 

Phantom war planes carry special electromagnetic gear. The equipment includes 

superconducting magnets which are maintained at temperatures close to absolute 

zero. This cryogenic equipment creates an enormously powerful electromagnetic field 

around the aircraft. The field is designed according to the principles of Einstein's 

"unified field theory". 

Einstein never completely finished his unified field theory, but it has been studied by 

numerical techniques using computers. By this brute-force method, enough has been 

learned to apply unified field theory to the new Phantom war planes. 

When the invisibility field is turned on, a Phantom war plane is encased in a sort of 

electromagnetic bubble. Light that strikes the field from any direction divides, passes 

around the plane, comes together again on the other side, and goes on. The effect is 

like a boulder in a stream--water flowing towards the boulder divides, goes around it, 

and then comes together again on the other side. 

To understand why this makes the plane invisible, stop and think how you see 

objects. Suppose you look across the room at a chair. Light bounces off the chair in a 

certain pattern, travels through the air and strikes your eyes. Your eyes then recognize 

the light pattern as a chair. Now suppose someone walks between you and the chair. 

Light bouncing off the chair is stopped by the person who's in the way so you no 

longer see the chair, instead you see the person by reflected light. 

Now, my friends, consider a new situation. Suppose that the person were encased in a 

special bubble like that of a Phantom war plane. He steps between you and the chair. 

The light waves from the chair strike the bubble, flow around him, come together 

again, and continue to your eyes so you still see the chair. But because of the bubble, 

no light is reflected back from that person, so you cannot see him--in other words, he 

is invisible. He is there all right between you and the chair, but because of the way the 

light behaves around his protective shield you cannot see him. This is basically how 

the invisibility shield works on a Phantom war plane. The only difference is that the 

field is not as sharply defined as a bubble. It is strong close to the plane and grows 

weaker with distance. From a distance the plane is totally invisible when it is air-

borne. 

A Phantom war plane is invisible to the eye and also to radar. Radar is like light 

except for wave length, and behaves the same way when it hits the invisibility shield--

it just divides, flows past the plane, converges on the other side, and continues 

onward.  It does not bounce back so there is no radar return. 



Invisibility is the most striking feature of a Phantom war plane but it is not the most 

important. The greatest value of the invisibility field is its protection against Beam 

weapons. A Phantom war plane is totally immune to lasers because a laser beam is just 

intense light. The invisibility field also gives protection against Russia's charged 

particle beam. Charged particles are far easier to deflect than light, so the charged 

particle beam is no match for the light-deflecting shield. 

That leaves only neutral beam weapons. Russia's neutron beam would penetrate the 

invisibility shield, but ways have been found to shield against neutron radiation well 

enough to make neutron beams ineffective in stopping a Phantom war plane. That's 

especially true because extremely effective shielding is part of the basic design of a 

Phantom war plane. Without it the gigantic electromagnetic field, which produces 

invisibility, would derange electronic instruments as well as the crew if it is manned. 

So the net result is this, my friends: The new Phantom war plane of the United States 

is not detectable by conventional means, and it is believed to be invulnerable to all of 

Russia's beam weapons. Those beam weapons have been the keys to Russia's military 

superiority since late 1977, so the Phantom war plane is the ideal weapon to attack 

Russia. 

The Phantom war plane has just one major drawback. In a way its greatest strength is 

also its greatest weakness. When the invisibility field is turned on, incoming light 

waves do not strike the plane; instead, the light flows around the plane, as I have 

explained. That is what makes the plane invisible to observers at a distance, but at the 

same time the field prevents light waves from the outside world from reaching the 

cockpit of the plane. In other words, the pilot cannot see anything outside the 

invisibility field. He is required to fly blind. 

There is only one technique known in the West by which a Phantom war plane can be 

navigated. It's called "Inertial Guidance", a technique first invented for ICBMs a 

quarter century ago. In Inertial Guidance, a computerized system keeps track of all 

the forces and maneuvers experienced by the vehicle. By adding these up over time, 

the system calculates where it is without reference to the outside world. For a 

Phantom war plane, the Inertial Guidance problem is very difficult. The guidance 

system must operate for as long as several hours while the plane flies to its target. 

That gives lots of time for errors to build up which would send the plane off course, 

but the problem has been solved. 

New Inertial Guidance technology has been developed using Lasers in place of the old 

mechanical gyros used on ICBMs, and so the supersecret Phantom war plane project 

has succeeded in producing a new superweapon! It's as revolutionary today as the 

atomic bomb was nearly a half century ago. Prototypes are now flying, and a rush 

production program is already underway. The secret war planners here expect to have 



an operational fleet ready by this summer of 1982. This is now the pacing item in the 

short new war timetable which I made public last month in AUDIO LETTER N° 72. 

The secret new fleet of Phantom war planes are the key to a complete new Pentagon 

war plan, which I will reveal in Topic #2. This is why fresh reconnaissance data on 

Russian targets is so critical to the war planning here. When Phantom war planes 

take off to attack Russia, they will have to know ahead of time exactly where the 

target is. Flying blind on Inertial Guidance, they cannot look around and change 

course to find a target. 

For a year now the Space Shuttle has been making a desperate attempt to obtain the 

needed target information from space. It would be the first new data since Russia 

destroyed our Spy Satellites four years ago. The first two Shuttle flights were not 

successful in their secret military mission; but as I revealed last month, the American 

Bolshevik war planners in the Pentagon have scored an Intelligence coup against 

Russia, and now Space Shuttle N° 3 has been successful. The war planners here are 

now obtaining the most crucial target data needed for a Phantom war plane attack 

against Russia. As a result, a whole new war plan is now being prepared for the 

coming nuclear war. 

America's war strategists are now eager for war because they now believe they can 

achieve victory over Russia; but, my friends, their concept of victory does not include 

you and me. The secret war strategists here are preparing to sacrifice America and 

most of her people on the altar of WORLD DOMINATION! 

 

Topic #2 

The radically new Phantom war plane is causing an equally radical revision of the 

master war strategy of the United States. Elements of several past strategies are now 

being blended together to create a new grand plan. It is this new grand master 

strategy which America's war planners are counting on to bring them victory in 

NUCLEAR WAR ONE, and they plan to use the war plan very soon--by the autumn 

of this year 1982! 

Strategic nuclear war planning here in Washington is now being carried out under the 

code name "PROJECT Z". The letter "Z" was chosen because it is the final letter in the 

alphabet. The war planners here are confident that this is the last war plan they will 

need against Russia. War planning under "PROJECT Z" is so secret that it's not being 

done at the Pentagon itself; instead, an elite group of war strategists have been 

assembled at a special war room in downtown Washington. The war room is hidden 

away in a building which would never be suspected for the purpose. It's practically 

within the shadow of the White House! 



The elite war planners for NUCLEAR WAR ONE constitute a very small group. Their 

job is to think in terms of the big picture. They have at their fingertips computer 

terminals with which they can access any information they need from other 

Government computers. This includes not only Pentagon data banks but also the 

computer files of other Government agencies. 

As I say these words, the "PROJECT Z" war planners have already arrived at the broad 

outlines for their master war plan. Countless details and refinements still lie ahead, 

but the basic strategy is already decided! That strategy is what I am about to reveal to 

you. 

The "PROJECT Z" strategy for NUCLEAR WAR ONE is a three-phase plan--that is, 

the war planners intend for the war to proceed in three distinct phases.  These phases 

are known as: 

       Phase 1--Initiation 

       Phase 2--Attrition, and 

       Phase 3--Domination. 

In past reports I've given many details about the process which is to lead up to the 

coming war. That process is based on ever-increasing world crises, like those that led 

up to World War I. We are now seeing that process in full swing all around us. 

Within six months from now these deliberate crises are supposed to provide the 

spark to set off NUCLEAR WAR ONE. The "PROJECT Z" war planners are 

concerned with the military acts from that initial spark onward. 

Phase #1 in their plan, the Initiation Phase, will begin with an American surprise 

attack against Russia. The surprise attack will use the new Phantom war planes. They 

will be the key to the outcome of the rest of the war. 

Some 3-1/2 years ago, in the summer of 1978, I reported that America was shifting to a 

first-strike nuclear strategy against Russia. In AUDIO LETTER N° 37 I described the 

prime objective of any such American first strike. It will be to knock out the Earth 

bases for Russia's space triad of strategic weapons. If that can be done, Russia's 

overwhelming military power in space will soon wither and die. That will leave the 

United States and Russia on more equal terms for the rest of the war. When I 

recorded AUDIO LETTER N° 37, the plan was to use a combination of Subcraft and 

unmanned aircraft called RPVs for the initial attack. That plan was actually 

attempted over two years ago, as I reported in AUDIO LETTERS N° 53 and 54. It 

ended in total failure because Subcraft and RPVs were no match for Russia's 

Cosmospheres with their beam weapons; but now the new Phantom war planes are 

almost ready, and the plan is being revived in updated form. 



Phantom war planes are intended to be based in at least three countries on Russia's 

doorstep. These basing areas are: northern Norway; eastern Turkey; and most critical 

of all, Sinkiang Province in northwestern China. Already high-power lasers are being 

moved into those areas. They are equipped with the new aiming device called CEIR 

(pronounced seer), which I described last month. These lasers have the proven ability 

to shoot down Cosmospheres. They will be used to protect the Phantom war planes 

from destruction on the ground by Cosmospheres. 

The Phantom war planes which will be used are unmanned. They are equipped with 

robot pilots which can be programmed to fly each plane to a preassigned target. Each 

will be programmed for a one-way trip. The invisible robot-piloted aircraft will fly 

through Russian air space, invulnerable to any beam-weapon attacks. Anti-aircraft 

missiles fired at them will be unable to hone in on them, and so the "PROJECT Z" 

planners believe that the robot Phantom planes will reach their targets. 

Those targets are Russia's four Cosmodromes for rockets plus several Cosmosphere 

installations in central Siberia. The invisible robot planes will crash like kamikazes 

into their targets. Seemingly out of a clear blue sky, all of Russia's Space bases will 

suddenly vanish in thermonuclear fireballs. In addition to Russia's Space bases, the 

Phantom war plane assault will also be directed at one other category of prime targets. 

Those are the bases for Russia's flying Anti-missile System, which I described in 

AUDIO LETTER N° 54. The System consists of a fleet of TU-144 Supersonic 

Transports equipped with particle-beam weapons. They are supposed to provide 

Russia's final line of defense against incoming missile warheads. American Phantom 

war planes will be programmed to destroy the TU-144 bases. 

Phase #1 of the "PROJECT Z" war plan continues on a very tight timetable. If the 

invisible war plane attack succeeds, a furious counterattack by Russia is guaranteed. 

"PROJECT Z" calls for the United States to beat Russia to the punch. 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 66 last summer 1981, I revealed the plan by which America's 

entire nuclear arsenal is to be fired at Russia. It will be done by creating a false 

indication that America is under nuclear attack. The method which will be employed 

is known as "Electromagnetic Pulse" or EMP. EMP is a phenomenon associated with 

nuclear blasts at the fringes of space. As I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 66, our 

Strategic Forces are being programmed to consider an EMP episode to be positive 

proof of a Russian attack. Under those circumstances, they are instructed to 

counterattack against Russia without waiting for any further orders! 

In the "PROJECT Z" timetable, the Phantom war plane explosions in Russia will be 

followed moments later by nuclear detonations over North America.  These will be the 

warheads of American high-speed missiles called ACMs.  They will be launched into 

the sky from various locations around the United States to create a violent EMP 



episode. Our Strategic Nuclear Forces, obeying orders, will launch what they will 

believe to be retaliation against Russia. 

As the American ACMs are launched into the sky over our heads, still another event is 

to be underway.  Last month I reported that a Russian Cosmosphere had been shot 

down for the first time--in January over New Jersey. In the same way, high-power 

lasers located in many places around the United States will be shooting down as many 

Cosmospheres as possible. By the time our ICBMs are launched a few minutes later, 

it's expected that many of the threatening Cosmospheres overhead will have been 

destroyed. They will be unable to blast all of our missiles as they are launched, and 

many will survive to be on their way to Russia. Thanks to the initial Phantom war 

plane attack, Russia's flying ABM System will also be out of action. Stripped of all her 

defenses against missile attack, the Soviet Union will soon be aflame with a sea of 

nuclear firestorms. 

In the "PROJECT Z" war plan, the arrival of American ICBMs on Russian targets 

marks the end of Phase #1 of the war, the Initiation Phase. 

Next comes Phase #2, the Attrition Phase. During Phase #2, the war planners here 

envision extreme damage to both the United States and Russia, with the war 

gradually running down. First there will be a rain of Russian missile warheads on the 

United States. There will also be missile attacks on certain other targets around the 

world where American Military Forces are located; but the real destruction will be 

right here in the United States itself! 

The "PROJECT Z" war planners do not expect America, as we know it, to survive a 

nuclear exchange. Unlike Russia, the United States has no Civil Defense worthy of the 

name, let alone hardened blast shelters; and because of the need for total surprise in 

the attack against Russia's Space bases, the ensuing nuclear exchanges will come 

without warning. Vacationers will be on beaches, businessmen will be making deals, 

housewives will be in supermarkets, children will be at play. Suddenly air raid sirens 

may start to blare, as they did on a summer day in Hiroshima 36 years ago, but it will 

be too late. The America we know and love will die in a thousand Hiroshimas. The 

war schemers have planned for all that. While you and I and our children vanish from 

the face of the earth, they intend to be riding out the attack they have caused in 

Government war bunkers! 

Gradually over a period of many months they expect the conflict between Russia and 

the United States to sputter out. Both sides will be exhausted and ruined, both will 

lose the capacity to carry the war any further. In Russia, the wounds will be grievous--

up to 50-million dead and millions more injured; but in the United States the wounds 

will be mortal. The "PROJECT Z" war planners have figured it out on their computers. 

If we are lucky, from 40- to 50-million Americans may survive at the end of 



NUCLEAR WAR ONE. All the rest will have been killed outright in nuclear attacks 

or will have died of injuries and disease. NUCLEAR WAR ONE will leave medical 

care virtually nonexistent in what is left of America. 

The American Bolsheviks here intend to ride out the war after setting it off.  They will 

wait until the stalemate point is reached with both sides unable to fight any longer. 

That will mark the end of Phase #2, the Attrition Phase. 

Finally, the "PROJECT Z" war plan will move into the third and final phase.  That 

phase is world domination by the Satanic Bolsheviks who now control the United 

States Military. In this final phase, the Bolsheviks here in America will be taking 

advantage of secret preparations which began long ago. In AUDIO LETTER N° 28 I 

described the two-prong strategy for world domination which the Four Rockefeller 

Brothers launched in 1961. One side of this twin strategy required the United States to 

give the impression that it was growing steadily weaker, disarming unilaterally; but 

that was only for public consumption. The secret side of the strategy involved an 

actual build-up of armaments, in secret. 

When the Bolsheviks here seized power from the Rockefellers, they continued the 

stockpiling of secret reserves of armaments world-wide. When NUCLEAR WAR 

ONE sputters out into exhausted stalemate, they plan to bring these secret reserves of 

military power into the open. Even if the entire populations of the United States and 

Russia are gone, that will still leave 95% of the world's population alive. With the 

world's only surviving major military force, they believe world domination will be 

theirs at last. 

 

Topic #3 

Yesterday morning March 30 Space Shuttle Flight #3 officially ended, one day behind 

schedule. For the first time we got to see a shuttle landing at the White Sands Missile 

Range, New Mexico. As I detailed last year in AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 64, White 

Sands is the true nerve center of the Space Shuttle Program. 

This third shuttle flight also chalked up another first, and this one was not visible on 

television. For the first time, my friends, a space shuttle has succeeded in its secret 

military mission. By doing so, the shuttle has removed one more barrier to nuclear 

war. The accelerated war planning now under way here in Washington will be able to 

proceed even faster, thanks to the Space Shuttle. 

The third shuttle mission took place nearly one year after the first flight of April 1981. 

A comparison between the first and third flights is a study in ironies. Last April, 

publicity about the first flight was designed to give the impression that it was 



unnaturally perfect. Meanwhile, the secret military mission--which we did not see--

was a disaster. This time on Flight #3, it was the other way around. From start to 

finish the publicity emanating from NASA gave the impression that the shuttle was 

plagued with problems. NASA wanted to be able to explain it away if disaster should 

strike again; but as it turned out, the military mission in space, hidden from our eyes, 

was a success. 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 72 last month I described what that mission was. Space 

Shuttle #3 was supposed to orbit a special new Spy Satellite, which I described last 

year in AUDIO LETTER N° 62. It is hardened against attack from Russia's space 

weapons and armed with a robot-controlled laser that can shoot back. In addition, the 

shuttle itself was armed with lasers this time, as I detailed last month. 

The public image of a troubled, plagued shuttle flight actually got underway several 

days before launch, thanks to the weather. Drenching rainstorms turned Edwards Air 

Force Base in California, used for the first two shuttle landings, into a soggy mess. The 

tight military schedule of the Shuttle Program required that the flight take off on 

schedule anyway, so for public consumption a 23-car railroad train loaded with 

equipment was sent from California to New Mexico.  Ostensibly, NASA was setting 

up a spur-of-the-moment landing site at the White Sands Missile Range. This was 

done so that the central role of White Sands in the Shuttle Program would not be 

suspected by the public. 

Space Shuttle #3 lifted off from Cape Canaveral only an hour behind schedule on 

Monday morning March 22. Beginning at the moment of lift-off, NASA started laying 

the basis for a cover-up story should the military mission fail. First we heard the 

prerecorded voice of Shuttle Commander Jack Lousma saying unexplained white 

flakes were flying past the windshield.  Later, after the shuttle was out of sight, we 

were told that one of the power packs called an APU was malfunctioning. These 

initial hints of possible trouble had been prerecorded for broadcast during the launch-

-for a reason. There was fear that the shuttle might be destroyed by Russian space 

weapons before reaching orbit. Had that happened, the shuttle managers wanted to 

be able to initiate a cover-up which would not reveal the military situation; but as it 

turned out, the preparations which I detailed last month were successful. Shuttle #3 

did reach orbit successfully, and a key to success was a radical new maneuver added 

to the flight plan. 

When Space Shuttle #3 took off last week it headed into the northeast. Long-distance 

cameras followed it until the two solid rockets separated and fell away. Then, as the 

shuttle disappeared from sight, it started its long sweeping turn into the north. It was 

heading toward a near-polar orbit so that it would pass over Russia. This much of the 

flight plan was the same as in the past, but this time a critical new feature was added. 



Less than 30 seconds after the shuttle disappeared from TV cameras, the cargo-bay 

doors were blasted off. This opened up a field of fire for the defensive laser at the front 

of the cargo bay, which I discussed in AUDIO LETTER N° 72. Then the shuttle and its 

giant external tanks started rotating slowly in a space-age version of a barrel roll. In 

World War II, Fighter pilots made use of the barrel roll to avoid bullets from enemy 

airplanes. Likewise, the Space Shuttle this month used a barrel roll to protect itself 

against possible attack from Russian Cosmospheres. By rotating like a corkscrew, the 

shuttle made it impossible for a Cosmosphere to approach safely from any direction. 

The barrel-roll maneuver was a very risky one for the shuttle. The shuttle and tank 

were never designed with such aerobatics in mind, but calculations showed that it 

should survive a slow roll, and it did. 

One of the biggest questions about the barrel-roll stunt was what it would do to the 

astronauts Lousma and Fullerton. They were required to withstand these dizzying 

gyrations for about six minutes. At the same time, the shuttle was still accelerating 

with up to three times the force of gravity; and because of the peculiar design of the 

shuttle and fuel tank, the gyrations were sickening indeed. Military space doctors 

knew that at best Lousma and Fullerton would be very sick for some time after 

reaching orbit. Their wild, crushing, spinning ride would end abruptly in 

weightlessness. That is a combination guaranteed to derange the equilibrium of even 

the toughest astronaut. Nothing remotely like it had ever been done in space before.  

Doctors were worried that even if Lousma and Fullerton survived the mission and 

returned to earth, there could be permanent damage to their equilibrium. 

When Lousma and Fullerton reached orbit, they did indeed become violently ill. 

That's why we heard those reports about nausea striking both men. NASA wanted to 

pave the way for a plausible public explanation if they should not appear well when 

they returned to earth. At the same time, the shuttle planners knew perfectly well 

why they were sick. That is why NASA spokesmen acted so unconcerned when 

discussing the space sickness with reporters. When they called it "motion sickness" 

(quote), they were making an understatement. 

When I recorded AUDIO LETTER N° 72 last month, I reported that the plan was for 

Lousma and Fullerton to begin work immediately upon reaching orbit. Their 

extensively modified crew compartment was to be depressurized already, with the 

two men depending upon their space suits. This plan had to be modified slightly when 

the barrel roll was added to the flight plan. 

When the shuttle reached orbit the astronauts were in space suits, but the cabin was 

still pressurized. They were allowed several minutes to get from the flight deck to the 

Gemini-type escape capsule stored below. Once inside the escape capsule they 

depressurized the cabin; then the Nose Laser System deployed automatically to 



protect the shuttle against any attacks by Russian space weapons. This allowed 

Lousma and Fullerton to recover from space sickness inside the capsule. 

For the next 24 hours or so, getting well was their main task. It was a period of 

vulnerability of depending on the untried Automatic Laser System for protection. The 

shuttle planners wanted to have an excuse ready later should the shuttle be attacked 

and destroyed. So the day after the launch we were shown TV pictures of missing tiles 

on the nose of the shuttle. According to those pictures, my friends, at least a dozen 

tiles in the black area were lost. If that had really happened, it would have been cause 

for great alarm. Later on NASA spokesmen downplayed it, saying the tiles were 

noncritical. But there is no such thing as a noncritical black tile. The black tiles 

supposedly lost are to withstand temperatures above 1500 degrees Fahrenheit. Under 

the tile there is nothing but a piece of felt called a "strain isolation pad". It would not 

last five seconds in those temperatures, and under the felt is the metal skin of the 

shuttle. It is made of aluminum, which loses its strength above 350 degrees. If exposed 

to 1500-degree heat by a few missing black tiles, the shuttle could not possibly avoid 

severe damage. 

The NASA space movies we saw on TV were a prerecorded hoax to provide an excuse 

if something went wrong, but it did not. The astronauts recovered, went to work, and 

deployed the new military satellite. Meanwhile NASA spokesmen waved aside the 

alleged tile problem as minor. It had served its purpose and was no longer needed. 

Throughout the rest of the week we heard about one problem after another.  

Supposedly the cargo-bay doors would not close, the toilet would not work, three out 

of four communication channels went out, one of the three crucial data display 

screens in the cockpit failed. None of these stories were true; all were devised to 

provide a cover story for possible problems with the secret mission, but in the end 

none of them were needed and so NASA spokesmen just waved them aside as 

unimportant. 

The secret military mission was a success, so the pretended mission which was 

cooked up for TV was declared a success, too. 

Late Friday night March 26, Lousma and Fullerton finished deploying the new Super-

Spy Satellite. It had taken longer than planned, but it was done. As I explained last 

month, they left their shuttle in orbit. They re-entered their Gemini-type escape 

capsule, fired its retrorockets, and dropped out of orbit to an Indian Ocean 

splashdown. From there they were flown nonstop to the White Sands Missile Range, 

New Mexico. 

The shuttle managers took advantage of a sandstorm at White Sands to delay the 

public landing for one extra day while the astronauts recuperated. Then yesterday 



morning they boarded one of the two remaining secret shuttles at White Sands. The 

shuttle took off from the north end of the immense White Sands Range, using small 

solid rockets.  Moments before 11:00 A.M. it made its appearance on TV. It swooped in 

from the north, dropped down over the mountains, and touched down in a cloud of 

white dust. Finally after a respectable wait, out stepped Lousma and Fullerton, rested 

and refreshed. 

My friends, like every other American I find myself wanting to cheer at the success of 

Space Shuttle Flight #3. It was achieved against incredible odds, in the face of Russia's 

overwhelming power in space. Determination, ingenuity, and sheer boldness carried 

the day. That is how I am tempted to feel--but then I have to recall the ultimate 

purpose of all this. The military shuttle managers are not doing these things to prevent 

war, BUT TO PREPARE TO FIGHT ONE!  The success of Space Shuttle #3, my 

friends, has brought us a giant step closer to thermonuclear war. 

 

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY 

Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary. In this AUDIO LETTER I've reported on 

major developments now taking place in our headlong rush into nuclear war. The 

United States has developed a new secret superweapon, the invisible Phantom war 

plane.  Its invulnerability to beam weapons makes it the centerpiece of a whole new 

war strategy against Russia. This strategy, code named "PROJECT Z", involves an 

American surprise attack on Russia followed by all-out war! 

Until now the main weakness of the war plan has been the lack of fresh 

reconnaissance data on Russia, but now that problem is rapidly being solved.  Last 

month I reported a major Intelligence coup against Russia by the war planners here, 

and now the success of Space Shuttle #3 is adding to the momentum for nuclear war. 

My friends, for many years now our Lord Jesus Christ has held back the holocaust 

that threatens to engulf us. Time after time we have come to the very brink, only to be 

pulled back and spared once again. 

Our Lord "is not willing that any should perish", and He has shown us mercy over and 

over. But what have we, as a nation, done in response to that mercy?  Have we mended 

our ways? Returned to Him? And revived the values that made America great? 

The answer, my friends, is found in the words of the prophet Jeremiah, Chapter 5: 

"We have spoken falsely of the LORD, and have said He will do nothing. No evil will 

come upon us, nor shall we see sword or famine. 



Behold, I am bringing upon you a nation from afar, says the LORD. It is an enduring 

nation, it is an ancient nation, a nation whose language you do not know". 

My friends, our Satanic Bolshevik leaders here intend to destroy the ancient, enduring 

nation of Russia whose language we do not know. But our Lord Jesus Christ sees all, 

and He alone will repay! 

Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each 

and every one of you. 
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This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K St. N. W., Washington, DC 20006. 

Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is April 30, 1982, and this is my AUDIO 

LETTER(R) N° 74. 

It's now been almost one month since war broke out in the South Atlantic. On the 

surface it seems that it's only a dispute between Argentina and Great Britain over the 

barren, wind-swept Falkland Islands and South Georgia Island. In reality, it's far more 

than that. 

The so-called Falklands crisis is just the visible tip of a giant military operation. During 

this month of April 1982, fierce naval battles have taken place--not only in the South 

Atlantic but also in the South Pacific. Up to now most of the hostilities have been kept 

under wraps by wartime censorship on all sides. But as I say these words, the naval war 

in the Southern Hemisphere is about to come to the surface. 

Beginning today, April 30, a total naval and air blockade of the Falklands by the Royal 

Navy has begun. At the same time a counterblockade has been declared by Argentina in 

the same area. To be effective, a blockade must be imposed over a period of time, but the 

Royal Navy does not have that much time. Winter is coming on in the South Atlantic, 

and the British supply lines are overextended. Having come this far, Her Majesty's navy 

cannot simply drop the blockade and sail away in a few weeks time without drawing 

blood from Argentina. As a result the British will be forced to undertake military 

operations very soon no matter how risky they may be. 

There is also another reason why the Royal Navy now has no choice but to engage the 

Argentine forces in combat. That reason, my friends, is that the Royal Navy has already 

suffered losses in secret combat this month. Up to this moment there will be no way to 

explain away the damage which has been sustained by the British fleet. Only when 

publicly admitted fighting erupts will the British dare to admit that they have suffered 

battle losses. To obtain that cover story, the British have no choice but to sail into 

combat; but in doing so, they will be risking even heavier losses on top of those already 

sustained. In short, my friends, Her Majesty's navy has sailed into a trap. 



The events now unfolding in the South Atlantic carry strange, ironic echoes of the past. 

For weeks now we've been hearing countless commentators referring to the British task 

force as an "armada" (quote). The British of all people ought to be very uneasy with that 

description. The original Spanish Armada 400 years ago was renowned as a seemingly 

invincible fighting force, but it came to grief in a naval disaster so complete that it 

changed the course of history--and it was none other than the English navy that 

destroyed the Spanish Armada. 

The original Spanish Armada put to sea in 1588 during the reign of England's Queen 

Elizabeth I. The Armada was an invasion fleet carrying thousands of crack fighting men 

to invade England. They were met by the daring sea dogs of Sir Francis Drake. Drake 

and his small, fast ships turned the tables on the Spanish Armada by changing the rules 

of battle. The English fleet was equipped with new longer-range guns, and it stayed 

upwind and out of reach. From there the English pounded, smashed, and shattered the 

big ships of the mighty Armada. When it was all over, barely half the Spanish fleet was 

left to limp back to port. Drake's defeat of the Spanish Armada was a shock to the 

world. It opened the door for England under Queen Elizabeth I to start its expansion 

into a truly global empire. 

Today, 400 years later, history seems to have come full circle. Queen Elizabeth II is 

witnessing the dismantling of the world empire whose heyday began under Queen 

Elizabeth I, and now the cultures of England and of Spain are once again in 

confrontation. Once again a so-called armada is preparing for invasion, but this time the 

armada is British, not Spanish. Four hundred years ago Sir Francis Drake was the hero 

of the day; today, the ghost of Francis Drake is once again on the scene. 

The South Atlantic war zone is at the eastern end of the Drake Passage around the 

southern tip of South America. The defeat of the Spanish Armada four centuries ago 

broke the back of Spain's naval supremacy, and now the defeat of the new British 

armada may well break the back of what remains of the once glorious Royal Navy. 

My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are: 

Topic #1--THE MILITARY SECRET OF SOUTH GEORGIA ISLAND 

Topic #2--THE SECRET NAVAL WAR OF THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 

Topic #3--THE ROCKEFELLER FEAR CAMPAIGN AGAINST NUCLEAR WAR. 

 

Topic #1 

When the Falkland Islands crisis began early this month it looked at first like a tempest 

in a teapot. For a century and a half since 1833, the Islands have been controlled by 



Great Britain. During that entire time, British sovereignty over the Falklands has been 

disputed by Argentina. There have been countless threats by Argentina to seize the 

Islands, which it calls the Malvinas, but the threats have always come to nothing in the 

past and Britain has never even gotten very worried about them. 

The Islands are four times as distant from Argentina as Cuba is from the United States, 

and they are not much of a prize.  After 150 years of occupancy, the Falklands are home 

to fewer than 2,000 British settlers and a lot of sheep. In short, the remote Falkland 

Islands hardly look like something to fight over, and yet here we are watching another 

crisis take place. We are watching as war erupts between Great Britain and Argentina. 

The Thatcher government is acting as if it has forgotten all about its usual 

preoccupation with the Soviet threat at NATO's doorstep. Instead, Britain is throwing 

almost everything it's got at Argentina---aircraft carriers, cruisers, destroyers, 

submarines, assault ships--you name it. Luxury cruise ships have even been 

commissioned and turned into troop carriers overnight.  

Wave after wave of additional assault troops have been activated and sent to join the 

fleet even after it sailed. Ships and submarines have been pulled off station from normal 

NATO duty and sent to reinforce the task force. The initial 40-ship force has grown 

steadily over the past several weeks into an armada numbering over 70. Over two-thirds 

of the entire Royal Navy has already been deployed to the South Atlantic off Argentina.  

Watching all this, a lot of people are asking: What's this fight really all about? The most 

popular answer suggested in the major media is "oil". Vast deposits of oil are known to 

exist under the continental shelf between Argentina and the Falklands, but that has 

been known for nearly 10 years. In no way does it explain the timing of the sudden 

military offensive by Argentina this month, and oil explains even less about the 

Argentine seizure of South Georgia Island. 

South Georgia Island is 800 miles east of the Falklands with no known oil deposits 

anywhere near it; and compared to South Georgia, the Falklands are an island paradise. 

South Georgia Island is covered with rugged mountains, treacherous valleys, glaciers, 

and semi-permanent snow. Most of it is uninhabitable.  On top of all that, Argentina 

has absolutely no legal or historical claim to South Georgia Island. In that respect it 

stands in sharp contrast to the Falklands. In the early 1830s the Falklands were 

occupied for a while by Argentine colonists. In 1833 the British expelled them and took 

over the Island. For that and other historical reasons, Argentina argues that the 

Falklands really belong to Argentina, not Britain. But no such argument is possible for 

South Georgia Island. It has always been controlled by Britain, never by Argentina or 

Spain. The Argentine seizure of South Georgia Island looks even more unreasonable 

from a military point of view. Argentina's leaders are military men and they think in 

military terms. They were well aware ahead of time that far-off South Georgia Island 

could not possibly be held for long. By seizing it they were setting themselves up to 



absorb a military defeat, as the Island was retaken by Britain. So the question is: Why 

did Argentina's military junta bother with the seemingly worthless South Georgia 

Island at all? 

My friends, the answers to all these questions are military, not political or economic. 

South Georgia Island possesses an enormous military secret. It's a giant underground 

installation buried under the mountains at the northwest end of the Island. The real 

reason for the so-called Falkland crisis is this secret installation, together with two 

other similar installations which I will describe shortly. The secret military complexes 

have been in existence for many years; they are not new. What is new is the accelerated 

nuclear war timetable of the American Bolshevik war planners here in Washington. For 

the past two months I've been reporting the details of this new war plan to you as 

quickly as I can obtain and verify them. 

The plan calls for NUCLEAR WAR ONE to erupt by September of this year 1982!! It is 

this fast-approaching nuclear war threat that caused the so-called Falklands crisis to 

erupt now. What is going on now is a coordinated effort to spoil part of the Bolshevik 

grand strategy for the coming nuclear war. The mutual enemies of the American 

Bolsheviks here--namely, the Rockefeller cartel--and Russia's new rulers in the Kremlin 

are behind the present crisis. They are trying to ruin Phase #3 of the "PROJECT Z" war 

plan which I revealed last month. That phase is to be world domination by the 

American Bolsheviks after both Russia and the United States have been destroyed in 

NUCLEAR WAR ONE. As I mentioned last month, the key to this plan is the existence 

of secret weapons stockpiles in various places around the world. 

The American Bolshevik military planners here in America are working with other 

Bolshevik agents in key military positions of other countries to set off war. Having done 

that, they intend to ride out the nuclear holocaust they have caused, safe and cozy in 

Government war bunkers! When the warring nations finally lie smoldering and 

exhausted, the Bolsheviks will leave the shattered remains of their host countries. They 

will rendezvous at the secret weapons installations and bring their weapons into the 

open. They will confront the world with the only remaining fresh, up-to-date, powerful 

military force on earth; and using that military power, they will become the undisputed 

rulers of the world--that is, they plan to do all this, and they plan to pave the way for 

world domination very soon by setting off NUCLEAR WAR ONE in a matter of 

months. The Rockefeller cartel and Russia's new anti-Bolshevik rulers are working 

together in a race against time to try to head off the Bolshevik war plan. 

Last month I mentioned that the Bolsheviks here are benefitting from war preparations 

which were started by the Rockefellers long ago. It has only been about three years 

since the Rockefellers were dislodged as the prime movers of the United States 

Government by the Bolsheviks. Since that time the United States Government has been 

a house divided, torn by internal power struggles between rival Bolshevik and 



Rockefeller factions. But before that, the United States had been dominated for decades 

both economically and politically by the Four Rockefeller Brothers. 

In 1961 the Brothers launched a new long-range plan for world domination. It was a 

two-prong strategy, half visible and half secret, which I first described long ago in 

AUDIO LETTER N° 28. It was a plan for the United States to arm to the teeth in secret 

while appearing to disarm gradually. Without repeating all the details, the basic idea 

was grandiose yet simple. By deliberately appearing weak, the Rockefeller-controlled 

United States would maneuver itself into a nuclear war with Russia. Then the secret 

weapons, including superweapons, would be unleashed to smash Russia and take over 

the world. 

When they set the grand plan in motion in 1961, the Rockefeller Brothers were looking 

ahead to a nuclear war by the late 1970s. Their military analysts concluded very early 

that the war being planned would have very different effects on the Northern and 

Southern Hemispheres. Both superpowers, the United States and the Soviet Union, are 

located well up in the Northern Hemisphere; so are the other full-fledged nuclear 

powers--Great Britain, France, Red China, and India. By contrast, the strategic targets 

for nuclear war in the Southern Hemisphere are relatively few and far between. In other 

words, it was expected that the coming nuclear war would be essentially a Northern 

Hemisphere war. 

In an all-out nuclear holocaust it is known that serious radioactive fallout will gradually 

spread to affect even areas not initially hit by war. But there are limits to how far the 

war clouds can spread. It was discovered long ago that there is very little mixing 

between the air of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. In the northern half of our 

planet, cold air from the North Pole works its way southward towards the equator, 

then it works its way back to the north as warm air. A mirror image of this process 

takes up the southern half of the planet.  

Northern and Southern Hemisphere air meet in the equatorial zone, but very little of 

the air changes places. 

The military conclusion, my friends, is this: the coming nuclear war could ruin large 

areas of the Northern Hemisphere for generations to come; but if the calculations are 

right, the Southern Hemisphere could escape virtually unaffected by the war. This was 

music to the ears of the Four Rockefeller Brothers. A quick look at the globe of the 

world shows why. The Rockefeller cartel has dominated Latin America ever since 

World War II. As I discussed in my very first monthly AUDIO LETTER, Nelson 

Rockefeller solidified the cartel grip on Latin America during the war. He accomplished 

this as so-called "Coordinator of Hemispheric Defense" for then-President Franklin D. 

Roosevelt. So that takes care of the South American continent and its natural resources. 

Then there is the African continent. There, too, Rockefeller control was already in effect 



over wide areas of Black Africa, especially south of the equator. All this was thanks to 

the efforts of John D. Rockefeller III, as I detailed in AUDIO LETTER N° 36. 

Looking around the globe, the most important remaining land masses from the 

standpoint of world domination are Australia and New Zealand. Thanks to World War 

II, both were wide open to the Rockefellers. The Rockefeller Brothers decided to 

establish secret military installations in the Southern Hemisphere for use after the 

coming war. By this means they expected to become the masters of the surviving 

southern half of planet Earth after the Northern Hemisphere war. Then, as the Northern 

Hemisphere gradually recovered from the nuclear holocaust, the Rockefeller empire 

would be able to pick up the pieces. In this way the third generation Rockefeller 

Brothers expected their family dynasty to inherit the Earth. 

In order to control the Southern Hemisphere militarily after the war, some means 

would have to be available to project military power onto any land mass. For example, 

revolts against Rockefeller domination would require troops--not a blast from the beam 

weapons on the Moon. The most critical factor for postwar military domination of the 

world was found to be a navy. A minimum of two secret naval fleets would be required-

-one based in the South Atlantic, the other in the South Pacific. Since the reserve naval 

fleets were to be kept secret until after the Northern Hemisphere nuclear war, they 

could not be built in existing shipyards. New construction facilities had to be built and 

they had to be hidden. To hide an entire shipyard is no small task; they take up a lot of 

space. On top of that, it was essential that the ships remain hidden after they were 

built.  

The best way to achieve that was to combine the shipyard and naval base into one over-

all secret installation. Finally, the secret naval installation had to be invulnerable to 

nuclear attack; otherwise if its existence were ever discovered prematurely, the secret 

navy might be wiped out. 

The combined requirements for secrecy, space, and protection against attack were 

formidable; but one day in 1959, while all these plans were still in the early stages of 

development, the answer presented itself. During a so-called banking trip to Sweden, 

David Rockefeller was given a tour of a unique hidden naval port. The port is hollowed 

out from solid granite cliffs which come right down to the water. The entrance to the 

port is a gigantic hole in the side of the cliff which can be sealed off with enormous steel 

doors. Inside this big doorway on the water a huge cavity has been hollowed out to 

accommodate ships. 

The Rockefeller Brothers and their military adviser decided that a bigger, more secret, 

better protected version of the Swedish hidden port was just what they wanted. A 

survey of candidate sites was then initiated. The site survey covered coastal areas 

throughout the Southern Hemisphere. Many areas were rejected very quickly because 



the topography was wrong. Other areas were rejected because they were too close to 

the equator. Still others had to be ruled out because there were too many people living 

nearby, making the desired level of secrecy impossible. Finally, it was essential that the 

sites chosen for the secret naval installations be totally secure politically.  

At last the sites for the secret naval installations were selected. In the South Pacific, 

extreme southern New Zealand was selected. This is what I was alluding to in AUDIO 

LETTER N° 71 three months ago when I called attention to New Zealand's extreme 

importance in the coming war. In order to obtain the necessary space, the secret New 

Zealand naval installation had to be divided up into two sites located close together. 

One is at the extreme southwest tip of South Island where the mountain range known 

as the Southern Alps comes down virtually to the water's edge. The other part of the 

installation is built into the northwest tip of Stewart Island, which is off the tip of 

South Island. The Stewart Island facility is hollowed out within a rise known as Mt. 

Anglem. 

The New Zealand location met all the requirements. Ever since World War II the 

government of New Zealand has been tied even closer to the United States than to 

Great Britain. The location is far from the equator, and the installations are buried deep 

under mountains, protected from nuclear attack. They are also too deep to be reached 

by particle-beam attacks, and the New Zealand site is well situated to command the 

entire South Pacific. In the South Atlantic an even more perfect site was found. That 

site, my friends, is South Georgia Island. It is located perfectly for naval domination of 

the entire South Atlantic. The tall, rugged mountains provided a perfect location for the 

secret installation at the northwest tip of the 100-mile long island. It is controlled by 

Great Britain whose government, like that of New Zealand, was willing to cooperate; 

and South Georgia Island was virtually uninhabited except for a whaling station on the 

northeast coast. The whaling station was some 50 miles away from the secret new 

installation which was being built, but Britain took no chances. In 1965 the whaling 

station was closed down.  

Since that time there have been no inhabitants on South Georgia Island except for a few 

dozen alleged Antarctic scientists. Construction of the secret naval facilities--two in 

New Zealand, one on South Georgia Island--began in the early 1960's. The techniques 

were adapted from those used previously to build other large underground facilities, 

such as the NORAD installation inside Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado; however these 

techniques were adapted in radically new ways to achieve construction access directly 

from the sea instead of overland.  

In this way, the sheltering mountain was left undisturbed in appearance both during 

and after construction. 



The cuts in the mountain side which were necessary to let ships in and out were kept as 

small as possible and were well camouflaged. Like the Swedish hidden naval port 

arrangement, the entrances to the secret installations can be sealed up. When sealed, 

the entrance is virtually impossible to detect unless you know exactly where it is; and 

unlike most large construction projects, there are no tailings or piles of leftover rock 

lying around to attract attention. The man-made caverns which house the secret naval 

installations are enormous, but all the rock and debris was disposed of at sea. 

Once the secret naval facilities were built, they had to be outfitted for ship construction 

and docksite storage. The fake disarmament of the United States during the 1960s 

contributed greatly to this task. From 1961 to 1968 one man played a pivotal role in this 

elaborate Rockefeller scheme. He was then-Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara. All 

through the 60's McNamara presided over the public paring back of America's visible 

military power. This included the closing down and dismantling of entire shipyards. 

What we were not told was where all that shipyard equipment went afterwards. 

Where it went, my friends, was to the new secret installations which were being 

outfitted in New Zealand and South Georgia Island! The secret naval installations have 

been used as duplication facilities to reproduce certain ships and submarines designed 

and built here in the United States. As Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger told 

Congress recently, it is cheaper to build two ships at a time. That is especially true if the 

second ship is an exact duplicate of the first. This has become even more true in recent 

years through the use of computerized manufacturing techniques. 

The secret naval fleets which have been built at the secret installations are made up of 

duplicates--exact duplicates of certain other ships and submarines. They are all nuclear 

powered--nuclear "subs"; nuclear cruisers; nuclear destroyers; and yes, nuclear aircraft 

carriers, three of them. A secret twin was built for the U.S.S. Nimitz, for the U.S.S. 

Eisenhower, and for the newly-launched U.S.S. Carl Vincent. All have been financed 

through the gigantic cost overruns, so called, that we constantly hear about in the 

Defense Department; and all three carriers have been provided with a full complement 

of aircraft whose manufacture was financed the same way! The ships of the secret 

American Bolshevik naval fleets are all duplicates of other nuclear-powered vessels. 

Even so, the secret naval ships possess one key difference. 

Last month I revealed that the so-called "Stealth Program" has succeeded in developing 

a kind of electromagnetic invisibility shield. This technique makes an object invisible 

from a distance by distorting light waves in its vicinity. A whole new fleet of Phantom 

war-planes are now going into crash production that use this principle; and, my friends, 

all of the secret American Bolshevik navy ships have already been outfitted with similar 

Stealth-field equipment! The Stealth principle is actually easier to apply to ships than to 

airplanes because there is more room for the powerful equipment that generates the 

field. 



After NUCLEAR WAR ONE, the secret Stealth navy of the American Bolsheviks would 

be light years ahead of any other navy left on earth. It would be perfect for the intended 

role of world domination. The Rockefellers set it all in motion long ago, my friends, but 

three years ago they lost control of the United States Military. Now it's the American 

Bolsheviks who are in control, and they are bent on war. These secret naval installations 

have precipitated what is being called the "Falklands crisis". 

 

Topic #2 

In AUDIO LETTER(R) No. 73 last month I described "PROJECT Z", the new Bolshevik 

three-phase strategy for NUCLEAR WAR ONE. 

An elite group of American Bolshevik military planners here are flushing out the plan 

right now at a secret war-room here in Washington. It's a plan by which the United 

States will strike the first nuclear blow, followed by all-out thermonuclear war with 

Russia. Having set off the holocaust, the Bolsheviks here and in certain other countries 

plan to rise it out safe in comfortable war bunkers. Finally after NUCLEAR WAR ONE 

fizzles out in stalemate, they plan to leave behind the ashes of the United States and her 

allies. Activating Phase #3 of their grand strategy, they plan to unveil their secret 

weapons, especially their secret naval fleets. With these they plan to conquer and rule 

what is left of the world. The United States as we know it will be dead and gone; but in 

the eyes of the Bolsheviks themselves, this outcome will constitute victory.  

Up to now the nuclear war timetable which I first revealed two months ago is still on 

track. They are still shooting for nuclear war to begin by September of this year 1982! 

Time is fast running out. The Bolsheviks here are sprinting as fast as they can toward 

war; but, my friends, the Bolsheviks are not the only runners in this race. They have two 

deadly enemies, both of whom are equally determined to trip up the Bolsheviks. One 

enemy of the Bolsheviks here is the Rockefeller cartel; the other enemy is the new anti-

Bolshevik ruling clique in Russia; and now these two mutual enemies of the Bolsheviks 

are pooling their efforts in certain ways. 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 71 three months ago I reported that a limited, new anti-

Bolshevik coalition was in the works between the Rockefeller cartel and the Russians. 

The January 26 meeting between Haig and Gromyko in Geneva, Switzerland, was a 

turning point in the formation of this coalition. It is now a reality, and is responsible for 

the so-called "Falkland crisis" now dominating the headlines. It should be emphasized 

that this new relationship between the Rockefeller cartel and Russia falls far short of a 

true alliance. They have very major disputes to be settled between them, but for the 

time being they have called a truce between themselves to deal with their mutual 

deadly enemy--the Bolsheviks here in America. 



The first priority of the Russians and the Rockefellers is to slow down the Bolshevik 

preparations for imminent nuclear war.  If they can do that, time is on the side of the 

Rockefeller cartel in certain political movements which I discussed last summer in 

AUDIO LETTER N° 67. A slow-down in the nuclear wartimetable will also give more 

breathing space for additional anti-Bolshevik actions to be implemented. The joint 

Rockefeller-Russian planners decided by mid-February that military action against the 

Bolsheviks was essential veryquickly. No other type of action had any hope of taking 

effect fast enough to prevent nuclear war by the end of this summer. The exact details of 

the "PROJECT Z" war plan are not known to either the Rockefellers or the Russians, 

but the general outlines are known to be as I described last month. 

It was decided that military action should be devised that would undermine Phase #3 of 

the Bolshevik war plan--that is, the Bolshevik-controlled secret naval installations and 

fleets in the Southern Hemisphere should be attacked and crippled. By working 

together, the Rockefeller cartel and the Russians were able to devise an attack plan 

which neither could have carried out alone.  

The Rockefeller group, who built and originally controlled these bases, provided 

detailed Intelligence about the best way to attack them. The Russians with their 

enormous military machine provided the muscle to actually carry out the attack. 

It was essential to devise a scheme that would enable both secret fleets in the South 

Atlantic and South Pacific to be attacked. Survival intact of either fleet would leave the 

Bolshevik war plan still workable. 

Military analysts concluded very quickly that a direct assault on the New Zealand 

facilities was out of the question. There was no combination of commandos, frogmen, or 

other military force which could possibly keep an attack secret from the outside world. 

Any attack on the New Zealand bases would set off the very war which the 

Rockefellers and Russians want to prevent. 

But the situation in the South Atlantic was a different matter. In a way, the greatest 

asset of South Georgia Island was also its Achilles' heel. The extreme isolation which 

protected the secrecy of the South Georgia base also made a covert military assault 

feasible. The key lay with Argentina and her long-standing claims to the Falkland 

Islands. 

As I mentioned in Topic #1, the Rockefeller cartel has dominated all of Latin America 

for decades. Cartel operatives were sent to Argentina to work out a deal with the 

government military junta there. The historic dispute over the Falkland 

Islands was to be used to provide a ruse, a military cover, to enable the South Georgia 

base to be attacked. The Argentine generals were not told everything about the 

situation by any means, but they were told enough to make clear what they were to do. 



As an inducement to cooperate, the Argentine leaders were promised handsome 

rewards. They were guaranteed that after the shooting was over, the Falkland Islands 

would remain in Argentine hands. This guarantee included the promise of covert 

military assistance as needed against the Royal Navy. And to bolster the troubled 

Argentine economy, it was promised that the Rockefeller cartel will help develop the 

immense offshore oil reserves. With these combined promises of military glory and 

financial rewards, the Argentine military junta agreed to the plan. 

On March 19 Argentina carried out Act #1 in the joint attack plan. A group of Argentine 

scrap-metal merchants, of all things, landed at the abandoned old whaling station on 

South Georgia Island. Supposedly they were there to dismantle the old buildings and 

cart them off to sell. While they were at it they also raised the Argentine flag over the 

work-site. The British, always nervous about South Georgia Island, promptly reacted as 

expected. The British Antarctic survey ship "Endurance" put 22 Marines ashore. They 

drove off the scrap merchants and tore down the Argentine flag. 

The incident provided the desired excuse for the Argentine Junta to bring the 

simmering 150-year-old Falklands dispute to a boil. From time to time in the past, 

Argentina has claimed that South Georgia is part of the Falklands because it is 

administered that way by Britain. That argument is very flimsy but it now came in very 

handy. It was nothing new to hear this from Argentine leaders, so there was no hint of 

what was really afoot.  

During late March, Argentine military forces started assembling for an assault on the 

Falklands. "Nothing new", thought the British high command. Argentina has carried out 

threatening maneuvers in the past many times. It was believed that they were about to 

do it again; but on April 2 Argentine forces did the unexpected. After many past false 

alarms, this time they actually invaded and seized the Islands. All Argentine public 

statements emphasized the long-standing historical claims to the Falklands themselves; 

but just for good measure, the next day a small Argentine force also seized far-off South 

Georgia Island. The force was so small that it gave the appearance initially that it was 

just a side show from Argentina's point of view; however, the small contingent of 22 

Royal Marines were overpowered and bundled off the Island along with a group of 13 

alleged scientists. That was the moment of payoff in the joint Rockefeller-Russian 

attack plan. 

Thanks to the elaborate distraction staged by the Argentine forces, a special commando 

team got onto the Island undetected. Based on the detailed Rockefeller information 

about the base, the team moved to a location on the mountain directly above the 

cavernous secret base. Special high-speed drilling equipment was set up by the 

Rockefeller members of the team while the Russian members concentrated on military 

defense. By late that evening, April 3, the military high command in London finally 

learned what was really taking place. The secret South Georgia base was under attack 



by virtually the only means possible. The joint Rockefeller-Russian team were drilling a 

shaft down through the mountain toward the hollowed out cavern inside. It was only a 

matter of time until their drill would break through the ceiling of the giant hidden naval 

base. Once the hole was made, the next step was obvious. The Rockefeller-Russian 

team would put a weapon of some kind through the hole. The best guess was that it 

would be a nerve gas. 

The shock waves that went through the highest levels of the British government on the 

evening of April 3 can hardly be described, my friends. The Thatcher government, like 

the so-called Reagan Administration here in America, is Bolshevik controlled. That's 

why Margaret Thatcher always says, "Me, too" any time the Reagan Administration says 

or does anything against Russia. Both governments are party to the secret nuclear war 

plan in complete betrayal of the people of their respective countries, and on the evening 

of April 3 they suddenly discovered that their precious war plan was in deep, deep 

trouble. 

Immediately the Thatcher government started assembling a naval armada to sail for the 

South Atlantic. Haste was the order of the day. The drilling on South Georgia Island 

was proceeding around the clock. The best estimates were that the drilling would break 

through into the roof of the naval base in about three weeks, on or about April 24. If 

help did not reach South Georgia by then, the secret installation might be doomed. The 

forces stationed at the installation itself were unable to defend themselves under the 

circumstances. Their mighty naval ships were ships in a bottle. They did not dare open 

the bottle to sail out to fight because the Russian commandos were armed with tactical 

and nuclear weapons. To open the blast-proof entrance doors would be suicide. 

On April 5, just two days after South Georgia Island was seized, some 40 naval ships 

began moving out of British ports. The same day Lord Carrington was sacked as Foreign 

Minister. He was forced to resign, my friends, because he had assisted the Rockefeller 

attack plan by downplaying the Argentine attack preparations. That same day, April 5, 

New Zealand, the home of the other secret naval fleet, broke diplomatic relations with 

Argentina. The two hidden New Zealand facilities had been placed on "Red Alert". As a 

precautionary measure, all submarines at the twin base were ordered to sea. Several 

surface ships were already at sea undergoing "sea trials", but that still left seven (7) 

major ships inside the hidden twin naval base including one of the nuclear aircraft 

carriers I mentioned earlier. On that busy day of April 5, Argentina's Foreign Minister, 

Costa Mendez, was at the United Nations in New York. He was alarmed by the 

deployment of such a large part of the Royal Navy. Costa Mendez hurried here to 

Washington to seek reassurances from certain officials. He got them! 

For the next two weeks or so the news was filled with stories about the allegedly slow 

movement of the British fleet while negotiations went on. That, my friends, was only a 

cover story. The Royal Navy was actually joining up and moving as rapidly as possible 



toward South Georgia Island. If the task force arrived in time to save the secret base, a 

major battle was likely. The official stories about "slow movement" of the British armada 

were intended to give a cushion of time for that battle. If need be, the fleet would have 

several days to retake South Georgia Island, then it could move on to arrive near the 

Falklands on the announced schedule. In this way the crucial importance of South 

Georgia Island would be hidden and the big secret preserved. It was initially expected 

that advance elements of the British fleet would reach the vicinity of South Georgia 

Island within two weeks. That would have been soon enough to attack the joint 

Rockefeller-Russian commando team and stop the drilling before it was completed. But 

Russian Cosmospheres and submarines made a shambles of the plan. 

Key advance elements of the South Georgia attack contingent left Ascension Island 

early April 14, two days before it was announced officially. Shortly after they did so, 

they ran into trouble. Russian Cosmospheres and attack submarines closed in on a 

single ship which was critical to the planned counterassault on South Georgia Island. 

The Cosmospheres bombarded the bridge and combat information center of the ship 

with neutron radiation. In moments the ship was without any command, its 

communications and radar silenced. Then a Russian "sub" closed in and quickly finished 

off this key British ship with torpedoes. It broke apart with secondary explosions and 

sank rapidly. So far as is known, there were no survivors. 

This unexpected shock in the mid-Atlantic produced two results, both important: 

First, it caused a slowdown in the race toward the South Atlantic by the British armada. 

The task force had to be regrouped into a configuration better suited for an enroute 

defense, but that cost valuable time. Public announcements from London about the 

progress of the fleet reflected this slowdown. The timetable for arrival on battle stations 

near the Falklands started stretching out longer and longer. All this bought extra time 

for the joint commando team on South Georgia Island. The drilling continued. The 

other result of the sinking was equally important. Word was flashed to the South 

Pacific Stealth navy to prepare for possible action. It was obvious that the Russian Navy 

was getting involved in the Atlantic, which meant that the Royal Navy could be in big 

trouble. During the dead of night, early April 15, the seven Stealth ships put to sea from 

their twin secret bases in southern New Zealand. They deployed to a secret operational 

headquarters area in the Antipodes Islands, 450 miles southeast of New Zealand. Their 

electromagnetic shields were operating to provide protection from attack. These shields 

make it impossible to communicate with the outside world or even to see it, as I 

explained last month; but once they arrived at the Antipodes, the Stealth ships hooked 

up to buoys equipped with shielded communication cables to the Island headquarters. 

The Antipodes headquarters, in turn, was in constant touch with the South Georgia 

base by way of a transoceanic cable around the tip of South America. The deployment of 

the available ships of the South Pacific Stealth fleet was exactly what the joint 



Rockefeller-Russian planners had hoped for. The ships had been flushed out from their 

essentially invulnerable hiding place in New Zealand! 

The British ship's sinking of April 14 was also followed by other events. On April 15 the 

Argentine Navy started moving out of port. The same day, Alexander Haig arrived again 

in Buenos Aires. Supposedly he was there as a diplomat, but in reality he was there as a 

General, dealing with Generals. Haig is the top Governmental operative of the 

Rockefeller cartel, as I have revealed in the past. He was making sure that the 

Argentines did not get cold feet and back down at that critical moment. Four days later, 

April 19, Haig left for Washington. As he boarded his plane, Haig somberly told 

reporters, "Time is running out". And so it was, my friends, for the secret South Georgia 

base. 

The very next day, April 20, the drill broke through into the hollowed-out cavern of the 

naval base. Bolshevik military analysts in London had not expected that it could be 

completed until at least the following weekend. The British fleet was still out of range. 

The weapon which the commando team inserted down through the long hole was a 

small, compact Russian neutron bomb. When it was detonated inside the confines of 

the huge artificial cave, the effects were devastating. The intense radiation instantly 

killed everyone inside the base. Also the heat and blast effects of the bomb are believed 

to have damaged all the ships inside sufficiently to badly disable them.  

Meanwhile, Russian Cosmospheres and submarines were converging on the Stealth 

ships which were near the Antipodes Islands awaiting orders. From a distance, the 

ships were invisible to the eye due to their protective shields, which also protect against 

beam-weapon attack; but they were sitting ducks for the tactics which the Russians 

employed. Floating overhead, the Cosmospheres located the seven ships using their 

Psychoenergetic Range-Finding equipment known as PRF.   

As I have reported in the past, there is no method known by which PRF can be jammed. 

The Cosmospheres radioed the exact locations of the ships to the attack submarines. 

The "subs" were armed with special non-homing, non-nuclear torpedoes designed to 

explode on impact. More sophisticated torpedoes would have been thrown off course or 

detonated prematurely by the protective shield of each ship; but these simple torpedoes 

just cruise right through each invisibility field to strike the ship and explode.  Within 15 

minutes after the attack began, all seven Bolshevik Stealth ships were on their way to 

the bottom, and with them went their Bolshevik Commanders and mercenary crews 

collected from around the world. 

The South Pacific action took place just after sunset local time. The time here in 

Washington was around 2:00 P.M. April 23. That evening Secretary of State Haig was 

seen briefly in public with the new British Foreign Minister, Francis Pym. Pym was 

wearing the artificial pseudo-smile which diplomats are taught always to display in 



public. But not Haig. Haig was grinning from ear to ear, and no wonder. The joint 

Rockefeller-Russian military operation had been a brilliant success. The secret 

Bolshevik South Atlantic fleet had been virtually wiped out, bottled up inside South 

Georgia Island; and the South Pacific fleet, while not totally wiped out, had been badly 

crippled. By working together, the Rockefeller cartel and the Russians had won the 

secret naval war of the Southern Hemisphere. 

 

Topic #3 

As I say these words, news reports give the impression that war is about to erupt in the 

South Atlantic, but the real war in the Southern Hemisphere is already over. What we 

are watching now is the beginning of its bloody aftermath. That aftermath is the battle 

for the Falkland Islands. They have been promised to Argentina as a reward for her role 

in the secret war. 

At this moment the Bolsheviks here in Washington are pressing for a public 

announcement that the United States will side with Britain. As soon as that takes place, 

military action will heat up fast around the Falklands. Britain has no choice but to fight. 

She has already suffered casualties which cannot be explained without a public battle; 

but by fighting, the Bolsheviks in Britain are running the risk of a humiliating and tragic 

defeat for the Royal Navy. 

Meanwhile, the Rockefeller strategists here are now concentrating on a fast-building, 

anti-nuclear-war campaign. On all sides now we are hearing about the so-called 

"nuclear freeze movement." There are documentaries, articles, publicity of all kinds to 

sensitize us to the terrors of nuclear war. In recent months, there have even been 

referenda popping up on election ballots dealing with the nuclear war issue. Medical 

doctors are banding together to warn the public about what would happen if there 

were a nuclear war. We are being told that all this is just popping up spontaneously. 

We are now 37 years into the nuclear age and nothing like this has ever gained so much 

momentum before, yet now we are supposed to believe that millions of Americans have 

spontaneously gotten the same ideas at the same time. If you believe that, my friends, I 

give up. Movements like this never, and I mean never, develop without leadership, 

organization, and money--and plenty of it. 

What we are watching is the Rockefeller public relations machine at work. As I've 

explained in the past, the Rockefeller cartel cannot afford to let a nuclear war take 

place. If it does, they will lose everything because they are not in a position to control it. 

Instead, the deadly enemies of the Rockefeller cartel, the Bolsheviks here, will win out if 

there is a war; and so the Rockefeller faction is now doing everything in its power to 

prevent a nuclear war.  



The present anti-nuclear-war orientation of the Rockefeller cartel creates certain 

temporary common interests between them and Russia; but as Russia's new rulers 

know very well, this does not spring from any great moral perspective on the part of the 

Rockefeller group. It's purely a matter of practical necessity right now for the 

Rockefellers. The Russians regard the United States as a house divided, and they are 

exploiting that division by working in careful ways with the Rockefellers. Their first 

priority is to rid the world of the deadly Bolshevik menace of all-out, even suicidal, 

nuclear war; but once that is done, they know that there will be a day of reckoning with 

the Rockefeller cartel someday. The Rockefeller group is working toward a definite 

objective with their new anti-nuclear-war propaganda. That objective is renewed 

power--and power that moves them closer to their old dream of WORLD 

GOVERNMENT. The Bolsheviks here have unwittingly provided fertile ground for the 

powerful new Rockefeller antiwar campaign. Under Bolshevik control, the so-called 

Reagan Administration has become so hawkish that it's scaring people. The Rockefeller 

antiwar campaign is designed to capitalize on that latent fear as a tool of power.  

These days the smell of war is in the air. The Falklands crisis is helping to make that 

more intense. The Rockefeller propaganda machine is now paving the way for the 

argument that surrender of sovereignty is the only way to avoid war. A new super-

United Nations of sorts is now in the works to fill the bill. It will have teeth! As 

presently envisioned, the new organization will be based in Geneva, Switzerland. The 

working name, though this may be changed, is the "World Nonproliferation Council." 

The plan is to bring it into being as the outgrowth of nuclear nonproliferation treaties, 

but its true purpose will be to use fear--the fear of war--to control us all. 

 

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY 

Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary. In this AUDIO LETTER I have reported on 

the reasons behind the so-called Falkland Islands crisis. The crisis erupted because of 

secret Bolshevik-controlled naval installations in the Southern Hemisphere. These have 

been attacked by joint action of the Rockefeller cartel and the Russians in an attempt to 

slow down the nuclear-war timetable. The attacks were successful, but the results 

remain to be seen. One result, though, is that the Royal Navy has now been drawn into 

a trap. Britain's Waterloo at sea may well be at hand. 

My friends, two factions are struggling for control over our United States--the 

Rockefeller cartel and the Bolsheviks. They differ in style but both seek to control us 

through fear. If we are ever to rise above their trickery, it must be through the power of 

our Lord Jesus Christ, our only hope. As the Scripture tells us, our Lord "...has not given 

us the spirit of fear; but of power, of love, and of a sound mind." We must learn to wage 



peace. As our Lord declared long ago, "Blessed are the peacemakers: for they shall be 

called sons of God". 

Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each 

and every one of you. 
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This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K St. N. W., Washington, DC 20006. 

Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is May 31, 1982, and this is my AUDIO 

LETTER(R) N° 75. 

Here, in the United States, today is a major holiday, Memorial Day. For most of us it's 

a day off from our jobs, a day for picnics or to visit friends and relatives. The Memorial 

Day week-end is famous for traffic jams, highway accidents, and the Indianapolis 500 

Auto Race. And Memorial Day is a seasonal turning point, marking the beginning of 

the traditional summer vacation season.  Most of us tend to welcome Memorial Day as 

the gateway to summer, but Memorial Day also has a more solemn meaning which we 

sometimes forget. It's the day we have set aside to honor the Servicemen who have 

died fighting for our country. Memorial Day is a reminder that war has become a stark 

reality for America time after time, and each time the cost in human lives has been 

tragic. 

As I look ahead to the summer of 1982 now beginning, it's with mixed feelings. Like 

most other Americans, I'm looking forward to the activities that make the summer 

vacation season a time to enjoy; but the summer ahead will also be a time of increasing 

danger for America. 

The timetable for nuclear war which I made public three months ago in AUDIO 

LETTER N° 72 is still in effect, my friends. That timetable calls for NUCLEAR WAR 

ONE to erupt by mid-September 1982, barely three months from now. The American 

Bolsheviks who now control the United States Pentagon are not slowing down in 

their war preparations. This is true in spite of the fact that part of their war plan has 

been crippled, as I detailed last month. 

The covert warfare that spawned the so-called Falklands crisis has all but ruined the 

Pentagon plans for final victory in the coming war; but the Bolshevik war-planners 

here have a suicidal streak in their thinking, and they are bent on war regardless of the 

consequences. 



As I say these words, headlines are growing larger and larger about the Falklands war 

between Argentina and Britain. Since I spoke to you last month, heavy losses have 

been reported on both sides. Argentina has lost her only cruiser, the General Belgrano, 

plus several minor vessels and a number of aircraft.  

Britain has so far admitted losing five major ships--two destroyers, two frigates, and a 

container ship full of war materiel. These reports reflect the scale of the present 

fighting somewhat but they are incomplete and distorted. As in every war, the truth 

has become the first casualty. 

My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are: 

Topic #1 -- The Pentagon Countdown Toward Nuclear War One 

Topic #2 -- The Economic Attack On The United States Constitution 

Topic #3 -- Billy Graham Versus The Bolshevik War Lobby. 

 

 

Topic #1 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 73 two months ago I revealed that an entire new nuclear war 

strategy against Russia is being developed here in Washington.  It is being worked out 

by an elite military-planning group in extreme secrecy under the code name 

"PROJECT Z". It's a rush project calling for NUCLEAR WAR ONE itself to begin by 

September of this year 1982. 

Last month I reported that PROJECT Z was continuing to move fast at the secret 

war-planning room here in downtown Washington. As I stated, the process of 

flushing out the basic war plan was already under way. Now, my friends, the first 

complete draft of the total PROJECT Z war plan is ready. The plan is essentially 

completed with nothing left to do but make minor refinements here and there. And 

now the existence of this major new United States nuclear war plan is creeping into 

the news. Just yesterday, May 30, an article about it appeared for the very first time in 

the New York Times. The article, by Richard Halloran, carries the headline, 

"PENTAGON DRAWS UP FIRST STRATEGY FOR FIGHTING A LONG NUCLEAR 

WAR". The article begins, quote: 

"Defense Department policymakers in a new five-year defense plan have accepted the 

premise that nuclear conflict with the Soviet Union could be protracted, and have 

drawn up their first strategy for fighting such a war". 



The article goes on to mention that the plan is laid out in an unpublished document of 

125 pages.  It's been drafted for approval by Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger. 

My friends, I've reported many times now that the United States Pentagon is 

controlled by the Bolsheviks who formerly controlled Russia. I've also identified 

Weinberger as the highest visible agent of the Bolsheviks here in the United States 

Government today. 

The nuclear war plans of the Bolsheviks here are moving fast; but as I have also 

reported before, the United States Government today is a house divided. The 

Bolsheviks are opposed by their bitter rivals, the Rockefeller cartel. Their top visible 

operative in the federal government today is Secretary of State Alexander Haig. The 

often visible feuding between Haig and Weinberger is only a pale shadow of this 

deadly power struggle behind the scenes. Unlike the Bolsheviks here, the Rockefeller 

faction do not want nuclear war.  In a word, they cannot afford it. They would lose 

everything, and so the Rockefeller faction here is working feverishly to head off the 

Bolshevik nuclear war plan. 

The new anti-Bolshevik rulers of Russia are also against nuclear war. The anti-

Bolshevik, anti-nuclear-war attitudes of the Rockefeller cartel and the Kremlin has led 

to a limited coalition between them in recent months. The most spectacular result so 

far from this Rockefeller-Russian coalition is the Falklands war now raging between 

Argentina and Britain. In AUDIO LETTER N° 74 last month I reported what the 

Falklands war is all about. It is the visible aftermath to covert warfare which took 

place during April. The Rockefeller cartel and the Russians joined forces to destroy 

certain major military installations and weapons reserves. These were key ingredients 

in the final phase of the PROJECT Z war plan. 

The whole operation began at South Georgia Island on April 3. With the help of 

Argentina a joint Rockefeller-Russian commando team was able to knock out the 

giant hidden naval base there. The base, built during the 1960s, was originally 

controlled through the United States Government by the Rockefeller cartel, but the 

Bolsheviks here acquired control of the bases about three years ago when they seized 

control of the American Pentagon. 

Last month I detailed how the attack on the base was carried out. It was contained 

within a giant man-made cavern hollowed out inside a mountain near the water. With 

the camouflaged ship entrances sealed up, the base was bombproof; but the joint 

Rockefeller-Russian commando team succeeded in attacking the base by drilling a 

shaft through the mountain. Then a compact Russian neutron bomb was inserted 

through the shaft and detonated inside the cavernous naval base. The process took 

several weeks. The Thatcher government, which like the United States Pentagon is 

Bolshevik controlled, dispatched the Royal Navy. First, it was supposed to dislodge 



the heavily-armed Rockefeller-Russian military force before it could destroy the naval 

base; then it was to move on to the Falklands for the publicly-admitted fighting. 

The Royal Navy arrived several days too late to save the secret base on South Georgia 

Island, as I reported last month; but by that time the panicking Thatcher government 

had already committed some two-thirds of the Royal Navy to the South Atlantic. On 

top of that, at least one British ship had already been sunk by Russia in connection 

with the secret South Georgia operation. That left the Thatcher government with no 

choice but to engage Argentina in battle, otherwise it would have been impossible to 

explain away Britain's huge deployment to the South Atlantic, much less the heavy 

losses which had been sustained. 

When I recorded AUDIO LETTER N° 74 last month on April 30 the British blockade 

of the Falklands was just beginning. Later that day the entity President Reagan 

announced that the United States was actively siding with Britain. The 

announcement was a victory for the Pentagon war faction. Right away warfare around 

the Falklands started heating up fast. On May 1 the British launched bombing raids 

against the airport at Port Stanley, and on May 2 a British submarine torpedoed 

Argentina's second largest ship, the cruiser General Belgrano. It sank within 24 hours, 

leaving a death toll of more than 300 Argentine sailors. The sinking of the Belgrano 

was expected to demoralize the Argentines, but instead it enraged them. The Belgrano 

had been sunk at a time when it was not threatening the British forces. The 

Argentines decided it was time to start playing their ace in the hole against Britain. 

Last month I reported that Argentina had been given certain promises in return for 

making the secret South Georgia operation possible. One of these was the promise of 

covert military assistance by Russia against Britain. Specifically, it was pledged that 

the Russians would intervene in parallel with Argentine air and naval operations in 

ways designed to even the odds. In this way Argentina's military leaders can take full 

credit for both their own and covert Russian attacks on the British. At the same time, 

this procedure is designed to keep Russia's role in the fighting obscure. 

On May 4 the Argentine Air Force decided to put Russia's promises to the test. A pair 

of Fighter bombers headed out over the Atlantic to attack the Royal Navy. Acting on 

reconnaissance data provided by Russian Spy Satellites, they headed straight for the 

fleet. As the two low-flying Argentine jets appeared on the horizon, they were picked 

up by British fleet radar. At the same time, a Russian Cosmosphere hovering many 

miles above the fleet took final aim at one of the ships. The ship was one of Britain's 

newest, most modern, most sophisticated ships, designed specifically to shield the 

fleet against air attack. The ship was a Type-42 guided missile destroyer, H.M.S. 

Sheffield. Long before the two Argentine jets were close enough to attack, the 

Cosmosphere fired its charged particle beam-weapon downward at the ship. The 

white-hot beam of subatomic particles blasted through the aluminum superstructure 



just behind the bridge near the top of the ship. In a split second the beam seared 

through layers of metal downward into the bowels of the ship. The aluminum of the 

ship itself was instantly ablaze. The Argentine Fighter pilots witnessed the 

spectacular explosion and intense white flames from nearly 20 miles away. They 

promptly turned back toward home, having expended no missiles. Bewildered 

survivors from the Sheffield later said there had been no warning before the blast. 

Argentina's leaders are being coached by Rockefeller cartel operatives in what to say 

publicly about war developments. They claim that a French-made missile called the 

Exocet had been used to sink the Sheffield; but to those who know the characteristics 

of the Exocet missile, the Sheffield disaster remained a mystery. 

The Exocet, my friends, is a type of missile known as a sea-skimmer. It's designed to 

skim along just above the water, striking a ship almost at the water line. File films of 

the Exocet which have been shown on TV clearly show this behavior. But the 

Sheffield was blasted close to the very top of the superstructure; in fact, that is said to 

be the reason for the relatively low casualty toll in the destruction of H.M.S. Sheffield.  

Had the same blast been aimed low close to the waterline, the ship probably would 

have heeled over and sunk fast.  Had that happened, very few of the crew would have 

escaped. 

On the evening of May 4, Admiral Martin Wemyss, former director of the British 

naval warfare, was interviewed about the Sheffield disaster on ABC Nightline. Ted 

Koppel began with the words: 

"Admiral Wemyss, how is it that such a modern ship would not have been able to first 

of all detect and then destroy that Argentine aircraft?" 

Admiral Wemyss answered, quote: 

"I think that's an extremely good question, and I cannot give you a straight answer.  In 

my book, this should not have happened". 

For the next two weeks talks between Argentina and Britain continued with United 

Nations Secretary General Perez de Cuellar attempting to mediate. 

Meanwhile, the Thatcher government continued to add to the British armada in the 

South Atlantic. Even the luxury liner Queen Elizabeth II was commandeered and 

turned into a troop ship. It sailed with some 3200 troops aboard on May 12. 

The strategy of the Bolshevik-dominated Thatcher government is very simple, my 

friends. They know very well they are sending the Royal Navy into a trap, but they 

believe that by multiplying naval strength in the South Atlantic virtually beyond 

reason, they will win. They are making the British commitment so huge compared to 

that of Argentina that a total Argentine rout of the British would look unreasonable. It 



would enable the question of covert Russian aid to Argentina to be raised openly and 

credibly, and that could help set off the very nuclear war which they know Russia is 

trying to avoid. 

Following this brute-force strategy, the Thatcher government has continued to pour 

every available ship into the South Atlantic fray.  As of now, over 100 British ships are 

either in the war zone or heading toward it. That's almost the entire Royal Navy! The 

attitude is: for every ship the Russians and Argentineans sink, the Thatcher 

government will just send two more--anything to make sure Britain retakes the 

Falklands because if that is not accomplished, the Thatcher government will fall and 

that will be a setback to Bolshevik power in Britain. 

On May 19 the last ditch talks at the United Nations finally collapsed. Britain was 

ready at last to invade. After talks ended that evening, it was announced that the 

British War Cabinet would meet the following morning. Supposedly the meeting 

would decide whether to give the go-ahead for invasion--but it was all a ruse to help 

create an element of surprise against Argentina and against Russia. 

The first stage of an elaborate invasion strategy was already going into action. On the 

evening of May 19 the British invasion fleet was divided up into two groups--one 

group was 150 miles due east of Port Stanley; the other, 100 miles to the northeast. 

Shortly before midnight Washington time, both invasion forces started heading 

toward shore. Russian Cosmospheres and submarines went into action working 

together.  Both British assault groups came under fire. At least two ships critical to the 

assault were hit and heavily damaged. By 2:00 A.M. Washington time both assault 

forces aborted their moves toward the Port Stanley area. In response, Russian forces 

disengaged. The Russians believed they had thwarted the British invasion; but, my 

friends, they were wrong. 

The two large invasion groups threatening Port Stanley the night of May 19 were 

actually carrying out a diversionary action. British strategists knew that the Russians 

had the muscle available to stop any invasion. The only chance of success lay in 

convincing the Russians that they had stopped the invasion, and then somehow 

sneaking troops ashore. So the two large invasion forces of May 19 actually were 

staging a decoy action!  Most of the British invasion troops were no longer aboard the 

troop carrier Canberra or the assault ships. Instead, they had been transferred to other 

ships which normally are not used for amphibious purposes. 

On the morning of May 20 the elaborate British deception continued. Up until the 

previous day, British statements had been referring to an imminent all-out invasion, 

but on the morning of May 20 the statements changed abruptly. British Defense 

Ministry spokesmen suddenly started saying that the British would confine 

themselves to small hit-and-run raids for a while. The Bolshevik military planners in 



London wanted to further convince Russia that the invasion had been stopped the 

previous night. It worked. 

Small groups of British ships began moving around the Falklands as if to plant small 

raiding parties here and there. In the early morning darkness of May 21 one of these 

small groups of ships moved into the north end of Falkland Sound between the 

Islands.  Contrary to press reports, the troop ship Canberra was not among them, nor 

was an assault ship. Those ships would have tipped off the Russians monitoring 

everything from Cosmospheres far above that a major landing was afoot. Instead, the 

key ship that moved into San Carlos Bay was the hospital ship Uganda. Under cover 

of darkness the Uganda moved close to shore. British assault troops, crammed like 

sardines into the Uganda, clambered down the sides of the ship on rope ladders into 

motor launches. The launches ferried the troops a short distance ashore, one group 

after another. As soon as they were ashore, the troops had orders to spread out fast. In 

that way they rendered themselves unsuitable targets for any attack by the Russian 

Cosmospheres patrolling miles above.   

Particle beam-weapons are devastating against concentrated targets but very 

inefficient against personnel scattered over a wide area. By dawn other ships had also 

disembarked troops in the same manner. By the time daylight revealed what was 

really going on, it was too late. The British invasion of the Falklands was underway. 

Once the British got ashore with a sizeable number of troops, Britain's chances of 

regaining control of the Islands started increasing fast. Covert Russian help for the 

Argentines is much more feasible at sea and in the air than on land. 

In the past 10 days we've heard about a number of devastating air attacks by the 

Argentines. Up to now the British have admitted losing at least five ships plus several 

helicopters and Harrier Jump-jets, but slowly the British ground forces have been 

reinforced and started advancing across East Falkland Island towards Port Stanley.  

As of today, May 31, British ground forces are said to be closing in on the main 

Argentine garrison at Port Stanley. The operation is being portrayed in the news here 

as a relatively easy task, but that is far from true. 

British casualties in land battle have been far greater than admitted, and at sea the 

Royal Navy has taken very heavy losses that are not even hinted at so far in the news.  

Many ships have been badly damaged; and all--I repeat, ALL--of the original 

contingent of the Sea Harrier Jump-jets have been put out of action. Both British 

aircraft carriers, the Hermes and the Invincible, have been rendered incapable of 

launching jets. The Harriers now operating around the Falklands are a different type 

from the sharp-nosed, blue-painted Sea Harriers. They are painted in green and brown 

camouflage. My friends, they are United States Marine Corps Harriers, and they are 

operating from an American ship! 



The things I am revealing here, my friends, are at variance with official stories, but this 

is the war you never see. Photos of British amphibious exercises taken at Ascension 

Island were passed off as pictures of the Falklands invasion. British Broadcasting 

Corporation broadcasting facilities on Ascension Island were taken over weeks ago by 

British military. Now we hear daily reports from Ascension Island that are claimed to 

be originating with the task force. Even more than usual, the truth has been the first 

casualty in the Falklands war. 

The Bolshevik military planners here and in the Thatcher government in Britain are 

trying to find some way to use the Falklands war for their own purposes. Up to now 

they still are not slowing down in their fast timetable for NUCLEAR WAR ONE. 

Within a few short weeks there will be a highly visible clue to the status of the 

Bolshevik nuclear war schedule. I am referring, my friends, to the upcoming fourth 

space shuttle flight. All the space shuttle flights up to now have been military in 

nature, as I have detailed in the past. The space shuttle is the Pentagon's only hope to 

regain a military toe hold in space for the coming war. Now for the first time it is even 

being admitted that the next shuttle flight will be military. 

Shuttle flight #4 is presently scheduled for June 27, less than a month from now. If 

some excuse is found to delay the flight, it will reflect a slowdown in the nuclear war 

plans of the Pentagon; but if Shuttle #4 takes off on schedule, it will indicate that the 

Bolsheviks here are still sticking to their September war-deadline. 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 73 I reported that for the first time the shuttle had been 

successful in its prime military mission. A hardened laser-armed Super-Spy Satellite 

was orbited in March to obtain fresh reconnaissance data on Russia. It's the first 

updating of Russian target data since Russia destroyed America's Spy Satellites some 

four years ago. Target data from the new satellite has now been integrated into the 

PROJECT Z nuclear war plan which I made public in AUDIO LETTER N° 73. 

Now, Space Shuttle #4 is being prepared for a different mission. Under the PROJECT 

Z war plan, the coming nuclear war will begin with a surprise nuclear attack by 

American Stealth planes into Russia. They will attempt to knock out all of Russia's 

space bases--four Cosmodromes for rockets plus Cosmosphere installations in Siberia. 

If all goes as planned, all of these installations will be blown up with H-bombs 

simultaneously. As soon as that happens, the rest of America's nuclear arsenal is to be 

launched at Russia, as I have described before. 

But there remains one weak point in the Bolshevik first-strike plan against Russia.  As 

it stands now, the Bolsheviks here will have to assume that the first phase of the 

attack plan has succeeded as of a given time. The reason is that the United States 

currently has no means of verifying if the initial Stealth attack has succeeded. When 



Russia destroyed America's Spy Satellites four years ago she also destroyed our high-

flying Early Warning Satellites. That leaves the Bolshevik war planners here without 

any way to tell if their bombs have exploded in Russia. Space Shuttle #4 is intended to 

solve that problem within weeks from now! 

The supersecret Department of Defense pay load is a cryogenic infrared Sensor 

System.  It's designed to look down at Russia from geostationary orbit. It will detect 

the explosions of American H-bombs in Russia when it happens. The moment that it 

flashes a signal confirming the explosions to the Pentagon, the rest of the American 

nuclear first-strike against Russia will be set in motion. 

In order to do its job, the Air Force infrared Sensor has to be placed in geostationary 

orbit. That orbit is over 22,000 miles high over the equator. The shuttle itself cannot 

go that high; it can only go to low Earth orbit, perhaps 150 miles up. To take the Air 

Force Sensor System the rest of the way, it has to be mounted on a rocket. The shuttle 

will carry the whole assembly--Sensor System, rocket, and all--into low Earth orbit. 

From there the rocket will take the Sensor System out to the desired location far 

above the equator. 

My friends, as of now the countdown toward NUCLEAR WAR ONE is still being 

continued by the Bolshevik war planners in the Pentagon. The Falklands crisis began 

as an effort to prevent or delay nuclear war, but it may instead end up helping to set 

off that very war! If so, America's fourth space shuttle flight could turn out to be 

America's final manned mission into space. 

The Air Force sensor to verify success of America's coming initial attack on Russia 

will eventually be destroyed by Russian space weapons. Before that can happen, the 

Bolshevik planners in the Pentagon will try to set off NUCLEAR WAR ONE. 

 

Topic #2 

For two months now the Falklands crisis has dominated the news. Likewise, the 

growing threat of nuclear war and mounting anti-nuclear sentiment have been making 

headlines; but for millions of Americans, a different crisis seems far more important. It 

is a long-term crisis which has been with us for many years now. This mounting crisis, 

my friends, is that of the crumbling United States economy and the United States 

dollar. 

Just this month, May 1982, there has been all sorts of bad news on the economic front.  

On May 7 the Government announced that unemployment, as officially calculated, 

had reached 9.4 per cent, the highest level since the Great Depression. And just five 

days later there was another shock--Braniff Airlines abruptly terminated operations 



and filed for bankruptcy. It was the first time ever that a United States trunk airline 

had failed.  Braniff, like more and more other businesses, was brought down by a 

mountain of debt. With interest rates remaining sky high in the midst of a deep 

recession, more and more companies simply cannot survive. Production cutbacks, 

layoffs, and bankruptcies are continuing to spread, and more and more people are 

losing their jobs. This recession is especially cruel because it is an inflationary 

recession. 

We're now living in the STAGFLATION era which I warned about in my book THE 

CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR nearly ten years ago. The deliberate plans 

which were set in motion long ago to destroy the United States dollar are now far 

advanced. 

Since 1970 the combined effects of inflation and taxes have cut the purchasing power 

of the dollar by 55 per cent. A family of four living on $10,000 in 1970 would need well 

over $23,000 in 1982 just to stay even, and this historically unprecedented collapse of 

the dollar is continuing even as people are thrown out of work. 

For months now the battle over the federal budget has been dragging on, day in, day 

out.  We're told constantly that the budget is the key to bringing down the incredible 

interest rates that are killing the economy, and yet somehow it seems that no one can 

agree about what the budget should be. One budget proposal after another has come 

up for consideration only to be voted down. First, there was the Reagan 

Administration budget which went nowhere. Then all kinds of alternative budgets 

started being proposed. There have been Republican budgets, Democrat budgets, 

Conservative budgets, Liberal budgets, compromise budgets; and every single budget 

proposed so far has been voted down. There is more and more talk that the federal 

budget process has gone sour, that there is something fundamentally wrong. On May 

28 the entity President Reagan denounced the budget process while he was in Santa 

Barbara, California, to make a speech.  He said, quote: 

"The United States Government's program for presenting a budget, or arriving at a 

budget, is about the most irresponsible, Mickey-Mouse arrangement that any 

governmental body has ever practiced.  It's called the 'President's Budget' and yet 

there is nothing binding about it.  It is submitted to the Congress and they don't even 

have to consider it". 

My friends, please note carefully how this criticism by the President was phrased. I 

suggest you stop your recorder and play it back again because the entity Reagan was 

not just delivering a standard political tongue-lashing at his political opponents. He 

was condemning the process itself, and he added, quote: 



"I think that some real solid thinking should be given now to a budgeting process that 

befits the great government of a great nation". 

My friends, Reagan's choice of Santa Barbara, California, for this statement was 

symbolic.  It so happens that the so-called "solid thinking" he recommended for a new 

budgeting process has already been done; and as the President knows very well, that 

thinking was done in Santa Barbara at a tax-exempt foundation called the "Center for 

Study of Democratic Institutions". That is where the secret new Constitution for 

America was written, including detailed new provisions for the budgeting process! 

Seven years ago in 1975 I published a pamphlet in which I reviewed the secret new 

Constitution from a legal perspective. The entire text of the new Constitution is 

contained in the pamphlet.  If you have a copy, you can read about the proposed new 

budget process for yourself. It's all there in black and white. Important passages to 

look at include: 

   ARTICLE IV--THE PLANNING BRANCH, Sections 2, 4, and 7; 

   ARTICLE V--THE PRESIDENCY, Section 1, and 

   ARTICLE VI-(b)--THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, Section 8. 

What you will discover if you trace through the budget process described in the new 

Constitution is very significant. When all the legal-sounding mumbo jumbo is 

stripped away, the whole budget process turns out to be firmly under the thumb of 

the President. 

For example, Reagan complained in Santa Barbara that the "President's Budget", 

quote: 

"...is submitted to the Congress and they don't even have to consider it". 

My friends, the secret new Constitution would fix that. ARTICLE VI-(b), Section 8 

begins, quote: 

"The House shall consider promptly the annual budget". 

What's more, the House is given no role in formulating the Budget. If they dare to 

object to anything, the Budget goes back to the Planning Board, so called, controlled 

by, you guessed it, the President. 

The Reagan blast about the budget process is just the latest of an on-going series of 

covert moves to pave the way for the new Constitution. What makes this one more 

significant is that it is tied in with powerful economic forces which are intended to 

speed up the process. 



Through months of contrived haggling, the "kept" Congress has been sensitizing 

Americans to the budget problem and they have been doing it at a time when 

uncertainty over the Budget is being blamed for worsening economic woes! 

Now along comes the President saying that the solution is to change the whole 

process. 

The growing Budget crisis is also tied in with another major change which the entity 

President Reagan has been publicly advocating. That change, my friends, is the 

proposed "Balanced Budget Amendment" to our present UNITED STATES 

CONSTITUTION. 

There is a drive underway right now to call a Constitutional Convention in order to 

introduce a balanced budget amendment. Already most of the required number of 

states have ratified the call for such a convention! At the moment, if just three (3) 

more states ratify it, a Constitutional Convention will be legally required to be called.  

The excuse for calling a Constitutional Convention would be to introduce the 

Balanced 

Budget Amendment. The problem is that once a convention is called, there's no way to 

keep it from turning into a runaway convention, re-writing the entire 

CONSTITUTION! In fact, that's exactly how our present UNITED STATES 

CONSTITUTION was created. The original idea was to simply amend the "Articles of 

Confederation"; but once the Convention was through, a totally new constitution 

emerged. 

Those who are behind the drive for a new Constitutional Convention now want the 

same thing to happen again; and if it does, they have their model for a carefully 

manicured DICTATORSHIP Constitution ready to go! 

In the past there have been several other drives like the present one to call a 

Constitutional Convention.  Each has been built around some pet idea of one kind or 

another, but each time the drive has fizzled out.  Enough people have recognized the 

danger of a runaway Constitutional Convention to prevent its happening. This time, 

though, the danger is much greater than ever before because this time the excuse for 

the proposed convention is tied directly to people's pocketbooks. 

We're being told by various financial spokesmen on television that high interest rates 

are responsible for our economic woes, which is a half-truth. We are also told that 

government deficits are responsible for keeping those disastrous interest rates high. 

Then we are treated to the spectacle of a government seemingly unable to decide on a 

budget. And, finally, whenever a budget is passed, it will contain the biggest deficits 

in history--well over one hundred billion dollars. 



Against that background, the promise of relief by way of the Balanced Budget 

Amendment may prove too tempting to resist. If so, the drive to call a Constitutional 

Convention will succeed, and in the process we Americans will have sold our 

birthright for a mess of pottage! 

My friends, all of this may sound almost irrelevant right now in view of the specter of 

possible nuclear war by the end of summer, but never forget that the plans for war are 

the plans of men, nothing more. Those plans have a way of going awry in many cases; 

and in the case of those nuclear war plans, feverish attempts are underway to make 

them go awry. 

The Bolshevik war planners who control the Pentagon want nuclear war; but their 

anti-Bolshevik enemies who now rule Russia don't want war and are trying to prevent 

it.  Likewise, the Rockefeller cartel here in America is in a power struggle against the 

Bolsheviks in an attempt to stop the war plan. 

If the Rockefeller interests do succeed in regaining control of the United States 

Government, they plan to stop the Bolshevik war countdown. But the Rockefeller 

group are fighting this battle only for themselves, my friends, not for you or me!  It is 

they who are behind the secret new Constitution and the drive for a Constitutional 

Convention. If they succeed in beating the Bolsheviks here, they intend to capitalize.  

With their secret new Constitution they plan to bring us under their domination 

more completely than ever before. 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 72 three months ago I reported that a military coup d'etat was 

in gestation here in Washington. This is to be a coup by the Rockefeller cartel 

operatives within the Government against Bolshevik operatives. The man in charge is 

a four-star General--Alexander Haig. 

Up to now, the anti-Bolshevik coup has not been accomplished, but it is gaining 

ground. One major gain for the Rockefeller faction occurred last month while all eyes 

were on the Falklands crisis. On April 21 it was announced that Admiral Bobby 

Inman, Deputy Director of the CIA, had "resigned" (quote) effective immediately.  

Inman was forced out by the Rockefeller faction. He was replaced with lightning 

speed by John McMann, a career professional with the CIA! 

It was the Rockefellers who created the CIA long ago as their own private detective 

agency, and now they are working fast to re-establish the control which they lost over 

the CIA three years ago. 

The infighting between the Rockefeller and Bolshevik factions within the 

Government is growing more intense as the war fuse burns shorter and shorter. 

President Reagan and Secretary Haig are both under tight security. This summer of 

1982 will be dangerous for them and for America. 



Topic #3 

On the evening of May 16 millions of Americans tuned their television sets to NBC to 

watch the first installment of a special mini-series. It was a lavish portrayal of the 

travels and adventures of Marco Polo. For the next four nights viewers were treated to 

a spectacular re-enactment of Marco Polo's experiences as he traveled to China. 

Interspersed with those scenes of adventure and splendor were brief scenes depicting 

what happened to Marco Polo after he returned home to Venice.  He dared to speak of 

places he had been and things he had seen that conflicted with the dogma of the day, 

and so he was tried for heresy. 

Today in 1982 we like to think of ourselves as too enlightened to close our minds like 

the inquisitors of Marco Polo, but the fact is that even today those who challenge 

preconceived notions are quickly branded as heretics and the like. There was a perfect 

example of this on Sunday morning May 16. Ironically it was the same day as the 

beginning of the Marco Polo series. My friends, I'm referring to the interview of 

evangelist Dr. Billy Graham on the ABC news program "This Week with David 

Brinkley". 

Dr. Graham had just returned to England from participating in a five-day religious 

conference in Moscow, Russia, of all places. He was one of more than 400 religious 

leaders from 80 nations who attended the conference. They were there at the 

invitation of the Russian Orthodox Church which sponsored the Conference. A large 

fraction of those who attended were Christian leaders such as Dr. Graham, but there 

were also many representatives of the world's other great religions. They were not 

there to convert, to compete, or to condemn one another. Instead it was a rare 

opportunity for these leaders to form bridges of mutual understanding, something 

which is all too often neglected in our world. 

It was a religious conference the likes of which the world has not seen for more than 

80 years. The last time anything like this took place was before 1900. It was held here 

in America, in Chicago, and it was called "The Parliament of Religions". There were 

some who feared that historic meeting of the minds and have condemned it ever since.  

As a result, it has never been repeated here in America; but I submit, my friends, that 

those fears were groundless. The Parliament of Religions did not destroy Christianity 

or turn Americans overnight into Buddhists, Moslems, or Hindus. What it did do was 

to establish bonds of understanding and respect for a while where they had been 

lacking before. My friends, it is a psychological fact that it is usually hard to hate 

another person if you get to know him. That is why any government bent on war tries 

to dehumanize and depersonalize the enemy. 



From the turn of the century onward, the United States Government has been 

controlled by elements who cherish war as an instrument of policy, so we see no more 

Parliaments of Religion here in America. 

By contrast, the government of Russia has undergone a drastic transformation in 

recent years. Russia's new rulers are Christians, as I have been reporting for nearly five 

years.  After an agonizing struggle of six decades, these tough native Russians have 

finally gained the upper hand over the Satanic Bolsheviks there. Over three years ago 

the growing power of the Kremlin Christians started producing startling changes in 

public.  For example, for Easter 1979 Handel's "Messiah" was performed in Russia for 

the very first time since the Bolshevik Revolution! And several months before that, in 

January 1979, the first legal shipment of Bibles into Russia since 1917 had taken place. 

The American Bible Society had asked the Russian government for permission, and it 

had been granted. 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 44 over three years ago I issued an appeal to America's 

Christian leaders to take a stand for peace before it was too late. What I suggested 

was a "Pilgrimage for Peace" to Moscow. Its purpose would have been to begin new 

ties of trust and understanding with the new Christian rulership of Russia. In that 

way America's churchmen had the opportunity to take the initiative in a concrete way 

to help head off nuclear catastrophe. The response, as I reported later, was pathetic. 

To the everlasting shame of America's Christian community, only a tiny handful of 

Christian leaders expressed any interest at all! The Christian leaders of America by 

and large refused to hold out the hand of Christian fellowship to their brothers in 

Russia. 

But now, a pilgrimage for peace has been made to Moscow after all. Since America's 

Christian leaders would not bother to take the initiative, those of Russia did so 

instead!  They invited religious leaders the world over to make a pilgrimage for peace 

to Moscow, and they called their five-day assembly the, quote: 

"Conference of Religious Workers for Saving the Sacred Gift of Life from Nuclear 

Catastrophe". 

When Billy Graham and some other Western Christian leaders arrived in Moscow, 

they soon discovered that it was not as they had been led to expect. Dr. Graham 

discovered that there was no attempt to restrict him in his religious messages. He was 

also allowed more freedom of movement than he had expected. On the Saturday 

evening before the Conference began, Dr. Graham decided to pay unannounced visits 

to several Moscow churches. He went to three different Russian Orthodox Churches 

and was shocked to find that they were filled to capacity with worshippers. As he said 

later in a news conference, quote: 



"You would never get that in Charlotte, North Carolina". 

Dr. Graham made a number of statements about his experiences in Moscow which all 

seem to add up to one thing: there is a lot more Christian worship going on in Russia 

than he apparently expected and with greater freedom. 

When Billy Graham returned to the West he must have felt a little like a religious 

Marco Polo. He had journeyed to the forbidden East and discovered that it is not 

populated by gremlins and horrible beasts. Instead he had come away with his heart 

strangely "warmed" (quote). Perhaps he expected that the folks back home would 

welcome his unexpected good news. After all, our whole Christian faith is built on 

Good News--the Gospel of our LORD Jesus Christ. But if that is what Billy Graham 

expected, he was sadly mistaken. 

When he returned to the West, he came back not to people eager to hear more of his 

good news, but to hostility and condemnation! We're always told that Russia is an 

atheistic country and beyond redemption, and so by definition Billy Graham's words 

about even limited religious freedom in Russia constituted heresy. He ran into a buzz 

saw of critics determined to cut him down for saying a good word about Russia! 

It began right away with slanted reports about his statements in the major media. At 

one point Dr. Graham mentioned that in Russia his comments had been reported 

accurately in the press. By contrast, reports here in the United States were distorted, 

and quoted him out of context. 

A perfect example of the treatment now being given Dr. Graham was his May 16 

interview on ABC's "This Week with David Brinkley". It was called an interview, but 

inquisition would be a better description. Every suggestion that Christians may be 

better off in Russia today than in the past was met with hostility. Time after time after 

time Dr. Graham was interrupted and attacked before he could even finish making his 

point, and many of the questions in the best tradition of heresy trials were designed to 

declare Graham guilty before he could even answer! 

To take just one example: at one point the ideological writer George F. Will 

mentioned an incident in which a peace protestor was subdued by Russian police. 

Then he asked--and this is an exact quote: 

"Given that evidence that there is no, and is not about to be, any peace movement in 

the Soviet Union, wasn't it clear to you from the start that this propaganda festival to 

which you were going was used simply to encourage a unilateral peace pressure and 

disarmament pressure in the West?" 

My friends, a so-called question like that is the tool of a prosecutor, not an objective 

reporter. In one breath he claimed that there is no peace movement in Russia as if it 



were a fact, accused Dr. Graham of knowingly cooperating in Soviet propaganda, 

implied that all the world religious leaders who attended were stooges, and ignored 

the world-wide representation at the Conference saying it was all aimed at the West.  

Accusing questions like that were fired at Dr. Graham throughout the program. The 

only break in this inquisition came when Dr. Graham was removed from the 

discussion for a while--then everyone else sat around and ripped him up one side and 

down the other in his absence, for his 'heresies.' 

In spite of the grossly unfair treatment, Rev. Graham made some very telling points.  

He mentioned that many other American Christian leaders were also at the Moscow 

Conference and that still others have gone there separately, and he said there are 

many, quote: 

"...that would hold different viewpoints than what is being expressed here today. I'm a 

little surprised that we don't have some of those people". 

Perhaps Dr. Graham's most telling comment came fairly early in the program; perhaps 

it was partly responsible for the frenzied bitterness of some of the attacks on him later 

in the program.  Rev. Graham said, and I quote: 

"Now when people go to China today, for example, they are applauded for going to 

China.  It's wonderful to go to China, but there is not as much religious freedom in 

China as there is in the Soviet Union". 

My friends, Billy Graham was exactly right in that statement. I have reported the same 

thing in my AUDIO LETTER reports. The favorable image now being given to Red 

China is purely political and military in its origins. Unfortunately some church-related 

groups are being used for these political purposes! 

What Dr. Graham may not know is the reason for the violent attacks he has endured 

lately. My friends, he has run afoul of the American Bolshevik nuclear-war lobby here.  

They want to use you and me to do their dirty work for them against Russia. That is 

what their nuclear-war plans are all about, and so at all costs they must not let us 

know that Christianity is reviving today in Russia. Even more, they dare not let the 

American people know that the true leadership of Russia today is Christian because if 

we all knew that, my friends, we would never agree to their plans to destroy Christian 

Russia in a thermonuclear war. 

 

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY 

Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary. In this AUDIO LETTER I've tried to 

bring you up to date on the progress of plans to throw America into nuclear war 

against Russia. The countdown by the Bolshevik war planners who now control the 



Pentagon is still continuing. Their war plans have been damaged by the Falklands 

war, but they are trying to turn that conflict to their own ends. 

Meanwhile, the countdown for Space Shuttle Flight #4 with its secret military pay 

load is still on schedule. If the mission succeeds, the danger of nuclear war will 

increase dramatically. 

The summer of 1982, my friends, promises to be a dangerous time for America.  As of 

now, NUCLEAR WAR ONE could be as little as three months away, but the 

Bolsheviks here have enemies who are trying to stop the war-countdown. 

Here in the United States the Rockefeller cartel is continuing its power struggle to 

take back control of the Government from the Bolsheviks. As part of that struggle, the 

preparations for a military coup d'etat led by General Alexander Haig are making 

progress. Likewise, the Russians are continuing to try in their own ways to prevent 

the war.  Unlike the Rockefeller cartel, the Russians are doing this for moral reasons. 

This month, May 1982, religious leaders from around the world gathered in a religious 

conference to take a stand for peace. If the conference had been held, say in 

Washington, D.C., we would be hearing nothing but praise about it; but it was held 

instead in Moscow, Russia, and for that reason alone it has been condemned here in 

the United States. Those who dare to honestly report the favorable surprises they 

encountered there are being castigated as heretics. The most visible of these is Rev. 

Billy Graham. For describing what he actually saw and experienced, honestly and 

without prejudice, he is being crucified on all sides. 

My friends, the same thing will happen to you if you dare to speak up about the things 

you know; but if you do not speak up to your friends, to your neighbors, to your 

relatives, they may never know why we are heading toward nuclear catastrophe.  So I 

urge you to speak now, and remember the promise of our LORD Jesus Christ. He said: 

"Blessed are they who are persecuted for righteousness' sake: for theirs is the kingdom 

of heaven". 

Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter.  Thank you, and may God bless each 

and every one of you. 
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This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K St. NW, Washington, DC 20006. 

Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is June 30, 1982, and this is my AUDIO 

LETTER(R) N° 76. 

On the afternoon of June 25, just five days ago, reporters were summoned to the White 

House press room for a sudden major announcement. At around 3:00 P.M. the entity 

known as President Reagan strode in and walked to the microphone. Then, with an 

announcement about a minute long, he dropped what seemed to be a bombshell. 

For public consumption he began the announcement with words of praise and regret, 

but his face was the face of an executioner. Then he came to the only words that really 

mattered (Note: actual voice recorded; reveals tone): 

"With great regret I have accepted the resignation of Secretary of State Al Haig". 

The impression was given that Haig had resigned voluntarily and that its timing was a 

great surprise, but that impression was not the truth, my friends. Reagan's very next 

words were (his voice again): 

"I am nominating as his successor, and he has accepted, George Shultz, to replace him". 

Haig's ouster had been planned very carefully by insiders close to Reagan. After 

stunning reporters with the announcement about Haig, the President refused to give 

any reasons and left without taking questions. 

A little later it was announced that Haig himself would make a statement at the State 

Department. It was scheduled for 4:00 P.M., but Haig was nearly half an hour late. He 

had learned of his ouster only a few hours earlier, around noon. He had been compelled 

to compose a letter of resignation and pretend, for public consumption, that he had 

already given it to Reagan; but his late arrival at the State Department press conference 

was due to the fact that he was putting last-minute touches on his public statement. 

When Haig arrived at the State Department auditorium, he faced an audience of around 

1,000 reporters and department employees.  As he was greeted by thunderous applause, 

Haig looked around wide-eyed, as if in a daze. He had been ordered to keep his entire 



statement to a maximum of five minutes. He had also been warned not to accept 

questions. 

We have been told by the controlled major media that Haig resigned as an abrasive 

prima donna, incensed that he was not getting his way; but when Haig took the 

microphone that afternoon at the State Department, his demeanor was far from that of a 

prima donna -- he was instead, a defeated General at the moment of surrender. The 

peculiar etiquette that governs this type of situation causes words to obscure this fact, 

but his voice and mannerisms were laden with the unmistakable burden of defeat. He 

spoke slowly, trying to keep the quaver in his voice under control. His tones were the 

lifeless tones of resignation that say, "I tried, but I failed". 

Haig read the text of his alleged resignation letter to Reagan which he had written 

hurriedly that afternoon. He began by praising the alleged original foreign policy plans 

of the Reagan Administration before it was subverted by the Bolsheviks here. At one 

point he could hardly get the words out (Note: actual voice recorded): 

"I believe that we shared a view of America's role in the world as the leader of free men 

and an inspiration for all". Then he went on to describe a change of course which has 

taken place (his voice again): 

"In recent months it has become clear to me that the foreign policy on which we 

embarked together was shifting from that careful course which we laid out. Under 

these circumstances I feel it necessary to request that you accept my resignation". 

My friends, diplomatic language is often so bland that it tends to make momentous 

statements sound tame and mild to the public. In recent months American foreign 

policy has indeed been moving away from what could be called a "careful course", just as 

Haig said. 

As I have been reporting, we are on a fast new timetable for nuclear war. Haig was the 

top Government operative of the faction which has been trying to prevent the coming 

war; but, my friends, the anti-war faction has lost, and Haig's ouster is the most visible 

signal that this has happened. 

In the aftermath of the Haig bombshell, people have been falling all over themselves 

trying to explain it; but the more they talk the farther away from the truth they get. The 

closest anyone in the major media has come to the truth was a statement just 10 

minutes after Haig's appearance at the State Department. At about 4:40 P.M. Eastern 

Time June 25, Sam Donaldson of ABC television News, said, and I quote: 

"It may seem strange for people who know General Haig's background; but the hard-

liners from the standpoint of the Soviet American relations and the hard-liners when it 



comes to trying to curb what many people see as excessive violence by Israel in 

Lebanon, have won on this one". 

My friends, Sam Donaldson was right about the hard-liners having defeated Haig, but 

there's far more to it than that. The so-called resignation of Alexander Haig on June 25 

was a disaster for the anti-nuclear-war forces here. It is tied to other events--the end of 

the Falklands war, the beginning of the Mideast war, and others; and the timing of 

Haig's demise, which seems to mystify the major media, was dictated by a very specific 

event. That event, my friends, was the launch of Space Shuttle Mission #4 now in 

progress. 

My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are: 

Topic #1--THE COLLAPSE OF THE HAIG ANTI-WAR COUP D'ETAT  

Topic #2--THE FINAL CRISES TO IGNITE NUCLEAR WAR  

Topic #3--THE FINAL SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION FOR WAR. 

 

 

Topic #1--There is a sad lesson of history that has been repeated more times than can 

be counted, from ancient times right down to the present day. The lesson is that by and 

large people are incapable of being warned about major calamities to come. It is human 

nature to think that the future will not be much different from the past. If something 

has not happened before, we find it hard to believe it can happen at all; and this has 

never been more true than when an impending calamity is the result of spiritual decay 

and moral degeneration. 

Today we are living under the threat of just such a calamity -- ALL-OUT 

THERMONUCLEAR WAR! The threat exists for reasons which are fundamentally 

moral and spiritual in nature; and if the calamity comes, it will have consequences 

which are impossible to grasp in advance. As a result, for most of us the threat of 

nuclear war is one which we only half believe. We worry when we hear about new 

crises and we squirm at the thought of ever-increasing nuclear arsenals. But in the last 

analysis most of us go right on living our lives as if these things did not exist. Deep 

down we tell ourselves, "Surely it can't really happen". We tend to think that our 

situation today is without parallel in human existence -- but that is not true. 

We are told that in ancient times a man named Noah was warned in advance about an 

equally incomprehensible calamity. He lived in a generation of people who were filling 

the land with abominations in total disregard for the Creator and His laws. Noah was 

warned that a giant killer flood was coming as a direct result of these spiritual and 



moral transgressions. Noah began building an ark; and he also began warning all his 

neighbors, as he had been directed by the Lord. 

The building of the ark consumed not just years but decades. All the while Noah 

continued to warn the people of his land about what was to come, but the people were 

incapable of being warned. They found the idea of a great flood incomprehensible and 

unbelievable because it had never happened before; and besides, they were too busy 

living their own lives, doing as they pleased. So they laughed at Noah and his never-

ending warnings--until the day it began to rain! On that day they suddenly knew that 

the warnings had been true; but it was too late, and they perished. 

My friends, the forced resignation of Alexander Haig five days ago may well be the first 

raindrop of the nuclear storm to come. If so, the time has come and gone for preventing 

nuclear calamity. Unless something very dramatic takes place to radically change the 

situation, it is now only a matter of time--and not much time at that! 

As of now, the Bolshevik war-planners in the Pentagon are still on track with their plan 

to set off nuclear war by the middle of September 1982. This is true even though the 

intended final phase of their war plan has been crippled, as I reported in AUDIO 

LETTER N° 74 two months ago. And as of this moment I have no information to 

indicate that they will be stopped. I realize, my friends, that your decisions about what 

to do would be far easier if I could flatly tell you exactly what to expect, and when. I 

cannot do that because this is a power struggle on the world stage, and the outcome is 

yet to be decided. The best I can do is to keep you informed about the forces involved 

and how they are doing against one another. As of this hour--and the hour is VERY late-

-the efforts to prevent NUCLEAR WAR ONE appear to be failing. 

I know that what I am reporting to you is very grave indeed.  If you are to derive any 

benefit from what I have to report, you must have the assurance that my Intelligence 

about these matters is reliable. 

Sometimes people ask me for documentation of my reports; but in Intelligence, 

documentation of that type is inherently impossible. Instead, a different criterion is 

normally used for judging the accuracy and reliability of Intelligence data. That 

criterion, my friends, is the extent to which advance Intelligence reports are borne out 

by events. For that reason, in this AUDIO LETTER I will use direct quotes from a 

number of my past AUDIO LETTER reports over the past year or so. 

For those of you who have been listeners for some time, this will serve as a reminder of 

what you already know but may have forgotten. For my newer listeners I hope this will 

help to establish the reality of the situation very quickly because, my friends, time is 

precious. 



For some three years now the United States Government has been torn by a bitter 

power struggle between two opposing factions. One faction consists of agents of the 

Rockefeller cartel of Big Oil, Big Business, and Big Banking. Until recently the 

Government was dominated by the cartel. The other faction is that of the American 

Bolsheviks together with the expelled Bolsheviks from Russia who have flocked here for 

a new start. For historical reasons these two power factions, the Rockefeller group and 

the Bolsheviks, had always worked together until very recently. The Rockefeller empire 

started its climb to power over a century ago with the aid of the Rothschilds based in 

England and Europe. Likewise, Bolshevism as a political force was created by the 

Rothschilds around the turn of the century.   

When the time was ripe for revolution in Russia, Rothschild-spawned Bolshevism was 

injected into Russia with Rockefeller help. From then on a secret alliance existed 

between the Rockefeller interests and the Bolsheviks on a world-wide basis--but in the 

past few years all that has changed. A new anti-Bolshevik ruling group has taken over in 

Russia and has expelled most of the old Bolsheviks there. They have come mainly here, 

to the United States, in great swarms in recent years. They were welcomed here with 

open arms by their old Rockefeller allies. They re-enforced the long-time American 

Bolsheviks who were already here. Then, early in 1979, the Bolsheviks double-crossed 

their Rockefeller partners and launched an all-out grab for power. 

The Bolshevik grab for power over the United States Government began with the 

murder of Nelson Rockefeller on January 26, 1979. This was followed by months of in-

fighting behind the scenes including assassinations, resignations, and disappearances of 

key people. But true to Bolshevik tradition, it was all carried out in the shadows hidden 

from the public eye. Then the turmoil escalated still further as the Intelligence agencies 

of foreign nations entered the fray. By the spring of 1979 a full-scale Intelligence war 

was raging here in America, especially in Washington. In addition to agents of the 

Rockefeller cartel and the Bolsheviks, the Intelligence agencies of Russia, Britain, and 

Israel were involved. All were trying to maneuver the crisis for their own benefit, and all 

were using their most advanced and most secret Intelligence techniques, including 

some that would seem at home in the 21st Century! 

These events all took place behind closed doors, hidden from the public eye by winners 

and losers alike in each skirmish. In battles at the pinnacle of power, that is how it is. 

There is never an appeal to the public, to the police, or to the courts for it is they who 

control the courts, the police, and our other institutions. At the pinnacle of power there 

is no appeal to higher authority because in their view there is none. So disputes are 

settled by the oldest means known to man; namely, by finding out who has the biggest 

stick. This is why power struggles take place in governments, and that is why wars take 

place between nations. It is all a struggle for raw power in an arena where no holds are 

barred. 



1979 was a year of strange events, when the so-called Carter Administration appeared 

to go crazy on several occasions. At one point the entire Carter Cabinet was fired en 

masse. It sent shock waves around the world until a reconstituted Cabinet was formed. 

At another point the entity Carter disappeared at Camp David for weeks on end. 

Meanwhile worried rumors swirled like a storm through Washington circles. 

All of these events were the direct result of the hidden turmoil which I had made public 

in my reports months earlier. But for public consumption, these and other shocks came 

and went without the truth ever being told officially. 

By late 1979 the dust was beginning to settle. The Rockefeller cartel had been grievously 

wounded, but it was not destroyed or totally unseated from Government influence. The 

Bolsheviks here had acquired a dominant position over the United States Government, 

but their power was complete only in the military area. For reasons I have detailed in 

many past reports, the Bolsheviks here were and are bent on throwing the United 

States into nuclear war against Russia. To the Bolsheviks--aliens in our midst--our 

entire country is nothing but a giant tool to further their own dreams of world power. 

Up until the hidden Bolshevik coup d'etat here three years ago, the Rockefeller cartel 

too was bent on nuclear war; but now, having lost control of the United States military, 

they can no longer afford nuclear war. So now they've changed their tune.  On all sides 

Rockefeller spokesmen are speaking out against the threat of nuclear war. The 

Rockefeller public relations machine is the most sophisticated in the world. Almost 

overnight it has stirred up public fears into a strong anti-nuclear movement.  

Within the Government itself, Rockefeller cartel agents have been slowly regaining 

some of their lost power. As they do so they are trying to chip away at the Bolshevik 

plans for nuclear war, which is now imminent. 

The most important of all Rockefeller cartel operatives in the Government, my friends, 

was Secretary of State Alexander Haig.  Haig owed his presence in the Administration 

to the fact that the so-called Reagan Administration was initially installed by the 

Rockefeller cartel. But the Bolsheviks here were determined not to let the Rockefeller 

group consolidate their gains. On November 30, 1980, just a few weeks after the rigged 

Reagan landslide, I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 60, quote: 

"...but the Bolsheviks here are working fast. They are in a hurry to seize control of the 

so-called Reagan Team themselves". 

And further on, quote: 

"...some day sooner than you think, we Americans may be in for a shock. We will be told 

that the entity President Reagan has met with an unfortunate accident, or a sudden 

fatal illness". Four months later, on March 30, 1981, there was a presidential 



assassination attempt at the Washington Hilton Hotel. For public consumption, all 

stories quickly converged on the traditional "lone assassin" theory; and just to make that 

more believable, a psychologically programmed scapegoat was on hand firing random 

shots--John Hinckley, Jr. 

There was ample evidence that Hinckley was not alone and could not have fired the 

shot that hit the President, as I detailed in AUDIO LETTER N° 63. But never mind, 

seeing is believing even when it is a lie. Hinckley was conveniently wrestled to the 

sidewalk, gun in hand, right next to television cameras. Just eight days ago a 

Washington jury shocked the world by finding Hinckley not guilty by reason of 

insanity. 

As it turned out, the shooting did not cause a change of face in the Oval Office. Even so, 

it did achieve what the Bolsheviks here wanted. It created a period of vulnerability 

which halted the momentum of the new Rockefeller cartel governmental programs. 

Within a matter of weeks the Bolsheviks here were once again in the driver's seat, 

especially at the Pentagon. Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger had come into 

office with the new administration, but he was a Bolshevik mole in the Rockefeller 

machine. Ever since the Reagan assassination attempt, Weinberger and Haig have been 

at each others' throats because they are on opposite sides of the power struggle. Over 

the past year or so there have been more and more stories about Haig feuding with 

other members of the Administration. This was because Haig was the "point man" in the 

continuing Rockefeller cartel struggle to unseat the Bolsheviks here. 

That situation started coming to a head early this year of 1982. When I recorded AUDIO 

LETTER N° 72 four months ago on February 28, 1982, I reported on major new 

developments in the plans of both factions. First I reported that a drastic speed-up was 

taking place in the American Bolshevik nuclear war plans. I stated that, quote: 

"...a drastic change is now taking place in the secret war planning here in America. The 

timetable for NUCLEAR WAR ONE has now been speeded up by many months. My 

friends, as of now the new target date for an American nuclear surprise attack on Russia 

is mid-September 1982!" 

I also revealed the reason for the speed-up in war plans. It was the result of a major 

Intelligence coup against Russia by the American Bolsheviks. Thanks to this 

Intelligence breakthrough, the Bolshevik war planners here now have critical data 

which was formerly lacking to enable an attack on Russia. 

In that same AUDIO LETTER report N° 72 I also revealed the Rockefeller cartel 

response to this new turn of events. It was to be a military coup d'etat by military 

officers loyal to the Rockefeller group. Here is what I reported four months ago in  

AUDIO LETTER N° 72, and once again I quote: 



"...the Rockefeller cartel cannot afford to let their Bolshevik enemies here succeed in 

setting off nuclear war, therefore the military coup d'etat must take place before the 

American Bolshevik surprise attack against Russia. If possible, the coup will be carried 

out before the fourth space shuttle flight this summer because war will be possible any 

time after that". 

I also reported that, quoting again: 

"The General in charge of the coup to come, my friends, is General Alexander Haig, 

presently Secretary of State. He's looking forward to the day when he can really say, 'I 

am in charge here'." 

(End quote from AUDIO LETTER N° 72) 

In these days of managed news, major events often take place with little or no notice to 

the public about what is going on. Even so, when those events are big enough they 

usually create a visible ripple on the surface that can be seen in public. In my report four 

months ago I tried my best to prepare you to read the ripples produced by the struggle 

over a coup d'etat. Here is what I reported then (quoting further from AUDIO LETTER 

N° 72):  "If the military take-over does take place it, too, is likely to be largely hidden in 

its details from public view. Only one event in the plan is likely to be visible to all. That 

event, my friends, will be the sudden death of the entity known as President Ronald 

Reagan. If that happens by the end of summer 1982, no matter what the official story 

may be, you will know that the military coup d'etat has taken place. On the other hand, 

should something happen to Secretary of State Haig by that time, it could well mean 

that the Bolsheviks have foiled the coup. It is all a race against time, my friends, and the 

stakes in this race involve nothing less than the very survival of our United States!" 

In my reports since then, I have updated the progress of these intrigues by both the 

Rockefeller cartel and the Bolsheviks here. In AUDIO LETTER N° 73 I revealed the 

over-all war strategy which the Bolshevik war planners here were developing under the 

code name "PROJECT Z." It is a three-phase plan for protracted nuclear war following 

the American first strike against Russia. In recent days public hints about this new 

Pentagon strategy for protracted war have started leaking publicly. Our Bolshevik 

Defense Secretary, Caspar Weinberger, was even questioned on television about the 

new protracted war plan 10 days ago. Weinberger was interviewed on the Sunday 

morning ABC news program "This Week with David Brinkley". Naturally, Weinberger 

denied it all; but, my friends, he lied. 

Meanwhile, the Rockefeller cartel has been working feverishly to try to stave off the 

nuclear war that will cost them everything. To this end, a limited quid pro quo for anti-

war purposes has been forged lately between the cartel and Russia's new anti-Bolshevik 

rulers. The key Rockefeller operative in this move has been Alexander Haig. He was 



engaged in three major bargaining sessions with Russian Foreign Minister Gromyko in 

nine months. The last of these was a two-day marathon in New York City just days 

before Haig's ouster. Haig's removal has caused secret agreements between Haig and 

Gromyko to be shot out of mid-air. 

One major product of the recent Rockefeller-Soviet relationship was the secret 

destruction of key Bolshevik-controlled military forces in late April. These were based 

in the Southern Hemisphere, which is expected to escape major damage in NUCLEAR 

WAR ONE. The operation led to the Falklands War as its aftermath, as I detailed in 

AUDIO LETTER N° 74. The joint Rockefeller-Soviet operation, which was highly 

successful, badly crippled the ability of the Bolsheviks to carry out Phase #3 of their 

new war plan. It was expected that this would slow down the Bolshevik timetable for 

NUCLEAR WAR ONE; but, my friends, it hasn't happened! If the Bolsheviks cannot 

have total victory, then they will settle for a smoldering stalemate. They still expect to 

survive, while their enemies (the Russians and the Rockefeller cartel) are reduced to 

ashes. 

While the Bolsheviks here and in Britain had their hands full with the Falklands War, 

the military coup d'etat here was also gaining ground. Just last month I reported on a 

major gain by the Rockefeller group in retaking control of the CIA from the Bolsheviks; 

but early this month, June 1982, it all began to unravel. 

With the approach of Space Shuttle Mission #4, the deadline for the Haig-led coup 

d'etat was near. Security around the entity Reagan was doubled and re-doubled. When 

he went to the U.N. to speak on June 17, the New York Daily News described the 

(quote) "extraordinary precautions" that were enforced. His limousine even jumped the 

sidewalk, driving up right next to the door. 

All this was happening as key Haig operatives in the intended coup d'etat were being 

eliminated! Out of public view nothing less than a new Bolshevik purge has swept 

through the United States Government. It was completed just in time from the 

Bolshevik viewpoint. On Friday June 25 Haig was confronted with the reality of defeat. 

His anti-war coup d'etat had collapsed just two days before the launch of Space Shuttle 

#4! 

 

Topic #2--This month of June 1982 has seen the apparent end of one war and the 

beginning of another. The war between Britain and Argentina for the Falkland Islands 

ended, at least for now, on June 14. That day the Argentine garrison at Port Stanley 

surrendered to the British. Meanwhile, a new war was already underway in the Middle 

East. Israel had launched its long-planned all-out invasion of Lebanon. 



The Falkland Islands war had come as a surprise to the master planners of nuclear war 

to come, the Bolsheviks here. The Falklands fighting and the secret hostilities which 

preceded it were intended to upset those nuclear war plans, as I detailed in AUDIO 

LETTER(R) N° 74. And so the Bolsheviks, who were fomenting violence world-wide, 

stamped out the unwanted Falklands war as fast as they could. 

The Thatcher Government in Britain, which is Bolshevik controlled, is now left with a 

legacy of grievous losses which are being covered up. A major key to the Thatcher 

cover-up of the true extent of British losses is the continued posture of belligerence 

toward Argentina. It is being said that a sizable British military presence will be 

maintained in the South Atlantic. This provides a tailor-made excuse for the fact that 

many British ships, sailors, and soldiers will not be coming home any time soon. The 

fact that some of them will never return home can be hidden, and the families affected 

informed piecemeal, a few at a time. In this way the Thatcher Government intends to 

keep the lid on the situation. 

Another ingredient in the Thatcher cover-up plan is the at sea repair ship, STENA 

INSPECTOR. It was bought from American interests in May and is now being refitted 

at the Savannah Shipyard Company in Georgia. Soon it will head for the South Atlantic 

to begin patching up many British vessels which were damaged in the Falklands war. 

When and if they return to Britain, the true extent of the damage done to the Royal 

Navy will have been literally covered up. 

The final outcome of the Falklands war was a setback for the Rockefeller cartel and 

their limited partners, the new rulers of Russia. The Rockefeller-Soviet team won 

Round No. 1 of the South Atlantic fray, which was the covert warfare during April. I 

gave the details in AUDIO LETTER N° 74; but Round N° 2, the battle for the Falklands 

themselves, turned out differently. Despite the damage done to the Royal Navy, it was 

the Rockefeller cartel and the Russians who were outmaneuvered in the Falklands 

battle. 

It was known that the objective of the joint Rockefeller-Russian action in the Southern 

Hemisphere was to upset Bolshevik nuclear war plans. So the Bolsheviks responded by 

deliberately over-reacting militarily. Virtually the entire Royal Navy was dispatched to 

the South Atlantic. A situation was created in which a British recapture of the 

Falklands could not be stopped without setting off nuclear war itself. Finally, a totally 

unorthodox landing tactic was used to get British troops ashore, as I detailed last 

month. The end result was that the Rockefeller-Russian pledge to the Argentine junta 

was impossible to fulfill, at least for now. 

The Bolsheviks are hoping that the resulting turmoil now taking place in the Argentine 

government will halt Argentina's rapid move toward Russia. In the past, Argentina was 

always staunchly anti-Soviet, but under Russia's new rulers, a major and growing trade 



relationship has been building between Russia and Argentina. The majority of 

Argentina's huge exports of meat and grain now go to Russia, and last month relations 

between Argentina and Cuba suddenly started warming up. The Bolsheviks here would 

like to reverse all this and ultimately deny Argentina's food to Russia. Whether that 

will happen remains to be seen. 

If NUCLEAR WAR ONE does not erupt first, there are likely to be many surprises 

down the road in Argentina and Latin America; but as I say these words, the final war 

sequence planned by the Bolsheviks is already getting underway. This is the sequence of 

brushfire wars and regional crises which are intended to lead directly into NUCLEAR 

WAR ONE. This intended final sequence of crises began this month on June 5. On that 

day Israeli tanks began moving across the border into a so-called Christian enclave in 

southern Lebanon. The following day the world learned that Israel was launching an 

all-out invasion of Lebanon. 

More than a year ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 63 I made public the joint strategy of the 

Bolsheviks and Zionists to pave the way for nuclear war. It was a complex five-track 

plan patterned after the build-up to WORLD WAR I with its proliferation of pre-war 

crises. I now quote from AUDIO LETTER N° 63: 

"All five tracks in the Bolshevik war path converge about mid-1982. By then they expect 

to have America on a war footing.  All four Space Shuttle Missions are planned to be 

completed by then. The offensive weapons now in the works will be ready, and by then 

the world will be a caldron of crises made to order for setting off nuclear war suddenly 

and without warning. Just as crises in the Balkans triggered WORLD WAR I, a world 

in crisis will trigger NUCLEAR WAR ONE". 

Mid-1982 has now arrived, my friends, and the Bolshevik maneuvering to drag the 

world into war is right on schedule. This month on June 13 the Washington Post 

published a major article titled: "A WORLD SUDDENLY ASSAULTED BY GUNFIRE." 

It begins, quote: 

"By State Department count, three major and eight lesser wars were going on last week 

in a world that seems suddenly beset by blazing battles". 

Yes, my friends, it is sudden, but it is not accidental. The Bolsheviks here are 

responsible for the fires that are burning world-wide. Their plans laid out more than a 

year ago are now reaching fruition. As I have detailed in the past, the Bolsheviks now 

headquartered here in America are allied closely with the militant Zionists in Israel. 

This situation is as much a mystery to the people of Israel as it is to the people of 

America. In both countries the average citizen is getting worried. In Israel, as in 

America, the present government is bent on deliberately raising the level of tension, 



violence, and nuclear-war danger. In both countries more and more people are 

becoming alarmed over the growing danger without realizing that it is all deliberate. 

The government which now rules Israel came to power in a sudden astonishing change 

in April 1977. The previous Prime Minister Rabin resigned abruptly. As always in these 

situations, a suitable excuse was found for public consumption. In Rabin's case, a mini-

scandal over insignificant financial matters was fabricated to explain away his 

departure; but the real reason was what I reported that month in AUDIO LETTER N° 

23. Rabin had learned of secret plans for a major Middle East war and wanted no part of 

it. 

Rabin was replaced by a man of very different attitudes. The new Prime Minister was a 

man who frightened many but had been thought incapable of seizing control of the 

Israeli government.  He was known as an extremist, tracing all the way back to his days 

as the most wanted of all Israeli terrorists by the British. The idea that he might actually 

rule Israel someday had been unthinkable to many. Suddenly the new ruler of Israel was 

a man named Menachem Begin! 

Begin is representative of the most extreme faction of the political movement known as 

"ZIONISM". The Zionists use religious sounding terminology and Biblical words to 

disguise the true nature of their goals, which are Satanic. 

Political Zionism is as different from classical Judaism as night is from day. Like all of 

the world's great religions, classical Judaism is based on worship of the Almighty, and it 

does so from its own distinct perspective. Judaism emphasizes the justice of God; Islam 

His righteousness and power; Christianity His love; Hinduism His spiritual essence; 

Buddhism, the peace that comes only from God. Justice is the hallmark of true Judaism, 

but it has nothing at all to do with political Zionism except as a deceptive slogan. 

The Jews who have been lured to the land called Israel have gone there by and large 

believing the promises of a better life, but what they have gotten instead is a 

government which per capita has become the most violent and warlike on earth. "There 

is no peace, saith the Lord, for the wicked." And the Begin Government in Israel is as 

wicked as the Reagan Government here. Modern Israel is no longer a threatened 

underdog, as it constantly pretends. Instead, Israel has become the world's third most 

powerful nation militarily after Russia and the United States. Using its runaway 

military might, the Zionist government of Israel is setting the world on fire. It is doing 

so with the blessing and support of their American Bolshevik allies! 

The agony which is being inflicted on tiny Lebanon, which has never done Israel harm, 

is beyond description, my friends. Over 10,000 Lebanese civilians have been slaughtered 

by the Israelis and over 600,000 made homeless. Even the sanitized reports on American 

television cannot entirely hide the wanton savagery of the Israeli invasion. One report 



after another shows devastation of entire city blocks on a scale not seen since WORLD 

WAR II. On all sides the reports describe Israeli shelling and dive-bombing of Beirut, 

Sidon, and other Lebanese cities with one word--indiscriminate. 

My friends, classical Judaism regards man as the crowning glory of God's creation. Man 

is supposed to have been formed in God's own image. Would God, the just God of 

Judaism, have done what Israel has done in Lebanon? Are arrogance, bestiality, and 

genocide in the image of God? Or are they in the image of Satan instead? 

What the Israelis are doing now in Lebanon is claimed to be in retaliation for 

provocations by the Palestine Liberation Organization; but the fact is that the present 

events are part of the long-range plan to bring on nuclear war. In AUDIO LETTER N° 

70 last December 1981, I reported that, quote: "The joint war plan of the American 

Bolsheviks and the Zionists in Israel is still on track. They are shooting for a Middle 

East war to break out before the end of summer 1982". 

It is now the summer of 1982, and the desired Middle East war is raging. 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 68 I reported the Begin plan was to goad the PLO into violence. 

Time after time over the past year or so the Israeli Air Force has mounted devastating 

air raids on Lebanon creating widespread devastation and death. The purpose of these 

repeated Israeli violations of the cease-fire was to provoke a highly visible 

counterattack by the PLO. With that as a pretext, the Begin Government intended to 

justify its planned invasion of Lebanon. But the PLO never did respond in kind to the 

Israeli goading. Aside from occasional small raids and shelling incidents, nothing was 

done that was sufficiently dramatic for the intended purpose. Meanwhile, time was 

running out. 

The fast new war timetable required the Middle East war to get underway without 

further delay, so on June 3 the Begin Government provided its own pretext for war. 

That day the Israeli ambassador to Great Britain was gunned down by an assassin hired 

by Israel's own Intelligence agency, the MOSSAD! The Begin Government immediately 

professed to be outraged, saying this was the last straw. Two days later the Israeli 

forces, which had already been massed along the Lebanese border, invaded. The 

unbridled savagery of the Israeli attack has shocked the world. In effect the nation that 

calls itself Israel has turned the Palestinians into the new Jews of the world. They have 

no home, they are dispersed. They, along with the innocent victims of their host country 

Lebanon, are the victims of genocide--a military holocaust without justice or mercy. 

Protests and condemnation of the Israeli behavior in Lebanon are mounting world-

wide. Nowhere is the worry greater than within the Jewish community itself. In Israel, 

popular sentiment against the Begin Government is erupted into widespread 



demonstrations; and elsewhere around the world many Jews are also speaking out 

against the Israeli-inflicted holocaust. 

But through it all, my friends, the Reagan-Begin axis of the American Bolsheviks and the 

militant Israeli Zionists continues to function smoothly. In his United Nations speech 

of June 17 the entity President Reagan condemned (quote) "armed aggression".   

And to the new Russian pledge not to be the first to use nuclear weapons in war, 

Reagan demanded, quote: "deeds, not words". 

But when it comes to Israel, those criteria are never applied. The Begin Government 

agrees in words to one cease-fire after another, but in "deeds" it breaks each truce when 

ready; and Israeli armed aggression has left nearly 20% of the population of Lebanon 

homeless. The whole world is shocked and outraged, yet all this has not provoked even 

a slap on the wrist for Israel from Washington. 

My friends, the Satanic Begin Government is now in its sixth year in Israel. This month, 

June, is the sixth month of the year. On the fifth day of the month the Israeli invasion of 

Lebanon began, and with it abominations of military desolation. It all brings to mind 

the visions of the prophet Ezekiel, Chapter 8. The prophet says in the first verse that he 

was shown visions in the sixth year, in the sixth month, on the fifth day of that month. 

He was shown abominations spawned in the Holy Land by people who arrogantly said, 

"The Lord does not see us". 

The chapter ends in the words: "Then He said to me, 'Hast thou seen this, O son of man? 

Is it a light thing to the house of Judah that they commit the abominations which they 

commit here? For they have filled the land with violence, and have returned to provoke 

me to anger; and, lo, they put the branch to their nose. Therefore will I also deal in fury: 

mine eye shall not spare, neither will I have pity: and though they cry in mine ears with 

a loud voice, yet will I not hear them'." 

 

Topic #3--Earlier this month on June 18, there was a fascinating announcement from 

NASA. Two American spacecraft, the most distant man-made objects in the universe, 

may be on the verge of a major new discovery. These two space probes have been racing 

through space for ten years and nine years respectively. After all that time they are now 

nearing the edge of our solar system, whose vastness is almost beyond comprehension; 

and as they do so, they're preparing to observe a giant mystery object in the skies. The 

mystery object, whatever it is, is thought to lie billions of miles beyond the outermost 

known planet Pluto. It is so far away that it has never been observed by astronomers 

here on Earth, yet many are sure that there is something out there.   



Something, whatever it is, keeps disturbing the criss-crossing orbits of little Pluto and 

giant Neptune. The effect even penetrates inward to the monster planet Uranus. So no 

one knows what it is or where it is--it may be a tenth planet, it may be a dark star 

farther away. It could even be that most chilling of all celestial objects, a black hole, 

with gravity so strong light itself cannot escape. No one has seen it, so no one knows. 

But now, after a decade of space travel, two American deep-space probes may be on the 

verge of giving us the answers. The probes are PIONEER 10 and PIONEER 11, launched 

in 1972 and 1973 respectively. They are nuclear-powered spacecraft designed to escape 

from our solar system and coast forever through the void of interstellar space. When 

they cross the outer boundary of our solar system around 1990, they are expected to be 

sending back data about what they find. It should be mankind's first taste of interstellar 

space; that is, if anyone is still listening by then. 

Two months ago on April 12, 1982, Aviation Week and Space Technology magazine 

devoted its editorial space to a statement by Dr. James A. Van Allen. Dr. Van Allen is the 

space scientist who discovered the radiation belts around the earth that now bear his 

name--24 years ago. His article is titled "PIONEER'S UNFUNDED REACH FOR THE 

STARS." He listed an astonishing list of major new discoveries made by the Pioneer 

probes during the past decade, and he issued an appeal for the program to be saved from 

imminent destruction. Dr. Van Allen's article begins with the sad words, quote: "One of 

the most incredible features of the fiscal 1983 program of the National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration is a premature termination of the deep-space missions of Pioneer 

10 and Pioneer 11. The annual saving is $3,000,000 or 4/10,000ths of the agency's 

budget". 

My friends, the so-called Reagan Administration decision to cancel the half-completed 

Pioneer Program is incredible, but it's in character with this Administration's entire 

approach to space and science in general. Anything that will help the Bolsheviks here 

prepare to wage war is funded, no matter how much it costs; but everything that merely 

adds to the peaceful constructive knowledge of mankind is being guillotined, no matter 

how little it costs. 

For the past year and a half I've been reporting periodically about this developing 

situation. America's Space Program has been systematically whittled away to leave 

almost nothing but the Space Shuttle. The Space Shuttle has been spared only because 

of its critical importance for military purposes. Over the past year or so military control 

of the Shuttle Program has become more and more blatant. The Bolshevik war planners 

who now control the United States military will brook no interference with their 

nuclear war plans. 

The overt military take-over of the Shuttle Program began just over a year ago in May 

1981 following the hidden disaster of the first shuttle flight. The civilian director of the 



Shuttle Program, John Yardley, was eased out. Several months later, in October, 1981, he 

was officially replaced by an Air Force General, James Abrahamson. Since that time the 

Bolshevik warlords have been expanding and consolidating their control over the 

shuttle and NASA itself. Reorganization has become the order of the day at NASA with 

military control becoming more absolute with each change. 

In its original concept the Space Shuttle was to be a stepping stone into space for both 

civilian and military purposes. It was to be a system that would continue to grow and 

be improved over the years by continued development. But that idea has now gone out 

the window, thanks to the total take-over of the Shuttle Program by Bolshevik military 

managers. To them, even the shuttle is only a short-term stepping stone to war. They 

intend to set off NUCLEAR WAR ONE before any further development of the shuttle 

could bear fruit; and so, under Bolshevik military control, NASA is now turning its back 

on the traditional mission of advancing the technology of space flight. The entire NASA 

emphasis is shifting towards using the Space Shuttle "as is" for the short time left before 

war. 

The most stunning result of this radical policy change within NASA was announced 

about two months ago in April. It involves a man whose name is practically a synonym 

for America's manned space program. This man has played key roles in the planning and 

engineering of every single American manned space program. He was a member of the 

original PROJECT MERCURY team. He was deeply involved in the follow-on 

PROJECT GEMINI, and a central figure in the PROJECT APOLLO moon program. He 

directed the design and implementation of the Mission Control Center in Houston, and 

for the past 10 years he has been Director of the Johnson Space Center. 

If you have followed America's manned space program closely over the years you 

probably know his name as well as I do. I am talking about Dr. Christopher Kraft. The 

Bolshevik warlords here have decreed that NASA's days of technological development 

are now at an end, so one day last April Dr. Christopher Kraft was told that his services 

are no longer needed, and he was fired! 

As I say these words, my friends, Space Shuttle Mission #4 is underway. This is the last 

of the four initial crash military missions to prepare for NUCLEAR WAR ONE. Each of 

these first four missions has involved two shuttles, not just one, as I first reported in 

AUDIO LETTERS N°. 62 and 63. Each time the shuttle we see blasting off from Florida 

follows a path into space that is different from the one publicly claimed. As a result, it 

cannot return to Earth at the time and place it is supposed to, therefore the two-man 

crew of each flight returns to Earth in a small Gemini-like space capsule. Then they 

board a different shuttle and rocket into view from a distance to land at the advertised 

time and place. I've given all the details in the past, so I'll not repeat them now. 



In the first three space shuttle launches the launch took place into the northeast. Each 

time this was the beginning of a long curving launch into the north to a near-polar orbit 

to pass over Russia, but this time the shuttle took off in a different direction. It took off 

due east from Cape Canaveral into something called a "minimum inclination orbit." This 

time it was heading not for the North Pole but toward the equator. The reason for this 

has to do with the secret Pentagon payload. It is a special sensor system designed to 

give confirmation of the first phase of the planned American nuclear first strike on 

Russia! As I reported last month, quote: "In order to do its job, the Air Force infrared 

sensor has to be placed in geostationary orbit. That orbit is over 22,000 miles high over 

the equator". 

In television coverage of the launch three days ago, the new flight path was mentioned 

briefly but not explained. For example, the trans-Atlantic abort site this time was 

Dakar, Senegal, close to the equator. This is a change from the first three flights in 

which the trans-Atlantic abort site was Rota, Spain, much farther north. The shuttle 

itself cannot go high enough to put the Air Force sensor into its final orbit.  Instead, the 

sensor is perched atop a rocket carried in the cargo bay. 

For engineering reasons, the rocket had to be loaded into the shuttle while it was 

standing vertically, not parked horizontally. That's why, for the first time, the shuttle 

was loaded for this flight after it was ready on the launch pad. NASA spokesmen 

admitted publicly that this was done, but as always they never tell you the reason. 

Last month I reported that an on-schedule launch of Space Shuttle #4 would indicate 

that the Pentagon nuclear war plans are still on schedule. Sunday morning, June 27, 

Space Shuttle #4 became the first shuttle ever to take off exactly on schedule. Not a 

moment's delay was permitted, even though a sudden violent hailstorm the previous 

day had ruined more than 400 critical heat tiles. So far this shuttle flight is apparently 

proceeding as planned. That means, my friends, that the September deadline for 

NUCLEAR WAR ONE is still in effect as of now. 

 

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY 

Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary. In this AUDIO LETTER I've been forced to 

be the bearer of bad news. The anti-nuclear-war coup d'etat planned by General 

Alexander Haig has collapsed. More surprises are possible, but the time is now very 

short. The intended final war sequence has now begun in the Middle East at the hands 

of Israel; and Space Shuttle Mission #4, the last one needed for nuclear war, is now in 

progress. 



My friends, the danger of nuclear war is now the greatest that it has ever been since the 

summer of 1976. I cannot tell you for sure whether war will or will not erupt by 

September because these war plans are the plans of men and they are not infallible.   

What I can tell you for certain is that these days ahead will be filled with danger! 

The Rockefeller cartel has apparently failed in its game plan to stop the Bolsheviks here. 

That leaves the arena of conflict to the Bolsheviks here versus the rulers of Russia. Two 

more deadly enemies are impossible to imagine, my friends. The Bolsheviks here are 

racing to position themselves for an all-out attack against Russia. Pre-emptive actions 

by the Kremlin to prevent that attack are virtually guaranteed. The results may well 

shake the world! 

Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each 

and every one of you. 
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This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K St. N. W., Washington, DC 20006. 

Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is July 28, 1982, and this is my AUDIO 

LETTER(R) N° 77.  

Early this month, on July 6, there was an unusual news report from Russia. That day an 

Aeroflot Jet Transport had crashed on take-off from Moscow's Sheremetyevo Airport. It 

was a spectacular flaming crash that killed all 90 persons on board.  What was unusual 

about this news item was that it was made public so quickly. Usually plane crashes in 

Russia are announced more quietly and often after a delay of hours or even days -- but 

not this time. The Aeroflot flight that crashed on July 6 was an international flight 

bound for Africa. Some of the passengers were students returning to their homes in 

Sierra Leone and Senegal. Under the circumstances, Russian authorities had no choice 

but to release the news without delay. Within hours it was included in news reports 

around the world. 

Within hours after the Moscow tragedy, investigators at the scene discovered that this 

had been no ordinary plane crash. In the midst of the twisted, smoking wreckage of 

what had been the Aeroflot plane, conclusive proof of sabotage was found. A report 

about the sabotage was flashed to KGB headquarters at Dzerzhinsky Square in 

Moscow. There the report was directed to a special task group assigned to deal with 

growing acts of internal disruption in the Soviet Union. 

A mounting campaign to create internal turmoil in Russia is going on, created by 

Bolshevik agents there. So far there has been little news about this in the West, but it's 

a real and deepening problem. Within 36 hours the KGB special task group was able to 

confirm what had been suspected. The sabotage of the Aeroflot jet had been carried out 

by one of the Bolshevik disruption groups which have been under surveillance in the 

Moscow area. These groups, like others all across Russia, are being financed and 

directed by the Bolsheviks here -- now headquartered in the United States. 

The KGB notified the Kremlin of the results of its investigation of the Aeroflot sabotage 

early on July 8, just two days after the crash. Those suspected of having carried out the 

sabotage were under arrest, but the question remained: how to send a message to the 



Bolsheviks in the United States to cease and desist from similar acts? It does no good to 

talk to America's present rulers. Action of some kind was required, and fast. Various 

possibilities were discussed and rejected for various reasons. Retaliation for the 

Aeroflot crash had to be designed to convey a clear message to the American Bolsheviks 

in terms they understand. The message the Kremlin wanted to send was: We know 

what you did to our plane. We have the means to destroy you and the will to use it if 

necessary. 

For the message to be effective, time was of the essence, and so a "target of opportunity" 

order was given jointly to the KGB and the Russian Space Command. The KGB was 

ordered to select an American air liner for destruction within 24 hours. The criterion for 

selection was to be a passenger list as similar as possible to that of the sabotaged 

Aeroflot plane. The Aeroflot plane had carried many foreign passengers and a total of 90 

persons had been aboard, therefore the KGB was ordered to select a commercial air 

liner in the United States with similar characteristics; that is, there must be at least 90 

persons aboard and an unusually high proportion of foreign passengers.  The Russian 

Space Command would then have the responsibility of destroying the air liner on take-

off, just like the Aeroflot plane. 

KGB agents here in the United States had little difficulty in selecting not one but 

several candidate flights. Thanks to America's cross-connected computerized Air Line 

Reservation System, the task was relatively easy. The Russian Space Command was 

then free to choose whichever flight was most convenient to attack. As in the past, it 

was decided to mount the attack using bad weather as an operational cover. 

On the afternoon of July 9 summer rainstorms were moving in patches through 

southeastern Louisiana. They were the kind of thunderstorms that build up in the heat 

and humidity of scorching summer afternoons. It was an on-again, off-again rainstorm, 

locally heavy at times then slacking off to a few sprinkles. At New Orleans International 

Airport it continued to be business as usual on that rain-swept afternoon. Weather 

conditions like these were a familiar occurrence, and the airport was equipped to 

monitor them closely. At around 4:00 P.M. that afternoon airport sensors detected a 

condition of disorganized air movement called "wind shear". Warnings were broadcast 

to airplanes in the area so that they could take it into account. Meanwhile, flight 

operations continued without letup. Rain or no rain the weather was still far better 

than the minimums required for flight. 

As the wind shear warning was broadcast to pilots, a number of planes were preparing 

to take off. One of these was a Pan American 727, Flight 759 bound for Las Vegas. The 

pilot heard the wind-shear warning and decided to take appropriate action to guard 

against it. The faster a plane is moving the less vulnerable it is to shear; so when Pan 

American Flight 759 headed down the runway, the pilot held the nose down longer 

than normal. By waiting a few extra moments, he allowed the 727 to pick up extra 



speed as a margin of safety. Then he lifted the nose and the plane jumped off the runway 

and started climbing. Other planes, some of them smaller and more vulnerable to wind 

shear than a 727, took off before and after Pan Am Flight 759. All of them did so without 

mishap, but Flight 759 was destined to be less fortunate. This was the third day after 

the sabotaged Aeroflot jet had crashed in Moscow. Pan American Flight 759 had the 

required load of more than 90 persons; it also satisfied the criterion of an unusually 

large number of foreign passengers, in excess of 20%; and although Flight 759 was a 

domestic flight, the plane itself belonged to America's international flight airline, Pan 

American. 

The parallels with the sabotaged Aeroflot flight were judged to be more than adequate; 

and so as the Pan Am jet rotated upward off the runway, a Russian Cosmosphere was 

waiting, hovering in the clouds over the airport. A moment after the jet left the runway, 

it was hit by what witnesses described as a (quote) "bolt of lightning.-". What they 

actually saw, my friends, was a surgical blast from a Charged Particle Beam Weapon. It 

was fired down at the jet by the Russian Cosmosphere hiding in the clouds overhead. It 

is not surprising that the witnesses mistook this for a lightning bolt. Whenever charged 

particle beam weapons are discussed in public, they are most often described as 

producing a sort of man-made lightning bolt; but a charged particle beam only looks 

like a lightning bolt. What it does is far more destructive than lightning. 

The beam blast was aimed very precisely at the air intake mounted in the tail of the 727. 

The blast blew superheated air and debris into the center engine, ruining it. The fringes 

of the blast also damaged and interfered with the other two engines mounted nearby. 

As the jet lost power, witnesses saw it stop climbing normally and start mushing along 

through the air. Less than half a mile from the end of the runway the plane clipped a 

tree as it descended toward a crowded residential area. The doomed jet liner passed 

right over a woman who later told reporters, "It was spitting and popping like it 

couldn't get the motor running". Moments later the dying jet liner was crashing, 

cartwheeling, and exploding through four blocks of Kenner, Louisiana. Stunned 

residents who had been narrowly missed by the crash looked across the street in 

horrified disbelief. Where moments before there had been neighbors' houses, there was 

now a firestorm. A wall of angry flames towered 20 stories into the air. All 145 people 

aboard the plane had perished along with 8 more on the ground. 

My friends, the Aeroflot crash in Moscow and the Pan Am crash three days later in New 

Orleans were not just tragic accidents. The victims in those tragedies were casualties in 

the secret war between the United States and Russia. Barring a miracle, all-out war is 

on the horizon; and if it comes, it will come suddenly, just as destruction came suddenly 

to a suburb of New Orleans earlier this month. 

In recent days top leaders of both the United States and Russia have started speaking 

openly of war. Both sides are now saying that the United States and the Soviet Union 



are already at war, which is true; but the secret warfare which has been going on for 

years now is only a pale shadow of things to come. 

My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are: 

Topic #1 -- The Growing Momentum Toward Nuclear War One  

Topic #2 -- America's Domestic Shift Onto A War Footing  

Topic #3 -- The Rising Pitch of Russian Anti-War Warnings 

 

Topic #1: Economic/NATO Summits 

The Growing Momentum Toward Nuclear War One 

Early last month from June 4 to June 6 the eighth economic summit took place between 

the United States and six other leading industrial nations. The summit was hosted by 

France with the usual pomp and ceremony. The summit was supposed to enable a 

meeting of minds which would result in a more unified approach to solving the world's 

economic problems, but the entity known as President Reagan went there with 

different goals in mind. The Bolshevik-dominated Reagan Administration is 

preoccupied with thoughts of war and intrigue -- not with building a better world. 

Because of this radical difference in viewpoint, Reagan was out of step with the other 

leaders at the summit from start to finish. It was symbolized at the very beginning 

when all the leaders were flown to the palace at Versailles in the blue-and-white French 

helicopters -- all, that is, except President Reagan. He refused to ride in a French 

helicopter, arriving instead in his own Marine Corps chopper. "A matter of security", 

someone said. The Reagan obsession with security at Versailles verged on paranoia. For 

example, he took his own supply of drinking water to France aboard Air Force 1. Why? 

Because he just did not trust French water, even the many kinds of world famous 

French bottled water. "Just a matter of security", someone said. 

The French were offended when they heard about Reagan's boycott of French water, 

but what really insulted them was the way he behaved toward the exquisite French 

cuisine at the Versailles Palace. While all the other world leaders were relaxing and 

enjoying themselves, Reagan was behaving as if someone was out to get him. Reagan 

has two members of the Secret Service who are assigned as "food tasters", like those for 

royalty of old. He will eat nothing until they have tasted it first. If the food tasters don't 

die, he concludes that the food is not poisoned and eats it. When the Reagan food 

tasters invaded the Versailles Palace kitchens, the chefs were incensed. To question 

French food is to demean the very glory of the French Republic. As one indignant chef 

told reporters, "Our own president has no food tasters. He trusts French food". 



If the Reagan paranoia displayed at Versailles had been limited to matters of food and 

drink, it might have been shrugged off as unimportant; but the fact is that during the 

talks themselves, the United States was even more out of line. Our trading partners 

said, "Let's work out a way to bring down high interest rates which are killing our 

economies." The so-called Reagan team replied, "Let's cut off trade credits to Russia in 

order to kill the Russian economy." The Europeans said, "We're vulnerable to economic 

catastrophe due to our near total dependence on Middle East and Persian Gulf oil. A 

war in the region could cripple us overnight. We must protect ourselves by obtaining a 

second source of energy. Therefore we must help build the Siberian pipe line to bring us 

natural gas from Russia". 

But the Reagan team replied: 

"If you build the pipe line, Russia will benefit too, so don't build it". 

As the conference broke up, there were reports in the press that the United States had 

angered the other nations there. Instead of working to solve our own problems, the 

Reagan Administration was interested only in making problems for Russia. 

After the economic summit broke up early last month, the Reagan entourage continued 

an extended trip through Europe. On June 9 and 10 a summit of NATO leaders was held 

in Bonn, West Germany. In the final closed session of the summit, the entity Reagan 

gave a summary statement so warlike that it stunned everyone else into silence. 

European diplomats are so worried about what Reagan said that early this month some 

of them started telling the press about it. The controlled major media here in America 

have carefully avoided highlighting this ominous story. But just over two weeks ago, on 

July 11, a syndicated article about it was published by Newsday.  The article begins, and 

I quote: "President Reagan stunned allies at the NATO summit by telling them that as 

far as he is concerned the Soviet Union is at war with the United States, European 

officials said last week. The statement, which came as the President was summing up 

his views on the two-day meeting in Bonn, so surprised the other heads of state that 

they remained silent, and NATO Secretary General Joseph Luns immediately adjourned 

the session according to these officials who were present at the summit a month ago." 

DEEPENING/MULTIPLYING OF CRISES 

My friends, for several years now I've been reporting on the secret war that is raging 

between the United States and the Soviet Union. Up until now the fact that war is 

already underway between the superpowers has never been admitted by either side. But 

this is a war that cannot remain secret forever. The momentum is building toward the 

moment when it will erupt into all-out war, NUCLEAR WAR ONE; and as that 

moment draws near, my friends, both sides are starting to speak of war in clear terms.  



At the NATO meeting on June 10, the alleged President Reagan said that the United 

States and Russia are already at war. Several weeks later a top Russian leader said much 

the same thing.  

On July 13 Pravda published a speech by the entity Marshal Ustinov, the Soviet Defense 

Minister. As I've explained in the past, anything attributed to Ustinov carries a great 

deal of authority. Ustinov declared that the United States is orchestrating a trade, 

credit, and technological war against the Soviet Union. He also gave a blunt warning to 

Washington that a, quote: "pre-emptive first-strike use of nuclear weapons could not 

insure an American victory". 

The Ustinov warning reflects the fact that Russia's new leaders know about the Reagan 

Administration plan to launch nuclear war soon, and they are preparing to defeat the 

Bolshevik-triggered American first strike if it is carried out. 

But the Bolsheviks here are not listening, my friends. As I've detailed in the past, the 

Bolshevik mentality is Satanic and schizophrenic. Those obsessed by Bolshevik 

thinking are totally incapable of persuasion by normal reasoning. They see shadows, 

like Reagan with his water jugs and food tasters in France.  They're out of touch with 

reality as you and I know it, so they're plunging right ahead with their plans for nuclear 

war. In AUDIO LETTER N° 63 nearly 16 months ago, I outlined the 5-track plan of the 

Bolsheviks here to lead us into nuclear war.  As I reported then, all five tracks were 

designed to start coming together around mid-1982--in other words, NOW. And it is 

happening! 

Track 1 of the American Bolshevik war plan called for stirring up as much internal 

turmoil as possible in Russia and her satellites. This is intended purely for distraction to 

keep Soviet authorities off balance. The most dramatic example of the ongoing 

campaign of internal harassment recently was the July 6 crash of the sabotaged Aeroflot 

jet in Moscow. Track 2 of the war plan called for preparing the American people for 

war. That part of the war plan has gone much farther than most people realize. We're 

becoming conditioned to the idea that getting ready for nuclear war is the N° 1 priority 

of the so-called Reagan Administration. 

A government which pretends to be bent on saving money is spending record amounts 

for military projects. At the same time the Federal Emergency Management Agency 

(FEMA) is vigorously publicizing alleged civil defense plans. The fact is that neither the 

new military projects nor the proposed new civil defense measures are expected to bear 

fruit for the general welfare of the public. Those things take time, and the Bolsheviks 

here intend for NUCLEAR WAR ONE to erupt long before that. The only real purpose 

of these things is to make us think in terms of war with Russia -- and to safeguard only 

the American Bolsheviks in their private war bunkers. 



Track 3 of the Bolshevik plan to prepare for war involves space and in particular the 

SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM. In AUDIO LETTER N° 63 I reported that a series of 

four initial missions were planned for military purposes. The story was to be fed to the 

public that these would be test flights. Elaborate preparations were made ahead of time 

to provide falsified television coverage of the orbital portion of each flight. This was 

done by means of advance video taping. Meanwhile, the actual military activities carried 

out by the shuttle astronauts would not be seen by the public. As I reported in AUDIO 

LETTER N° 63, the plan called for all four of these crash military space shuttle missions 

to be completed by mid-1982. That time has now arrived, and Space Shuttle #4 is 

history, right on time. 

When I recorded AUDIO LETTER N° 76 last month, the fourth space shuttle mission 

was in progress. I can now report that its primary mission, which I described last 

month, was successful. The secret Air Force Cryogenic Sensor System is now in 

geostationary orbit over the Indian Ocean. It is parked there waiting to do its job about 

six weeks from now if the present Pentagon schedule is maintained. That job, my 

friends, will be to confirm success of stage N° 1 of the planned American nuclear first 

strike against Russia. 

I can now report that Space Shuttle #4 also had a secondary mission, which was not 

successful. It was piggy-backed onto this mission in hopes of gaining additional 

Intelligence over Russia. 

The laser-armed robot Spy Satellite which was launched by the third space shuttle did 

not last long, my friends. It did survive long enough to provide the basic new target 

information the Bolsheviks in the Pentagon wanted, and it also picked up some 

unexpected additional information close to Russia's space bases. 

Strange installations of some kind are being built in many places in Russia, but Russian 

Cosmos Interceptors succeeded in destroying the super-spy satellite before it could be 

reprogrammed to take a closer look at the sites. And so Space Shuttle #4 was given a 

piggyback mission. 

High-power surveillance equipment was mounted in the rear bay of the crew 

compartment to look out through the windows in the top. The arrangement was very 

much like what was done in the second shuttle last November 1981. 

The shuttle was launched initially into a minimum inclination orbit toward the equator, 

as I reported last month. That was done to enable the Air Force sensor to be launched 

with its rocket booster into its high equatorial orbit. Then, to carry out the second 

mission, a little publicized additional capability of the space shuttle was used for the 

first time. 



At the insistence of the military, the shuttle was designed with the capability to change 

its orbital plane by a large amount. Space Shuttle #4 was initially in an orbit that went 

no farther north than Cape Canaveral. In order to do any spying on Russia, it was 

necessary to swing much farther north. The shuttle accomplished this by changing its 

orbit less than 24 hours after launch. From its initial 28-1/2 degree orbit, the shuttle 

fired its engines to achieve an orbit that took it above 40 degrees north. That was 

enough to take the shuttle over southern Russia where several of the mysterious new 

sites are located. 

By that point the space shuttle had been converted to nothing more than a giant 

awkward spy satellite with lasers for self-defense -- but it did not work! As soon as the 

shuttle headed north, it was attacked and destroyed by Russian space weapons, so the 

Bolshevik war planners here still do not know what the rush-rush new Russian 

installations are all about. 

Even so, the Bolsheviks here consider the secret mission of Space Shuttle #4 to be a 

great success. Their precious attack-confirmation sensor is now in orbit, pointed at 

Russia. 

The final act in Shuttle Mission #4 was carried out on schedule with great fanfare on 

July Fourth. The final secret duplicate of the Space Shuttle Columbia swooped in to 

land at Edwards Air Force Base with the President watching. Afterwards the President 

gave a speech in which he gave lip service to future support for NASA; but the fact is, 

my friends, that the Bolsheviks here believe they have no further need for Space 

research. They believe the secret military shuttle program has done its job and that they 

are now ready for NUCLEAR WAR ONE. In recognition of this fact, the entity Reagan 

carried out a military ceremony at Edwards Air Force Base after the shuttle landed. 

Major General James Abrahamson, who seized control of the shuttle for the military, 

was promoted to Lieutenant General. Abrahamson had nothing at all to do with 

developing the space shuttle, but he has guided its secret use in preparing for war, and 

for that he was told in effect, "Well done". 

Track 4 in the elaborate Bolshevik plan to lead us into war called for the introduction of 

certain new offensive nuclear weaponry. That task is now essentially completed, my 

friends.   

The Minuteman TX mobile ICBM missiles, which I first revealed in AUDIO LETTER 

N° 55, are now deployed; and the Stealth Phantom warplanes, which I described in 

AUDIO LETTER N° 73, are being deployed now around Russia's borders.  

Track 5 of the plan called for a sudden mushrooming of simultaneous crises to provide 

the spark for war. And it is happening, my friends! 



The brutal Israeli invasion of Lebanon last month has dragged on with no solution in 

sight. Every time anyone suggests a way out of the crisis, the Begin government says "No 

deal" and bombs Beirut again. 

And now since July 14 the Persian Gulf war between Iran and Iraq is multiplying the 

instability in the region. Iran's thrust into Iraq is doing exactly what Israel wants, 

throwing the Arab OPEC nations into disarray. The Iranian battle cry is "On to 

Jerusalem"; but up to now Jerusalem could not be more pleased.   

All this is paving the way for an Israeli limited nuclear strike to destroy Saudi Arabian 

oil wells -- a secret plan which I first revealed nearly seven (7) years ago and have 

updated a number of times since then. 

Elsewhere around the world the fires are multiplying. Savage new fighting has erupted 

between Somalia and Ethiopia. The war in Afghanistan is heating up, and in Central 

America the El Salvador war is now spreading to engulf Honduras and Nicaragua. So-

called right-wing commandos from Honduras -- trained, outfitted, and supplied by the 

CIA--are intensifying their attacks on Nicaragua. The United States is using troops and 

materiel from its Panama Canal base to help Honduras against Nicaragua. This has now 

placed the Panama Canal in dire jeopardy, just as I warned it would be in my book nine 

years ago. During August world crises are being planned to multiply and get rapidly 

worse. The Pentagon's target date for nuclear war is still MID-SEPTEMBER, my 

friends, and that is just around the corner! 

 

Topic #2 -- America's Domestic Shift Onto A War Footing 

Last week on July 22 the government of France issued what amounts to a Declaration of 

Independence against the United States of America. It consisted of a crisp two-

paragraph statement issued in Paris. The statement ordered all French companies to 

honor their contracts to help build the Siberian gas pipe line from Russia to Europe. 

The French action was taken in angry defiance of the increasingly arrogant dictating to 

Europe by Washington. 

At the seven-nation Economic Summit early last month, the pipe line had been 

discussed at length. As usual the United States wanted to force Europe to back out of 

the deal. In exasperation the Europeans explained over and over how vital the pipe line 

is to them. When the summit ended on June 6 the Europeans were left believing that 

the United States would respect their position; but, as the French say, it had all been a 

dialogue of the deaf. On June 18, less than two weeks after the Economic Summit, the 

entity President Reagan announced new measures to try to scuttle the pipe line. Last 

December 1981 he had announced a ban on American companies providing the 

equipment for the pipe line. On June 18 he expanded the ban internationally. He 



declared that even foreign companies operating in their home countries were banned 

from providing pipe-line equipment if they make products under American licenses. It 

was a move with little or no foundation in International Law. Instead, it was based on 

sheer intimidation of our allies. 

The French announcement of July 22 was Europe's answer. First came the 

announcement concerning French companies; then, the same day, West German 

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt was interviewed on American television. He announced 

that France was not alone in her decision. Schmidt said, "The pipe line will be built; and 

the British, the French, the Germans and other Europeans will stick to the agreements 

which their firms have been making with the Soviets". 

On French television Foreign Minister Claude Cheysson revealed that a major rift is 

taking place between Europe and the United States. Speaking for France he described 

what is happening as "a progressive divorce". He also said, "We no longer speak the 

same language". The feelings he expressed are spreading fast throughout the leadership 

of Western Europe. Even Britain, whose present government is dominated by 

Bolsheviks in the military sphere, is finding it necessary to side with Europe on the pipe 

line issue. 

My friends, we are now in the final pages of the events I outlined nine years ago in my 

book THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR. What I made public then were 

deliberate long-range economic and political plans, and the inevitable consequences of 

those plans. 

The efforts of the Reagan Administration to sabotage the Siberian gas pipe line project 

are a direct threat to vital European interests. In response, our long-time European 

allies are banding together to protect themselves. Sooner or later it had to come to this. 

This is what I meant in my book to the effect that Europe will no longer by cowed by 

United States blackmail. The breach now taking place between the United States and 

Europe is giving rise to fears of a major trade war. Those fears are well founded. Quoting 

from my book starting on page 102: 

"As for America, she will go her own way pushed by the momentum of the New 

Imperialism. She will enter the tunnel of the Big Trade War with all of its self-

protective devices. The free trade idea will have gasped its last breath". 

It is happening now, my friends. Just three days ago, for example, an attempt to work 

out an agreement between Europe and the United States over steel imports collapsed. 

America's obsolescent steel industry is slowly going belly-up as steel from Europe's 

more modern, government-subsidized plants floods our market. Reagan's response is to 

further deepen the rift by slapping taxes or increased duties on imports of European 

products. Developments like these are the inevitable consequences of forces which were 



deliberately set in motion long ago, but they are also being manipulated to further the 

objectives of the American Bolsheviks who now dominate the so-called Reagan 

Administration. As they lead us down the path to nuclear war, they are also paving the 

way for their own total domination of America after the war. As I have detailed in past 

reports, they expect to survive the nuclear devastation which they plan to bring down 

upon the rest of us. 

If the war should get out of control and turn America into a hopeless wasteland, they're 

prepared to leave afterward and start over in the Southern Hemisphere. But the fact is, 

my friends, that they think NUCLEAR WAR ONE will be less disastrous than that. 

The Bolsheviks here believe that what is left of America after NUCLEAR WAR ONE 

will still be a prize worth having. They expect 40- to 60-million Americans to survive 

the war in rural areas and small towns. The major United States cities will be gone, but 

so will their unmanageable problems such as urban decay and runaway crime! 

America's vast natural resources will still be here, ready to be exploited. The Bolsheviks 

intend to position themselves to be our taskmasters. They believe that a new 

Bolshevized America will rise from the ashes and it will all be theirs to use however 

they choose. 

In all this, my friends, the Bolsheviks here are expecting to repeat what they did to take 

over Russia 65 years ago. It was the strain and suffering of World War I that finally 

made Russia vulnerable to a Bolshevik take-over. Now, having lost their control of 

Russia at the hands of Russia's new anti-Bolshevik rulers, they plan to try again here. 

World War I gave them Russia, and they believe NUCLEAR WAR ONE will give them 

America. To help pave the way for their intended total postwar dictatorship over 

America, the Bolsheviks here are deliberately isolating us in the world. I've already 

described how the Reagan Administration is alienating Europe. Likewise, the White 

House is also hitting the Japanese where it hurts by banning equipment for joint 

Japanese and Russian oil projects. These are in the works in Siberia and on Sakhalin 

Island, and would result in important new energy supplies for Japan. 

In Latin America Reagan Administration policy has done enormous damage to 

America's image. In the Falklands war between Britain and Argentina, American open 

support for Britain was carried out in ways that angered all of Latin America. 

In the Middle East the United States is losing its credibility with the Arabs with its 

attitude that Israel can do no wrong. 

As for Russia and the Soviet bloc, Reagan policies boil down to nothing but fist shaking 

and goading. America's trade war against Russia is designed to turn the "cold war" into 

a "hot war." That is where trade wars always lead. In the 1930s the United States used 

oil embargoes and trade boycotts to goad Japan into war, and the result was Pearl 



Harbor. And now the United States is using embargoes, boycotts, and sanctions to pave 

the way for war with Russia. 

My friends, in every way the United States is isolating itself. On July 9 the entity 

Reagan even announced that the United States will not sign the new "Law of the Sea" 

treaty. That treaty took eight years to negotiate and has been signed by 130 nations. 

Only four nations so far have said a flat "No" to it -- and two of them are America and 

Israel. 

The self-inflicted isolation of America is deliberate, my friends. It's part of the Bolshevik 

strategy I revealed in AUDIO LETTER No. 63 to create a sort of Masada complex here 

in America -- that is, turning in and upon itself. The more isolated America becomes, the 

more we will see ourselves as alone in a world with bitter enemies and no friends! 

The Bolsheviks here in America are using the same strategy as their Zionist partners in 

Israel. The Yorkshire Post in England summed up the Zionist thinking perfectly six 

months ago in an editorial on January 16, quote: 

"The superhawks in the Israeli government want the Israelis to feel unloved, unwanted, 

and vulnerable by the world because then it can make it easier for the government to 

argue for more security needs to take precedence over everything else". 

That is what is happening in Begin's Israel, my friends, and that is what is happening in 

Reagan's America. America's isolation abroad is moving along hand in hand with 

measures to clamp down on Americans domestically. Several things are in the works to 

hit us in the pocketbook IF the plans for imminent nuclear war should somehow be 

delayed. The plan to repudiate the $100 bill, which I first made public in AUDIO 

LETTER N° 63, is once again being examined. Large amounts of counterfeit $100 bills 

are now being made in Latin America using American plates formerly used by the CIA 

in Vietnam. This may be used as the excuse, the cover, to eliminate the $100 bill in a 

sudden repudiation. 

A new WAR POWERS ACT for economic purposes is also moving through Congress 

very quietly right now. It would authorize the President to impose wage and price 

controls, declare a bank holiday, close the Stock Markets, or take other measures by 

declaring a NATIONAL ECONOMIC EMERGENCY. Under that cover, presidential 

war powers would also be activated without the public being aware of it! 

The prospect of imminent nuclear war is also tied in to economic matters in other ways. 

Six months ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 71 I reported that all the GOLD at the New York 

Assay Office of the United States Mint was being moved. It was being taken up the 

Hudson River to the West Point Depository, which was not designed for gold bullion 

storage. The reason given to employees was that it was for security purposes, even 



though security at West Point is inferior to that at the Assay Office. Now I can tell you 

what finally happened to that gold. 

The gold has been spirited out of the country in preparation for nuclear war here. It was 

shipped to Geneva, Switzerland, by way of New Orleans, Louisiana and France. The 

shipment was met by Swiss Army Guards in France, and from there it went by train and 

then by truck to an underground depository in Geneva. It was signed for in Geneva on 

May 12, 1982. The custodian of the gold is a Geneva bank. President Reagan agreed to 

the entire transfer ahead of time. 

My friends, if history is any guide at all, this and other movements of gold are clear signs 

that war is expected soon by our so-called leaders. For centuries it has been customary 

for leaders of nations who know that war is imminent to move their gold to 

Switzerland for safekeeping. Lately not only the West Point gold but other private gold 

hoards have been leaving America for Switzerland. Likewise in Britain, the Rothschilds 

have lately been transferring their large gold holdings to Switzerland. 

In the case of the West Point gold, there is still one more important fact to report. This 

gold -- gold rightly belonging to you and me, the citizens of America -- has been 

consigned for the use of the government of Israel! 

Israel is using it as collateral to finance continuing arms purchases at a staggering pace. 

Israel is secretly arming itself far beyond anything that could conceivably be needed to 

fight the Arabs alone, so the question is: 

Why are all those weapons now being stockpiled in Israel? 

The answer is that Israel's Zionist war lords are expecting to have a bigger foe in the 

region soon. They are trying to drag Russia into the Middle East fighting on the way to 

nuclear war! 

All in all, the economy of the United States is being bled dry. Insatiable spending on 

sterile armaments is helping to fuel inflation as our dollars go for guns instead of butter. 

At the same time, record federal borrowing is also keeping interest rates at business-

killing levels. 

The result is STAGFLATION -- a stagnating economy with continuing inflation. If the 

plans for nuclear war do not cut it short, we are heading into a deep depression, the 

likes of which we have never seen before: 

-- A depression with plenty of consumer goods in the stores but great numbers of 

people without the money to buy them 

-- Prices will be higher and higher for everything, with people selling their valuables in 

order to exist 



-- There will be people moving in with relatives 

-- Old rooming houses filled by people who can no longer afford anything better 

-- Families separated as people take any employment available anywhere 

-- Long lines waiting to apply for government jobs and a little security. 

IF nuclear war is somehow prevented or delayed, these are the things that are being 

brought upon us by the policies known as REAGANOMICS. But as it stands now, my 

friends, it may all be cut short very soon! America's domestic shift to a war footing is 

underway now, and the secret Pentagon plans for nuclear war will soon be in their final 

weeks. 

 

Topic #3 -- The Rising Pitch of Russian Anti-War Warnings 

Early this month on July 6 the Israeli government announced that American troops 

would soon be sent to Lebanon if necessary. Hours later the entity Reagan announced 

that yes, in principle, he was prepared to send in the Marines as part of a truce 

agreement. For public consumption, assurances were given that this would be done 

under certain comforting conditions. Supposedly if the Marines are sent in it will only 

be temporary to police a truce, not fight, and only if all sides agree to their presence. It 

all sounds very safe; but to those who know the reality of conditions in Lebanon, the 

proposal to send in American troops has the ring of sheer insanity. That's about like 

trying to smother a fire by dousing it with gasoline. It will be a situation made to order 

for explosive incidents to widen the war. 

The following day a letter of warning against sending in the Marines was delivered to 

Reagan from Soviet President Brezhnev. It was a cryptic warning containing no specific 

threats. In diplomatic language it simply said, "Don't do it". These days anti-war 

warnings from Moscow are becoming increasingly urgent and frequent. On July 7 the 

Brezhnev warning against sending United States Marines into Lebanon was issued, and 

only six days later the Ustinov warning against an American nuclear first strike was 

issued which I described in Topic #1. 

Russia's anti-war warnings include not only words but also deeds. Today's Kremlin is 

run by men who know that words without deeds are useless against the Bolsheviks. 

That's why I gave a warning last month that Russian pre-emptive measures could be 

expected to start taking place. Those pre-emptive measures are underway now, my 

friends, in the form of warning strikes to send a message. 

The first of these warning strikes took place late last month on Sunday morning, June 

27. Millions of Americans watched the launch of Space Shuttle #4 that morning on 



television. We watched until the two solid rocket boosters separated and fell away 

from the shuttle. Moments later a Jumbo Cosmosphere, which was pacing the shuttle 

from a distance, fired two quick blasts at the falling boosters, which were no longer 

visible on TV. The Cosmosphere's beam weapon blew a hole in the side of each 

$18,000,000 booster shell. An Air Force C-130 airplane was tracking the boosters and 

saw their parachutes open, but when the spent boosters hit the water they just kept 

right on going. Thanks to the holes which had been blown in their sides, they did not 

float. Recovery teams watched helplessly as $ 36,000,000 worth of space hardware sank 

in several thousand feet of water. 

Embarrassed NASA officials have tried to explain away the loss of the two shuttle 

boosters with the lie that the parachutes did not open. The odds are astronomical 

against the parachutes failing that way on both boosters, but they have no other excuse 

that they dare give the public. Meanwhile, the Russian message was clear. Had they 

cared to, the Russians could have destroyed the shuttle itself on nation-wide television, 

no less, instead of the boosters. 

Next came the Aeroflot crash in Moscow followed by the reprisal on July 9 against the 

Pan Am jet in New Orleans. Both events were acts of war--the secret war which both 

sides are beginning to mention in public. The Russian message to the Bolsheviks here 

was: 

"You're not as secure as you think you are". 

Six days later the Russians reminded the Bolsheviks here of their combined capabilities 

in geophysical warfare and widespread sabotage here. In the spring of 1977 I began 

reporting on a Russian campaign of planting nuclear mines where they can destroy 

countless dams around the United States. Those devices are still there, my friends, 

waiting for use at the press of a button in Russia; but the Bolsheviks here believe those 

weapons are all a big bluff, that today's anti-war Russian leaders will never use them. So 

on July 15 the Kremlin said "Think again" to the Bolshevik Pentagon. That day northern 

Colorado was reeling from incredible rainstorms, the product of Russian weather 

modification. Dams in the area were straining to hold back the onslaught of water. Then 

a low-yield underwater nuclear mine was detonated at the base of the Lawn Lake Dam. 

The dam blew open, and the flood waters rampaged down the canyon and through the 

resort town of Estes Park. Afterwards the government tried to cover its tracks by saying 

they had been worried about that dam, but the disaster actually came with absolutely 

no warning because the dam was ruined instantly by the Russian mine. 

The very next day there was still another Russian warning shot. This time it was 

couched in the centuries-old language of naval warfare, updated to the Space Age. 

When confrontations take place at sea there are times when a warship will fire a shot 

across the bow of another ship. The shot is aimed to barely miss the ship, whistling past 



just in front of it. A shot across the bow, my friends, is perhaps the most unmistakable 

military message on the face of the earth. It means: "Halt immediately or you will be 

destroyed". 

On July 16 a United Air Lines DC-10 took off from Boston bound for Los Angeles. 

Among the passengers of the big jet were certain key members of the Bolshevik ruling 

group here in America. For a while the flight progressed without incident; but as the jet 

flew westward at 39,000 feet, a Russian Cosmosphere was stationing itself to intercept 

it. The Cosmosphere hovered several miles off to one side of the jet's flight path and a 

few hundred feet above it. The charged particle beam weapon of the Cosmosphere was 

aimed horizontally to fire a shot across the bow of the speeding DC-10. As the jet 

approached, the Cosmosphere crew charged up the beam weapon for a maximum 

energy blast in the defocused mode. As I revealed long ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 29, 

this produces a violent air blast like those heard that winter along America's east coast 

and elsewhere. At precisely the right instant the Cosmosphere fired its shot across the 

bow of the oncoming DC-10. The tremendous air blast just above the DC-10's altitude 

created a huge shock wave of downward-racing air. An instant later the DC-10 flew into 

it. Passengers later told reporters that they had heard a big bang, then the whole plane 

shook as it was squashed downward as if by a giant hand.  Everyone not wearing a seat 

belt was thrown to the ceiling, which is a long way on a DC-10. Many people were hurt, 

several seriously; then the episode was over as quickly as it had started. The jet flew on 

to Los Angeles without further incident -- but to certain individuals on the plane, the 

air-borne shot across the bow was meant as a clear warning! The Russians were saying, 

"Halt now in your war plans or you will be destroyed." 

The latest in the series of Russian warning shots took place on July 22. It was aimed 

squarely at the weapons specialists among the Bolsheviks here. That day the first full-

range test flight of the Army's new Pershing-2 missile took place at Cape Canaveral. 

The Pershing-2 is the nuclear missile which the Reagan Administration wants to place 

in Europe where it can attack Russia. Europe will be used as a launching pad. A few 

seconds after the Pershing-2 lifted off from Cape Canaveral it was bathed in neutron 

radiation from a Russian Cosmosphere high above. As I've explained in the past, 

neutron radiation totally deranges all kinds of electronic equipment. As a result, the 

Pershing-2's guidance system went crazy. The climbing missile flopped over on its side, 

then started cartwheeling through the Florida skies. Seventeen seconds after lift-off, the 

Range Safety Officer pushed the self-destruct button and the missile blew up. The 

Russian message to the Bolsheviks here was very plain, my friends. The plans to use 

missiles to help destroy Russia will not succeed. The attempt to do so will only rain 

destruction on America itself. 

 

 



LAST MINUTE SUMMARY 

Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary. In this AUDIO LETTER I've reported on 

the growing momentum toward NUCLEAR WAR ONE. All five tracks of the complex 

plan of the American Bolsheviks to bring on nuclear war are coming together on 

schedule. Here in the United States a shift onto a war footing is taking place as we are 

being psychologically conditioned for war to come. The collapse of General Alexander 

Haig's anti-war coup d'etat last month has left the field of battle to the Bolsheviks here 

versus the Kremlin, so the Russians are now mounting a campaign of anti-war warnings 

in both words and deeds. All this is going on as leaders of both sides have started saying 

in public that America and Russia are already at war. The warning shots fired across 

America's bow in recent days are very clear. The question is: 

Will the Bolsheviks here heed these warnings and back away from their nuclear war 

plans? 

The answer to that, my friends, is being written in blood in war-torn Lebanon! Tiny 

Lebanon used to be the Switzerland, the jewel of the Middle East. Beirut was a 

beautiful, peaceful city, and a center of trade and finance. The mountains were dotted 

with the famous cedars of Lebanon and with serene, picturesque villages populated by a 

gentle and friendly people. The valleys of Lebanon, especially the Bekaa Valley, were 

indescribably lush with fruits and vegetables. 

The Zionists in Israel coveted all of it; and so using the PLO as an excuse, they have 

invaded at last. In order to control Lebanon they must first destroy it, and that is what 

they are doing. Each new wave of Israeli bombing leaves more people without homes, 

more small children maimed, crying, in shock.  Israeli-run concentration camps in south 

Lebanon are full of prisoners with large crosses painted on their backs. Food, water, and 

medical attention have been denied by the Israelis to many victims of their blitzkrieg, 

and all the while the United States Government continues to support the Begin war! 

Can you imagine? 

Three days ago the Palestine Liberation Organization Chief, Yassir Arafat, gave a signed 

document to a group of American Congressmen that implies acceptance of Israel's right 

to exist. Israel dismissed it instantly as a propaganda ploy and promptly intensified the 

bombing of Beirut. Likewise, the Bolshevik Reagan Administration waved aside the 

Arafat statement as, quote:  "Ridiculous propaganda." 

My friends, if either the United States or Israel seriously wanted to end the bloodshed, 

any opportunity to negotiate would be considered. The joint Reagan-Begin rejection of 

the Arafat peace overture can only mean one thing: The Reagan-Begin Axis does not 

want peace; they want war! So the days ahead, my friends, will be very dangerous 



indeed; and as Thomas Jefferson once said: "I tremble for my country when I reflect that 

God is just". 

Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each 

and every one of you. 
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This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K St. N. W., Washington, DC 20006. 

Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is August 27, 1982, and this is my AUDIO 

LETTER(R) N° 78. 

On the first day of this month of August 1982, a heart-rending symbol of the Beirut 

holocaust appeared in newspapers all across America. It was a wire-service photograph 

of a nurse in hospital in East Beirut cradling a small seven-week-old baby in her left arm 

as she fed it from a bottle. From the tip of the tiny nose upward the baby's head was 

swathed in massive bandages covering eyes and all. The little shoulders were wrapped 

in still more bandages. Where there should have been a pair of infant arms, there was 

nothing. The baby's arms had been blown off by an Israeli artillery shell landing near 

the Green Line separating East and West Beirut. 

They say a picture is worth a thousand words, but in this case the picture was worth a 

thousand sobs. Here was a tiny Lebanese baby, a brand new human life, ruined before it 

could even get started. The picture was a poignant object lesson about the senseless 

tragedy of war; at least that is how most people probably reacted when they saw it. 

But the reaction of the Begin government in Israel was far different. When the picture 

was brought to their attention they wasted not a word on trivial matters like simple 

human compassion, sympathy, or regret. Instead they lodged bitter protests against the 

wire services and newspapers who had published the photo. There was great concern 

over the public relations impact on Israel resulting from that photograph. Demands 

were made that retractions be printed about the Israeli responsibility for the baby's 

grievous wounds; but to their credit, wire services here refused to make any retractions. 

It had been established very firmly that Israeli bombardment had caused the tragedy. 

To most of us far from the scene, that picture of a tiny baby horribly maimed for life may 

appear exceptional. But the fact is that the plight of that child has been repeated 

countless times in the Israeli rape of Lebanon. 

Recently this was illustrated by the observations of a Presbyterian minister affiliated 

with Princeton Theological Seminary. The minister happened to be in southern 



Lebanon when the invasion began on June 5 and remained in Lebanon for several weeks 

into the war. Recently he described what he witnessed in a talk in Ohio. 

The minister had seen for himself areas where the Israeli onslaught had caused not 

hundreds but thousands of deaths, mostly of civilians! He also described the strenuous 

Israeli efforts to cover up the extent of the carnage and hide it from the outside world. 

In more than one case Israeli bulldozers have even dug pits, shoveling in piles of bodies 

and covering them over. But the most nightmarish scene he described was one where a 

great number of children had been killed and maimed. He had come upon the scene 

when the cleanup had just begun. He was shown a room piled high with fingers, hands, 

legs, arms, and other parts of children's bodies. 

Here in the United States the sheer enormity of the Israeli atrocities in Lebanon is being 

censored out. When we hear about disgusted Israeli soldiers leaving the front and 

returning to Israel to protest the war, we are unable to fully understand why.  But 

elsewhere around the world the news media are less hampered by the strait jacket of 

Zionist and Bolshevik censorship here in the United States, and what they are reporting 

is in full agreement with those personal observations by the Presbyterian minister. 

For example, on August 8 the BBC reported the observations of an International Red 

Cross official about the carnage in Beirut.  He said that more than 80% of the casualties 

in Lebanon were civilians, and he insisted that the killing and bombing going on in 

Beirut was much worse than occurred generally during World War II. Two days later 

the BBC carried a report about Relief women from Europe and New Zealand working in 

the Beirut battle zone.   

They had walked to the Green Line to protest the Israeli siege, which had cut off food, 

fuel, and water for West Beirut. One said, "These are the most horrible conditions I've 

seen in all our relief work around the world." And, my friends, the Israelis would not 

even allow the children in West Beirut to leave! 

Many of the military actions ordered by the Begin government in Lebanon can only be 

described as "war crimes". Men who were Zionist terrorists in the 1940s control what 

has become the world's third most powerful military machine--that of Israel in the 

1980s. The result is what we have seen in Lebanon--STATE TERRORISM. This is 

military power used according to terrorist doctrine. 

In normal military doctrine the most successful operations are those which minimize 

casualties; but in military terrorism the opposite is the case. Every effort is made to 

multiply casualties for their own sake with no distinction between combatants and 

civilians. To the terrorist, death is power. 

Throughout the siege of Beirut we've seen the Israeli doctrine of military terrorism at 

work. On August 13 the Washington Post described the bewilderment created among 



Beirut residents by the merciless Israeli attacks. One was quoted in the words: "What is 

the sense of all this killing? What do the Israelis want? Are they crazy? The Palestinians 

have said that they are ready to go, so why don't they let them? Why do they continue 

to bomb us like this?" 

The answers, my friends, are all found in the doctrine of Military Terrorism practiced by 

the Begin government. What they want is total control through total fear; and to 

achieve that, death and suffering is intentionally increased as much as possible. These 

are the policies of genocide and of true war crimes. The war crimes committed in 

Lebanon by the militant Israeli Zionists are terrible to contemplate, my friends; but if 

we do not stop and think about them, we will not take seriously the plans for even 

greater war crimes to come! 

The Reagan-Begin axis of Bolsheviks and Zionists are working fast to commit the 

ultimate war crime--THERMONUCLEAR WAR. If they succeed, the agony of Lebanon 

will pale beside that of America! 

As I say these words, the hurry-up plan to set off NUCLEAR WAR ONE is still on 

schedule. I first made public this short-cut war timetable six months ago in AUDIO 

LETTER N° 72. In case it should fail or be delayed, longer-term intrigues to bring on 

nuclear war are also continuing world-wide; but as of this moment, my friends, the 

United States Pentagon is still counting down toward mid-September to set off a 

surprise nuclear war. This will be my last opportunity to report to you before "Z-Day"--

the war target date now planned in mid-September. 

There is a chance that something dramatic will happen to halt the plan in the days that 

are left. I have received late word that the anti-war coup d'etat plans which I first 

reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 72 may not be totally dead after all. The Bolsheviks 

here did succeed in ousting the key man in that plan, General Alexander Haig, two 

months ago; but the Bolsheviks here are not certain that they succeeded in weeding out 

all of Haig's men. If not, then anything could happen in the next two weeks.  Even so, 

action to prevent the war remains a long shot at this late date. 

If the Bolsheviks here do succeed in setting off a surprise American nuclear first strike 

against Russia, I want you to be as prepared as possible. There will be absolutely no 

official warning to the public ahead of time if the plan is attempted, but there are a few 

important warning signs to watch for in the news.   

I want you to know what they are and what they will mean if you see them take place. 

I'll also reveal the exact schedule for "Z-Day" as now planned. My hope is that by 

knowing what to look for and when, you'll be able to save yourself if the attack is 

attempted against Russia. 

 



My three topics for this AUDIO LETTER are: 

Topic #1--THE SURPRISE HALT TO THE BEIRUT HOLOCAUST  

Topic #2--FINAL PENTAGON PLANS FOR SURPRISE NUCLEAR WAR  

Topic #3--THE RUSSIAN SURPRISE WEAPON FOR NUCLEAR DEFENSE 

 

 

Topic #1 

When the Israeli invasion of Lebanon began 12 weeks ago on June 5, it was called 

"OPERATION PEACE FOR GALILEE." Israel promised a nervous world that this 

would be only a limited operation with limited objectives. The Israelis gave their 

solemn promise that their armed forces would go no deeper than 40 kilometers--that is, 

25 miles into Lebanon. Within that limited zone close to Israel the intent was to 

eliminate all Palestinian fighting forces. Begin justified the operation in the usual 

sanctimonious terms, telling the world that Israel had been forced into doing it. It was 

the only way, he said, for Israel to buy peace for its northern provinces. 

My friends, from start to finish the so-called "PEACE FOR GALILEE" operation by 

Israel has been a tangle of lies. The word "peace" was used to give a halo to the most 

genocidal war yet by Israel, and the Biblical-sounding phrase "Peace for Galilee" was 

designed to hide the true nature of the campaign as much as possible--from Christians 

in particular! 

When we Christians hear the word "Galilee" we can't help thinking of our Lord Jesus 

Christ. The very word itself sounds sacred to us so at a subconscious level we are 

tempted to feel that we dare not condemn what the Israelis are doing--and feelings like 

these are reinforced by Zionist influence exerted through countless churches here in 

America! 

The counterfeit Jews, the Khazar Jews, who control Israel today, spend vast amounts of 

money to encourage counterfeit interpretations of the Bible! As a result, countless 

millions of well-meaning but misled Christians close their eyes to Israel's war crimes, 

saying: "It's all in prophecy." 

The Zionist lies about Israel's operation "PEACE FOR GALILEE" began even with the 

officially claimed date of the invasion. The agreed date used by the major media is June 6 

when some Israeli forces went through a United Nations checkpoint; but the invasion 

actually began as I pointed out in AUDIO LETTER N° 76 on June 5, not June 6. It is 

almost as if by changing the date of the invasion the Israelis are trying to avoid the 



prophet Ezekiel's prophecy of doom. I quoted from that Biblical prophecy in AUDIO 

LETTER N° 76. The Israelis are fond of what they call "creating new facts", but this is 

one fact they cannot change. 

To set the record straight once and for all, I now quote as an example from the New 

York Daily News for Sunday, June 6, 1982: "Israeli tanks moved across the border into a 

Christian enclave in southern Lebanon yesterday while Israeli warplanes and gun boats 

pounded suspected Palestinian positions." 

The date of the paper, my friends, is June 6. The reference to "yesterday" in the news 

article means June 5. Invasion of a country is a matter of fact, not words; and that 

invasion began with tanks crossing the border on June 5, 1982--the same day the official 

invasion order was signed. The Begin government began its abominations of military 

desolation in its sixth year, in the sixth month of the year, on the fifth day of the month. 

If the Israelis have incurred the wrath of God as spelled out in Ezekiel 8, it cannot be 

undone by lying about the date of the invasion. 

The extent of the Israeli lies about the purpose of the Lebanon invasion is almost 

beyond belief. But what is even more disturbing is the extent to which those lies have 

been successfully hidden from most Americans. The whole excuse for invading Lebanon 

was allegedly to end Palestinian violence against northern Israel. If you believe there's 

even a shred of truth to that, please listen to the following quotation. It's taken from an 

article by columnist Anthony Lewis published in the New York Times of June 7, 1982. I 

now quote: "For nine months not a single rocket or shell was fired by PLO gunners into 

Israel. When Israeli planes bombed Lebanon on April 21 for the first time since the 

truce started, the PLO did not respond. When there was another bombing on May 9, 

there was a limited response--about 100 rockets that Israel said caused no damage or 

casualties. Then after the massive Israeli bombing last week, the PLO responded with 

full-scale barrages. In short, the cease-fire kept the Galilee safe until Israel bombed 

Lebanon. The argument that aggressive new military action was needed to keep the 

rockets out turns reality upside-down". 

My friends, it all boils down to the fact that the Reagan-Begin axis was determined to 

set off war in the Middle East. The timing of the war had nothing to do with any alleged 

provocations by the Palestinians. Instead, it was dictated by the joint plan of the 

American Bolsheviks and the Israeli Zionists to set off nuclear war very soon. That is 

why the Israeli forces did not even slow down when they reached their promised limit 

of 25 miles into Lebanon. The merciless bombardment and siege of Beirut itself had 

purposes far different from those stated. The presence of PLO headquarters there 

simply provided a convenient excuse for what was to be the invasion of an Arab capital. 

Throughout the Arab world an Israeli invasion of an Arab capital has always been seen 

as the ultimate taboo. Had that been the outcome of the siege of Beirut, general war in 



the Middle East was virtually guaranteed and that would have created the ideal cover to 

explain away the surprise eruption of nuclear war very soon. But, my friends, the Beirut 

holocaust at the hands of Israel ended in a surprise. 

The Begin government had no intention of allowing negotiations for evacuation of the 

PLO to succeed. They kept turning the military screws tighter and tighter on Beirut 

while adding more and more demands to be met by the Palestinians. Each time the PLO 

confounded the Israelis by accepting demands which they had been expected to reject. 

As a result, time after time Reagan envoy Philip Habib warned the White House that an 

agreement was becoming unavoidable. Each time that happened Begin was notified, and 

the Israeli Air Force started pounding Beirut again! The result, time after time, was 

exactly what the Israelis wanted--a brief derailment of the talks. 

The cycle of talks, near agreement, and disruption by Israeli bombing took up almost 

the entire first half of this month of August 1982. Foreign newspapers were filled with 

editorials condemning the bloodbath in Beirut and demanding that the United States 

rein in Israel. It was put more bluntly by the Morning Star, a British newspaper with 

Soviet ties. On August 1 the Morning Star declared that the United States on its own 

could end the siege of Beirut immediately if it cared to do so. But here in Washington 

the entity President Reagan and his spokesmen just wrung their hands as if they were 

powerless to do anything. The carnage in Beirut went right on with a continued green 

light from Washington. 

Meanwhile there were series of increasingly threatening growls about the Beirut 

holocaust from the Russian Bear. Russia's new rulers are as anti-Zionist as they are 

anti-Bolshevik, and they make no bones about it. On August 2 the BBC reported that 

Russia had condemned Israel as a "barbarian committing genocide in Lebanon." On 

August 3 Moscow Radio charged that the planning for the take-over of Lebanon had 

been done by the Defense Department in Washington. On August 4 the BBC reported 

increasingly fierce criticism of Israel and the United States by Russia. The next day 

Russia called for a United Nations Security Council meeting, and at the meeting the 

next day described the Israeli aggression as one of insolence and craziness. The 

exchanges between the Russian and the Israeli delegates were some of the bitterest ever 

seen at the United Nations! 

While all of this was going on in public, the Russians were also flashing warning signs 

by way of diplomatic channels. The Kremlin was telling the White House to call off the 

dogs in Beirut, but Washington was not listening. 

Finally, the Russians decided "Enough was Enough". In the small hours of Thursday 

August 12, the entity President Reagan was awakened out of a sound sleep. He was told 

that Soviet President Brezhnev was waiting to speak to him on the crisis HOT LINE. 

He was calling from his summer retreat in the Crimea. When Reagan picked up the 



phone, Brezhnev's message was short and blunt. Reagan listened as the slightly slurred 

words of an elderly man crackled over the phone in Russian. Then he turned to the 

interpreter listening on a parallel phone. In effect the message was: Both you and your 

Zionist partners are deceiving yourselves. In the end we will not permit a beachhead in 

Lebanon by your troops. Either you stop the Zionists now or we will fix them ourselves. 

What's more, we know all about your September war plan. Don't do it. 

Reagan, who never makes a decision on his own, could only answer that he would 

check into it. As the Reagan-Brezhnev HOT-LINE conversation took place, dawn was 

breaking over the besieged city of Beirut. It was a dawn that had been shattered by the 

beginning of the most devastating bombardment yet by the Israelis. Israeli Fighter 

Bombers were shrieking overhead, diving toward the city, then pulling up as they 

dropped their bombs. Land and sea-based artillery shells were exploding within the 

city at a rate of more than one per second! 

The reason for the Israeli attack was very simple. A final negotiating session was 

scheduled for 4:00 o'clock that afternoon by Reagan envoy Habib and top Lebanese 

officials. Habib had warned the White House that unless something was done, an 

agreement was a certainty; so to prevent that, the Israelis unleashed everything they 

had on Beirut. 

The raids went on for 10 hours straight, from 6:00 A.M. until shortly after the meeting 

began, and it almost worked, my friends. Lebanese Prime Minister Chafic Wazzan 

stormed out of the meeting with Habib in a rage. He declared that negotiations be 

suspended indefinitely; and afterwards, speaking of Reagan's man Habib, Wazzan said: 

"I have told him I cannot carry on, and hold him as well as the United States responsible 

for the consequences". 

If that had been the end of it, my friends, the Reagan-Begin axis would have achieved 

exactly what they wanted. With the talks broken off indefinitely the Begin government 

would have had the excuse it wanted to proceed with its all-out invasion of Beirut. The 

reason it did not end there was the Brezhnev-Reagan HOT-LINE call which had taken 

place that morning. The Russians had threatened to "fix" the Zionists, and suddenly 

there was evidence that they were preparing to do just that. 

Israeli Air Defense radars in Lebanon, on Israeli ships, and in Israel itself abruptly 

picked up a chilling sight. More than 100 unidentified blips materialized on radars all 

over the region. The blips were stationary, several miles up. It was a sight most radar 

operators in the area had never seen before; but when the reports reached Israeli and 

American Air Defense headquarters, the meaning of the blips was understood instantly. 

For the first time in several years the Russian Space Command was making a massive 

show of force using its fleet of Cosmospheres.   



These electrogravitic weapons platforms normally hover at the fringes of the 

atmosphere where they are invisible to radar; but on that afternoon of August 12 over 

100 of them descended straight down to within radar range over Lebanon and Israel. 

Bolshevik military Intelligence analysts here in Washington had to make a decision fast 

as to whether the Russians were bluffing or meant business. Because of the known anti-

war attitude of the present-day Kremlin, Russian shows of force have not always been 

taken seriously here, but lately the Russians have been doing things to change that. 

Last month I reported on a whole series of warning shots which the Russians have fired 

across America's bow lately. They have been designed to show that the Kremlin is 

prepared to use its vast military power. When that was added to the Brezhnev HOT 

LINE call, analysts here got a bad case of sweaty palms. It was decided that the Beirut 

invasion plan would have to be aborted. Somehow the PLO evacuation negotiations had 

to be started up again. 

Suddenly all the excuses that America can't control Israel went out the window. 

Instead, evening news reports on August 12 led off by saying that Reagan was cracking 

down on Israel. There were planted stories that Reagan had called Begin and expressed 

outrage over the massive air raids that day. All of a sudden, after not lifting a finger for 

two months to stop the indiscriminate Lebanon massacre, it seemed Reagan had got 

religion. 

The following day the Lebanese government agreed to resume the suspended talks over 

a PLO withdrawal. Suddenly all the previous obstacles seemed to evaporate. Within 

days the final agreement was struck. Barely a week later, on August 21, the first actual 

evacuation of PLO fighters from Beirut got underway, supervised by French troops. 

The turnabout by the United States and Israel was so radical and so abrupt that a 

scapegoat had to be found to explain it away to the public. For that reason everyone 

started pointing fingers at the Israeli Defense Minister Sharon. There were rumors that 

he alone was responsible for the insane bombardment of Beirut on August 12. All kinds 

of stories suddenly surfaced to the effect that Sharon always was kind of insubordinate 

and dangerous. It was all his fault, we were told; but Sharon said it was the fault of the 

Israeli Cabinet. 

My friends, the Russian power play saved Beirut from an invasion; but when the 

American Bolsheviks and Israeli Zionists caved in and gave up on the Beirut invasion 

plan, it was only a retreat, not a surrender. They are still as bent on nuclear war as ever, 

and the sooner the better provided they can strike before Russia does. 

In the past I've described how the Bolshevik nuclear war planners always make sure 

they have available not just one but many possible paths to war. Having been thwarted 

in their Beirut invasion plan, they simply moved on to the next contingency plan.  That 



plan involves the United States Marines, who arrived two days ago in Beirut to 

supposedly help police the PLO evacuation. The plan is to stoke up a new crisis by 

creating an incident in which a number of Marines will be killed. In order to set the 

stage for it, the Israeli MOSSAD has already started creating so-called cease-fire 

violations which are blamed on the PLO.  

Last Sunday on August 22 there were news reports of an Israeli troop bus allegedly 

attacked by PLO guerrillas. Stories of that type are only to condition us for the planned 

incident to come against the United States Marines and Lebanese leaders.  

My friends, we have been told all sorts of lies that Israel's enemy in its so-called PEACE 

FOR GALILEE operation was the PLO, but on August 5 Israeli Foreign Minister Shamir 

revealed that the real enemy was Russia. Speaking to a group of Jewish leaders in New 

York City Shamir said: "Lebanon until now was dominated by the PLO and Syria; and 

behind them the Soviets", and he boasted: "Soviet Russia doesn't play any role now in 

our area". 

But a week later Shamir found out differently when the Russian Cosmosphere threat 

forced a surprise end to the Beirut holocaust. 

Two months ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 76 I reported that the Israeli invasion of 

Lebanon was only part of the greater plan for nuclear war against Russia. Now United 

States Marines have been introduced in Lebanon with a promise by President Reagan 

that they will be needed no longer than 30 days. 

Before those 30 days are up, my friends, the Bolsheviks here intend to set off the surprise 

American nuclear attack against Russia. The countdown clock for the "PROJECT Z" 

war plan which I revealed in AUDIO LETTER N° 73 is still ticking away. All 

preparations are now being targeted for "Z-Day"--the day of the planned nuclear attack 

itself. 

My friends, the exact date chosen by the Pentagon for "Z-Day" is: FRIDAY, 

SEPTEMBER 17, 1982! 

 

Topic #2 

When World War I broke out 68 years ago, world opinion was far from unanimous 

about who was right and who was wrong in the conflict. Many people felt that Austria-

Hungary had put up long enough with harassment by the Serbs. After Archduke Franz 

Ferdinand was assassinated by a Serb in Sarajevo on June 28, 1914, Austria-Hungary 

declared war on Serbia, and many people applauded. Austria-Hungary had been given a 

blank check by Germany to smash the Serbs. People started having second thoughts 

when they saw the dispute mushrooming, sucking in nation after nation. Even so, world 



opinion continued to maintain a great deal of good will toward Germany and her allies--

that is, until the Battle of Louvain (now Leuven), Belgium. 

Up until the war, Louvain had been a beautiful, peaceful town, but Louvain had the 

misfortune to be caught in the middle between the armies of the Kaiser and those of the 

allies. The Germans won the battle by virtually leveling Louvain. The battle took a 

gruesome toll among the helpless residents of Louvain. On all sides Louvain lay in ruins-

-once beautiful buildings had been reduced to piles of rubble. The rubble had become a 

tomb for countless civilians who had died inside. The debris-choked streets were a 

mournful scene of the maimed, the bereaved, and the confused. 

When news about the fate of Louvain reached the outside world, a wave of revulsion 

swept around the world. Many who had originally sympathized with the Kaiser's 

policies were repelled by such extreme military tactics. In terms of public opinion, 

Louvain was the turning point of World War I. It blackened the image of Germany in a 

way that could never be undone. My friends, Beirut could well be the counterpart of 

Louvain for Israel and her powerful backer, the United States. 

Today, as in 1914, the country that ostensibly started the war benefitted at first by a 

large reservoir of good will in the world; but just as Louvain soured public opinion in 

World War I, Beirut has shocked the world in 1982. The merciless brutality and 

senseless killings by the Israelis in Lebanon has been symbolized by the siege of Beirut. 

Israel has been rightly condemned the world over for its actions in Lebanon; and if the 

full extent of the agony of Lebanon ever becomes generally known, Israel's image will 

never recover from the shame. 

When Austria-Hungary declared war on Serbia in 1914, it set off a chain reaction that 

snowballed into war among the great powers of that day. Likewise the Israeli invasion 

of Lebanon to wipe out the PLO has been calculated to help set off a chain reaction 

leading to NUCLEAR WAR ONE. The joint strategy of the American Bolsheviks and 

the Israeli Zionists is a replay of the maneuvering that set off World War I. I've given 

details about that in past reports, especially in AUDIO LETTERS N° 63, 66, and 69. If 

need be, the Bolsheviks and Zionists--that is, the Reagan-Begin axis--are prepared to 

keep multiplying crises until America's nuclear first strike succeeds. 

In the Middle East the de facto move of PLO headquarters to Syria is setting the stage 

for a direct confrontation soon between Israel and Syria. That will create the most 

dangerous proxy battle yet between client states of Russia and the United States. 

Already Israeli forces are preparing to try to drive out the legally-present Syrians from 

Lebanon's Bekaa Valley. At the same time, Israeli forces are not withdrawing as the PLO 

evacuates from West Beirut; instead, they are heading north!  Israeli armored units are 

already on the outskirts of Tripoli, just 20 miles short of Lebanon's northern border. 



As for Israel's solemn promises to turn back Lebanon to the Lebanese, nothing could be 

a more transparent lie. Thanks to the war, the southern third of Lebanon, including the 

Litani River, has now been absorbed into the so-called "Free Lebanon Zone" controlled 

by Major Haddad. Haddad is nothing but an Israeli agent, a shabbas goy doing the dirty 

work of the Begin government. When and if the Israelis formally withdraw from 

Lebanon, they will still continue to control Haddad's area including Sidon and Tyre. 

And now another Israeli puppet, Mr. Bashir Gemayel, has emerged from the war rubble 

as the President-elect of Lebanon.  He is nothing more than another Sadat; and he, too, 

will meet the same fate as Sadat when Israel is ready! 

Looking around the world, my friends, the amount of trouble now being stirred up by 

the Bolsheviks and Zionists is almost beyond description. For example, Bolshevik 

agents in Poland are stirring up new trouble to ruin government efforts to relax martial 

law. That keeps the Warsaw regime on the defensive, unable to appear as anything but 

a "bad guy". Or consider Central America and the Caribbean. Panama is now being 

destabilized, beginning with the recent surprise resignation, so-called, of Panama's 

president. The plan to create an apparent threat to the Panama Canal is moving right 

along. 

Meanwhile Congress has recently passed a special Tonkin Gulf-type resolution aimed 

at Cuba. It frees Reagan's hands to take military action against Cuba, just as the Tonkin 

Gulf Resolution freed President Johnson to widen the war in Vietnam. And then there 

is Asia where war between India and Pakistan is targeted for around November 1982! 

Middle East intrigues and many more world-wide are in the works as a result of the 

Bolshevik program to Balkanize the world; but all those intrigues will no longer be 

necessary if the "PROJECT Z" short-cut war plan succeeds. Very soon they plan to set 

off NUCLEAR WAR ONE as a total surprise--and they intend to make it look like a 

gigantic accident! 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 73 five months ago I outlined the over-all war plan of "PROJECT 

Z", but as a practical matter the most important thing you need to know now is how 

the war is being planned to begin. You need to know what warning signs to watch for, 

and when. For that reason I will now describe in detail how the Pentagon war planners 

intend to set off the war. Only a few hints of what is about to happen will be visible in 

public; but if you see them happening, you will know what they mean.  

The plan for an American nuclear first strike against Russia has been in gestation for 

over four years now. I first reported on America's secret shift toward a first-strike 

nuclear strategy in AUDIO LETTERS N° 36 and 37. The prime objective of the initial 

American nuclear strike is still as I first made public in AUDIO LETTER N° 37. The 

objective is to knock out all of Russia's complex of Space bases. Those are the logistic 



life line, the Achilles' heel of the Russian space triad of strategic weapons. If the 

Bolsheviks here can put Russia's space triad out of action, Russia will no longer be 

unconquerable in nuclear war; and so the initial attack against Russia's space triad 

bases is to be followed immediately by an all-out American nuclear attack! 

Bolshevik war planners here, the hard-liners, have been putting together the pieces of 

the military machine needed to do the job for years now. I have reported on these 

various pieces of the over-all military picture over the course of many past reports. Now 

all of the factors in the Bolshevik military equation are coming together as they prepare 

for imminent nuclear war. 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 73 I described the new secret American superweapon that is the 

key to the attack plan. It is the Phantom warplane, the most radical breakthrough 

achieved by the so-called "Stealth Program." Unmanned Phantom warplanes are being 

deployed now to their attack bases in northern Norway, eastern Turkey, and Sinkiang 

Province, China. These bases are protected from Cosmosphere attack by high-power 

lasers. The lasers are equipped with the new supersensitive aiming device known as 

CEIR (pronounced seer) for "Computer-Enhanced Infrared". As I reported in AUDIO 

LETTER N° 72, a CEIR-equipped laser shot down a Russian Cosmosphere over New 

Jersey some seven months ago. Its effectiveness is, therefore, a proven fact; but just to 

make sure the Russians have not developed a defense against these special lasers, 

another Cosmosphere was blasted out of the sky over the New York City vicinity just 

three days ago! It created a huge high-speed fireball, described in the New York Times 

yesterday as a possible asteroid burning up. 

When the American Phantom warplanes are launched into Russia on "Z-Day" they will 

be swarming toward only six primary and about a dozen secondary targets. The six 

primary targets are the Russian Space bases. Four of these are the rocket bases known 

as Cosmodromes at Baikonur, Tyura-Tam, Plesetsk, and Kapustin Yar.  The other two 

Space bases are the sprawling Cosmosphere facilities at Semipalatinsk and Novosibirsk. 

As for the dozen or so secondary targets, these are the complex of Russian flying ABM 

bases. The system consists of anti-missile particle beam weapons carried aboard 

converted TU-144 Supersonic Transports. The Transports were mysteriously removed 

from service in June 1978 for conversion to anti-missile defense. I reported that this was 

underway in AUDIO LETTER N° 54. Today the system is fully operational. The 

Bolshevik war planners here in the United States want to knock them all out, if 

possible, to make the American follow-up attack more devastating. 

Of all these targets, the two which have become most important of all are the two 

Cosmosphere bases. The new Russian Superheavy Cosmospheres, which I first reported 

on in AUDIO LETTER N° 64, foreshadow the day when rockets will be obsolete. If the 

Cosmosphere bases survive, the Bolshevik war plan is doomed to failure. There is only 



one satisfactory geographic location from which to launch a strike against the Russian 

Cosmosphere areas. As long ago as AUDIO LETTER N° 37 I revealed that this key 

location is Sinkiang Province, China. The Bolsheviks here must have access to Sinkiang 

Province at all costs. That is why, four months after I revealed this, the so-called Carter 

Administration unexpectedly dumped Taiwan on December 15, 1978. That day 

Washington suddenly announced full diplomatic relations with Peking. 

With NUCLEAR WAR ONE approaching fast, the Red Chinese once again used their 

leverage this month against Taiwan. Peking has been pressuring the Reagan 

Administration to publicly commit itself to cutting off all arms sales to Taiwan. As 

recently as August 13 Reagan's alleged final offer was a refusal to do that; but then the 

Red Chinese told Washington that if the United States did not agree, the Chinese 

would shut down the American Stealth Base in Sinkiang Province. Four days later, on 

August 17, a joint communique was released in Peking and Washington. It declared that 

there is only one China, that Taiwan is part of it, and that the United States will 

gradually discontinue arms sales to Taiwan! The old Reagan campaign pledge to stand 

by Taiwan was scrapped in order to prevent a last-minute hitch in the Stealth attack 

plan. 

According to the Pentagon plan, the unmanned Phantom warplanes will take off from 

their various bases at carefully predetermined intervals. Their launch times will be 

adjusted in order to make them all arrive at their targets simultaneously. As I detailed in 

AUDIO LETTER N° 73, these robot bombers will be flying blind on a one-way trip, like 

mechanical kamikaze planes. But thanks to their advanced new-type inertial guidance 

systems they're expected to all arrive right on schedule. 

As they fly through Russian air space, they will be invulnerable to detection either 

visually or by radar. The light-distorted electromagnetic fields, which I described in 

AUDIO LETTER N° 73, will also render Russian beam weapons useless for defense. 

Anti-aircraft missiles, even those which follow the heat trail of a plane, will also be 

useless. If any missile or jet fighter got close to a Phantom warplane, its electronics 

would be hopelessly deranged by the Invisibility Field. 

As if all this were not enough, each Phantom warplane will also be following a pre-

programmed zig-zag course into Russia. The Bolsheviks here believe that this will make 

any attempt to fire at the Stealth planes with anti-aircraft guns very ineffective. 

All things considered, the "PROJECT Z" war planners are confident that enough 

Phantom warplanes will reach their targets to do their job. Converging from all 

directions, the invisible robot warplanes will all arrive at their targets at essentially the 

same time. Countdown clocks in all the warplanes will be programmed to reach "zero" 

at the same instant. When they do, a 24-megaton hydrogen bomb will explode aboard 

each and every Phantom warplane. 



The attack is planned for nighttime when the Soviet Union is asleep. Around the space 

triad bases and TU-144 bases night will turn into day as man-made stars erupt into life. 

That will be the moment which an American satellite parked high over the Indian 

Ocean has been watching for. It is the Attack Confirmation Sensor which I described in 

AUDIO LETTER N° 75.  This was the mysterious military payload of Space Shuttle #4 

placed in geostationary orbit by an auxiliary rocket. When the H-bombs detonate over 

their targets, the Air Force satellite will detect the flashes of infrared, ultraviolet, and X-

radiation.  Instantly the satellite will flash a signal confirming the attack to listening 

stations on Earth. The attack-confirmation signal will confirm that the initial critical 

surprise attack by Stealth planes has succeeded. 

That will be the signal for all the rest of the "PROJECT Z" nuclear war plan to go into 

motion. But, as I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 73, "PROJECT Z" is a supersecret war 

plan, unknown to all but a few top leaders of the Military in America. Therefore the 

attack-confirmation signal will not be routed through standard existing channels. 

Instead the Bolshevik war planners here have created a special new Command for the 

purpose. It's called the Air Force Space Command. It is to begin operations officially on 

September 1, just in time to get ready for the planned nuclear attack on September 17. 

The new Space Command is located in Colorado Springs, Colorado. There it will feed 

special information to NORAD headquarters, also located there. 

When the Air Force Space Command receives the attack-confirmation signal from the 

Indian Ocean satellite, the follow-up attack will begin: 

First a coded signal will be flashed to the Minuteman TX Commanders in our northern 

tier of states and certain other locations. The Minuteman TX is America's real mobile 

missile, now full deployed on our railroads, as I first revealed in AUDIO LETTER N° 55. 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 60 I reported that they are also accompanied by high-speed 

missiles called ACMs. When the coded signal arrives from the newly created Space 

Command, the ACMs will zoom upward to the fringes of the atmosphere. There they 

will detonate special cobalt ionization bombs. The resulting electron storm in the upper 

atmosphere of the United States is expected to temporarily disable any Cosmospheres 

on patrol. With the Cosmospheres momentarily deranged, the mobile Minuteman TX 

missiles will be launched right past them at Russia. 

When the American ACMs detonate their bombs high over our own country, it will 

also create another effect. It is called "Electromagnetic Pulse" or EMP. EMP can knock 

out communications, fry telephone lines, and cause power blackouts by overloading 

power transmission lines. In AUDIO LETTER N° 66 I described how the Bolsheviks 

here plan to use this effect to trigger an all-out American nuclear strike against Russia. 

They have been programmed to consider an EMP episode to be evidence in itself that 

America is under nuclear attack! America's entire nuclear triad--missiles, bombers, and 



submarines--will then launch a supposed retaliatory strike against Russia. There will be 

no need for a normal White House order to attack! 

There has been no official admission that this is in store for us, of course. Even so this 

re-programming of our nuclear forces is now being hinted at by discussion of a new 

military doctrine.  It's called "Launch Under Attack." Military analysts describe it as 

"warning by loss of warning." That is exactly the concept I made public over a year ago 

in AUDIO LETTER N° 66. 

My friends, if all goes according to plan, there will be no warning to the American 

public by Reagan Administration officials. They are counting on surprise to make their 

nuclear surprise attack on Russia successful. They aren't about to throw that surprise 

away by telling you about it first, SO IT WILL BE UP TO YOU to watch events for 

yourself and to make your best judgment based on what you know. I've already 

mentioned some of the visible signs that the plan is still on track up to now. 

There remain two more major signals to watch for in the days ahead. If you see them 

you will know that the American nuclear first strike against Russia is about to be 

attempted: 

First, watch for news of a major nuclear false alarm sometime during the first half of 

September. This will mean a full-scale dry run has been carried out involving the brand 

new Air Force Space Command. By describing the exercise afterward as a "false nuclear 

alert", the war planners will be setting the stage for an alleged "accidental war". 

The final warning will come as the nuclear attack itself is beginning. 

My friends, the present Pentagon schedule calls for the preliminary Phantom warplane 

H-bombs to explode at 3:00 PM E.D.T. Friday, September 17, 1982. 

At that time virtually all of Russia will be in darkness. When the Indian Ocean satellite 

signal arrives confirming the attack, it will be followed within a minute or so by the 

EMP episode I described. 

If you're watching TV or listening to the radio, there will suddenly be horrendous static 

and possibly permanent damage to your receiver. There may also be a power blackout. 

Your telephone may go dead. If those things happen, my friends, don't wait for any air 

raid sirens. What's happening is that the American follow-up nuclear strike against 

Russia is being launched. Retaliating missiles from Russia can be expected here soon 

afterward. 

If you are in a prime coastal-target area, the Russian counter-strike will hit your area 

within minutes. The Russian short-range underwater-launch missiles which were 

planted along our shores and the Great Lakes in 1976 and 1977 are still there! Their short 

flight time, unfortunately, will leave at most a few minutes to take cover after the EMP 



episode. ICBMs fired from Russia will take approximately 24 minutes to reach targets 

near the Canadian border; if you live farther south, it will take several more minutes. 

But if your area happens to be targeted by a Russian submarine-launch missile, the time 

could be cut to less than 10 minutes in many cases. Russia's Moon Bases and 

Cosmospheres overhead, both armed with their charged particle beam weapons, can 

still do great damage to major cities and United States military installations, but these 

cause no fallout. 

 

Topic #3 

My friends, if the events I have described take place, it will mean that the Bolshevik war 

planners in the Pentagon are going ahead with their attack plan. But that does not mean 

that it will necessarily succeed. As I say these words, there's preliminary Intelligence 

that the Russians may have a surprise up their sleeve for the Bolsheviks. This is actually 

the second attempt by the Bolsheviks here to set off NUCLEAR WAR ONE, as my 

older listeners know. The first attempt in late January 1980 was a disastrous failure. It 

led indirectly to leaks about the Stealth Program about six months later. Now they are 

trying again with better weapons, but in the meantime Russian weaponry has also kept 

on advancing! As a result, there's no way to predict how the Bolshevik-triggered 

American first strike will turn out. 

Last month I reported that the Super-Spy Satellite launched by the third Space Shuttle 

in March had detected something puzzling in Russia. The puzzle consists of large 

numbers of small domed installations arranged in rings around strategic Russian 

targets.  There is a ring of these domes around each Cosmodrome and around each 

Cosmosphere Base in particular, but opinion is divided as to what they are. Some 

analysts believe they are more or less conventional anti-aircraft batteries with domed 

enclosures.  Others think they are missile batteries. Still others vote for beam weapons 

of some kind, either lasers or particle beams. The only agreement up to now is that they 

are defensive weapons of some kind. That is indicated by their arrangement in 

protective rings around certain strategic targets. 

There's one other guess as to what the domes are. It is a minority opinion so far which is 

not accepted by the top American Bolshevik war planners, but my own information 

indicates that it is the right guess. Each dome, my friends, contains a weapon known as 

a "Rail Gun." Rail guns have been under study for a number of years in both Russia and 

the United States. 

A Rail Gun is a kind of super high-speed cannon. The projectile moves down a track 

between the pair of long conducting rails. When the gun is fired an incredibly powerful 

electromagnetic field races down the length of the rails welding them together as it 



goes. The projectile is forced along ahead of the fast-moving electromagnetic field, 

leaving the muzzle with incredible velocity. Rail gun muzzle velocities of at least 25,000 

feet per second have been achieved. This is faster than the Space Shuttle in Earth orbit! 

Here in the United States, Rail Guns are still curiosities. A Rail Gun can only be fired 

once because the rails weld themselves together, and the projectile has to be non-

conducting. It can't be steel or other metal. But to the Russians faced with the Phantom 

warplane threat, Rail Guns may be the only answer. The Russians have the ability to 

aim Rail Guns at our Phantom warplanes using Psychoenergetic Range-Finding, which 

I revealed in AUDIO LETTER N° 42, and a non-conducting projectile fired at 

astronomical velocities could penetrate the Stealth plane's Invisibility Field. 

The use of Rail Guns to defend against the Phantom warplanes will be a nasty surprise 

to the Bolsheviks here if they carry out their war plan; but as of now, the war plan is 

still on track!  As a result, time may well be running out for the United States of 

America as we know it. 

 

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY 

Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary. My friends, in this AUDIO LETTER I've 

tried to prepare you as fully as possible to recognize the signs of imminent nuclear war. 

The anti-war coup d'etat plan of General Alexander Haig, which I revealed in AUDIO 

LETTER No. 72, collapsed with his forced resignation in June.  Since that time it has 

been full speed ahead toward NUCLEAR WAR ONE. 

The rush-rush new war timetable, which I also revealed six months ago in AUDIO 

LETTER No. 72, is still on schedule. Target date: September 17, 1982.Just 12 days ago on 

August 15 the Los Angeles Times broke a bombshell story about these war plans. The 

syndicated article revealed that an elaborate secret new protracted nuclear war plan is 

now ready. In fact, my friends, this plan is already operational! 

The article says, quote: 

"According to a member of the Administration, the plan would contemplate nuclear 

warfare for as long as six months". 

The plan also draws attention to the present vulnerability of our military command, 

control, and communications system. The article quotes a Reagan staffer in the words: 

"The system might survive 15 minutes of nuclear war". 

My friends, this very vulnerability is the key to the Bolshevik plan to set off the war by 

EMP episode I have described. The fear over all this is so great that three days ago the 



Pentagon announced extreme measures to try to squelch the debate. Our Bolshevik 

Defense Secretary, Caspar Weinberger, has sent out 70 letters to key newspaper editors 

here and abroad to try to defuse the criticism. 

Meanwhile the plan to set off nuclear war soon is still on track. In the past I have 

reported that Russia's new anti-Bolshevik rulers regard America as Babylon, wallowing 

in ill-gotten wealth and degeneracy. If the American Bolsheviks are successful in forcing 

nuclear war upon the Kremlin, the fall of Babylon may well be at hand. As the angel of 

Revelation revealed to John the Apostle, the cries may soon ring out around the world: 

"Alas, alas, that great city Babylon, that mighty city, for in one hour is thy judgment 

come". 

Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each 

and every one of you. 
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This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K St. N. W., Washington, DC 20006. 

Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is September 30, 1982, and this is my AUDIO 

LETTER(R) N° 79.Throughout the Middle Ages the Christians of Central Europe 

shared a terrible fear which is all but forgotten today. It was a fear which caused 

Christian parents to exercise special care over their children at the time of the Jewish 

holy day of Passover. Their greatest dread was that their child might be kidnapped and 

never seen again because it was widely believed that the Jews practiced human sacrifice 

at Passover and that the victims were Christian children. That ancient blood fear of the 

Jews by Christians largely died out in the centuries following the Renaissance. Today 

most Christians are shocked to learn that any such belief ever existed. 

As for the Jews themselves, there is a rabbinical term that is used to condemn the 

ancient Christian blood-fear. It is called "blood libel." For generations now, the old issue 

of blood libel has been essentially a dead one, a thing of the past. No Jew in his right 

mind would want it otherwise. To revive the issue of blood libel is to resurrect ancient 

fears, unreasoning passions, and mortal danger to every Jew alive. Yes, most Jews would 

be better off if they never again heard about the ancient Christian blood-fear of the 

Jews; but this month none other than the Government of Israel has deliberately revived 

the so-called "blood libel" issue. 

Over the weekend of September 17, Israeli forces introduced so-called Christian 

militiamen into two Palestinian refugee camps in West Beirut. The result was a 

massacre of over a thousand Palestinian civilians, including many women, children, and 

elderly people. Word of the massacre reached the outside world on the evening of Rosh 

Hashana, the Jewish New Year, September 18. An outraged world blamed the Begin 

government for allowing such a heinous crime to take place. 

The Israeli Government's official reply to the world was a statement issued on Sunday, 

September 19. It was published two days later as a full-page advertisement in major 

American newspapers with the headline "BLOOD LIBEL". The statement began with 

the words, and I quote: "On the New Year Rosh Hashana a blood libel was leveled 

against the Jewish State, its government, and the Israeli Defense Forces--otherwise 

known as the IDF". 



The statement then continued with a series of statements which only days later were 

proven to be total lies. The official Israeli Government statement said the massacre took 

place, quote: "in an area where there was no position of the Israeli Army". 

Yet the very next day after this statement was published, the Israeli Defense Minister 

Sharon flatly contradicted it. On September 22 Sharon admitted that the Israelis not 

only introduced the Militiamen into the camps but also supported them with air-borne 

flares. The official Israeli Government advertisement also said, quote: "As soon as the 

IDF learned of the tragic events, Israeli soldiers put an end to the slaughter". 

That, too, was a lie, and numerous reports have already surfaced to show that it was a 

lie. 

The fact is that the Israeli troops had orders to surround and cut off the two Palestinian 

camps while the Militiamen did the dirty work. From start to finish, top Israeli officials 

knew exactly what was going on. They had ordered the entire operation, and were kept 

informed of its progress. By calling the accusations against it "blood libel", the Begin 

government acknowledged that the Beirut massacre was a subhuman act of 

bloodthirsty evil; but the transparent lies about it by the Begin government reflect the 

fact that the charges against it are not libel, they are the TRUTH! 

My friends, it's no accident that the Beirut massacre was centered around Friday, 

September 17. In AUDIO LETTER N° 78 last month I reported that September 17 was 

scheduled to be a day of nuclear massacre. That was the day when the supersecret 

"PROJECT Z" nuclear war plan was to be set off. If all had gone according to plan, a 

surprise American nuclear first strike against Russia was scheduled for that day; but by 

the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, all did not go according to plan. The "PROJECT Z" 

nuclear strike plan was finally aborted--for now, that is--around mid-morning 

September 17. The countdown clock stopped less than five hours short of NUCLEAR 

WAR ONE!! The final decision to abort the strike ended a week of fierce debate at the 

top levels of the Reagan-Begin axis of Bolsheviks and Zionists. 

Meanwhile another war plan has already been set in motion to replace it. The Beirut 

massacre which was underway on September 17 is a key ingredient in the new military 

intrigues now underway, but the massacre was also motivated by sheer insane frenzy. It 

was the blind frenzy of Satanic and demonic forces who saw their goal of nuclear 

victory slip away just when it seemed within their grasp. 

My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are: 

Topic #1--THE ABORTED PLAN FOR SURPRISE NUCLEAR WAR  

Topic #2--THE BEIRUT MASSACRE FOR WAR TO COME  

Topic #3--THE RETURN OF THE "SIBERIA EXPRESS" WEATHER WAR. 



Topic #1 

When I recorded AUDIO LETTER N° 78 late last month, I made public the final 

Pentagon plans for NUCLEAR WAR ONE to erupt this month, September 1982. The 

Pentagon war planners were counting down toward Friday, September 17 to set off 

nuclear war as a complete surprise; but as the final days ticked away this month, major 

snags began to develop in the rush-rush War Timetable. Finally the decision was made 

to scrub the planned nuclear first strike against Russia virtually at the last minute! 

As I reported last month, the first "H-Bombs" were to be detonated on key Russian 

targets at 3:00 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time on September 17. The order to scrub the 

attack went out less than five hours before that--shortly after 10:00 A.M. that morning. 

When the decision finally came to abort the attack, it was a "judgment" call; and that 

judgment was far from popular with some members of the elite Bolshevik war-planning 

team in the Pentagon. 

The snags which developed this month were very serious but not serious enough to 

completely rule out an attempted nuclear strike. As a result, the war-planning group 

became splintered into acrimonious debate over what to do. No one argued in favor of 

giving up the basic goal of attacking Russia but there was a sharp division over how 

best to save the nuclear war plan.  Basically the argument boiled down to two 

alternatives--whether to postpone the nuclear strike, or whether to go ahead as 

planned. 

The hotheads insisted that the surprise nuclear attack against Russia should proceed on 

schedule on September 17. They argued that in spite of the problems which had cropped 

up, delay would only give time for even more obstacles to develop. They also pointed 

out that their Intelligence on Russian targets will gradually grow stale with delay. In 

effect they said, Now is our best chance. 

The more conservative faction among the war planners insisted that the hotheads were 

not thinking straight. In their view, the hitches which developed this month in the war 

plan were too serious to go ahead now--better to wait and reschedule the "PROJECT Z" 

war plan after removing the present obstacles to success. 

The debate began to tip in favor of a postponement one week before the September 17 

target date. For that reason, other contingency plans were set in motion in the Middle 

East during that final week; but the nuclear-strike plan remained in effect right down to 

the wire. In the end, it was an accumulation of many factors which finally caused the 

plan to be aborted. 

The Bolsheviks here started running into trouble in their rush-rush nuclear war plan 

almost as soon as it started early this year of 1982. I first reported that a short-cut 

nuclear war strategy was being implemented by the Pentagon seven months ago in 



AUDIO LETTER N° 72. At the same time I also reported that the Rockefeller cartel and 

the Russians were lining up to try to stop the war plan. To that end they had agreed to 

start working together against the American Bolsheviks in certain ways. On top of that, 

a coup d'etat was brewing here in Washington to be led by General Alexander Haig, 

then Secretary of State. In the seven months since I recorded AUDIO LETTER N° 72, 

world headlines repeatedly have been filled with the consequences of this three-way 

struggle. 

First came the Falklands War last April, which was not about sheep and settlers but 

about secret weapons installations. The secret Pentagon war plan received a severe 

blow in that skirmish but the Bolsheviks here soon struck back. In June they destroyed 

the Haig coup d'etat. At the same time the brutal Israeli invasion of Lebanon was 

underway right on the timetable which I had made public last year and which Sharon, 

Defense Minister of Israel, confirmed only this week in the Knesset. And then there was 

the fourth Space Shuttle which carried the Defense Department payload into orbit to 

prepare for war. 

By mid-summer, leaders of both America and Russia were making statements that the 

superpowers were already at war. The Russians started firing warning shots across 

America's bow by way of weather modification, airplane disasters, and more. Finally 

last month on August 12 the Russians used sheer intimidation to thwart the Israeli plan 

for an incredibly bloody invasion of Beirut. Suddenly the PLO evacuation talks bore 

fruit and the evacuation went off without a hitch. It was a serious blow to the joint 

Bolshevik-Zionist efforts to create an atmosphere of mushrooming crisis as a prelude to 

nuclear war. 

For about two weeks the atmosphere of world crisis appeared to almost evaporate, but 

the Pentagon war clock was still counting down toward September 17--and the 

Russians knew it. On September 2 the Soviet Union abruptly disconnected all direct 

dial telephone service to and from the West. Instead, military operators took over. It 

was an extension of the telephone cutbacks which had begun months earlier. To the top 

Pentagon war strategists, the Russian telephone service cutback of September 2 seemed 

like small potatoes. They had bigger things to worry about--namely, a serious turn of 

events in Red China. 

The previous day, September 1, Communist Party Chairman Hu Yaobang had dropped a 

bombshell at the Party Congress in Peking.  He declared that China should no longer 

ally itself with the United States against Russia; instead Hu said China should regard 

both superpowers as equal threats, but at the same time he included some conciliatory 

language toward Russia--and, my friends, high Russian officials will go to China to 

begin talks in two weeks time at China's invitation! By disowning the Sino-American 

alliance, Hu Yaobang made it clear that the secret American Stealth attack-base in 

China was in jeopardy. 



That base, located in Red China's western Sinkiang Province, is essential for the 

intended attack on Russia's two Cosmosphere bases in Siberia. Last month I reported 

that this war base was the reason for the joint communique of August 17 by the United 

States and Red China concerning Taiwan. The communique commits the United States 

to discontinue arms deliveries to Taiwan at some future date, in violation of Reagan's 

past pledges! The communique was agreed to in order to head off a threatened 

shutdown of the Stealth base by the Chinese, but it was not enough to satisfy the 

Chinese. 

On September 6 former President Richard Nixon arrived in Peking, adding further to 

the troubles of the Pentagon war planners. Nixon has long been a client follower of the 

Rockefeller cartel, as I detailed in my book THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE 

DOLLAR nearly 10 years ago. Nixon went to Peking this month as a Rockefeller envoy 

and one with far more credibility for the Chinese than anyone the Bolsheviks have. 

Nixon shocked the Chinese by confirming what Russian sources had already told them-

-that the Stealth base was about to be used in war. Nixon then counseled them not to 

shut down the base outright at this time for fear of undesirable reactions by the trigger-

happy Pentagon Bolsheviks. Instead, he urged the Chinese to start interfering with 

operation of the Stealth base by bureaucratic devices. That is one thing the Chinese are 

very good at, and they accepted Nixon's advice. 

By September 9 the American Stealth base in Sinkiang Province, China was effectively 

out of action. Critical base personnel were tangled up in Chinese red tape, preventing 

them from reporting for duty. The Chinese are giving hints to Washington that all this 

is due to continued dissatisfaction over Taiwan; but the real reason, my friends, is that 

they want no part of nuclear war with Russia! 

The Kremlin received word through Rockefeller channels on September 9 that the 

Sinkiang Province Stealth base had been effectively neutralized. At that point the 

Russians could rest assured that even if the Pentagon went through with its nuclear-

attack plan, Russia's Cosmospheres would survive. Russia's critical space triad of 

strategic weapons could no longer be destroyed. 

STEPS LEADING UP TO THE DESTRUCTION OF THE SHUTTLE #4-LAUNCHED 

ATTACK CONFIRMATION SENSOR 

The time had come to carry out the most dangerous step in the Kremlin plan to unravel 

the Pentagon nuclear-war plan. The time had come to destroy the Attack Confirmation 

Sensor placed in space by the Space Shuttle last June. The Attack Confirmation Sensor 

was a special satellite placed in geostationary orbit over the Indian Ocean by an 

auxiliary rocket. As I've reported before, it was a cryogenic satellite--that is, it was 

maintained at supercold temperatures close to absolute zero. I can now reveal that this 

was intended to protect the satellite from detection by Russian space weapons. 



For several years now American scientific Intelligence analysts have known that the 

Russians have a new technology for target acquisition. The new Russian technique is 

not radar nor is it any other conventional means of detecting and tracking targets. The 

new Russian technique is deadly accurate; reliable; and, unlike radar, impossible to jam. 

Analysts here some time ago convinced themselves that they had figured out what the 

new Russian technique is. They believe it is a Russian version of computer-enhanced 

infrared detection. This has now been developed here in the United States and is called 

CEIR (pronounced seer). 

I first reported on this development in AUDIO LETTER N° 72 shortly after a CEIR-

equipped American laser was used to shoot down a Russian Cosmosphere. American 

analysts are convinced that the Russians are using CEIR and that they had it first; and 

so when the Air Force Attack Confirmation Sensor was designed, it was given a feature 

intended to defeat Russian infrared detectors. 

All objects warmer than absolute zero emit infrared radiation.  The warmer the object 

is, the more infrared it emits and the easier it is for computer-enhanced infrared sensors 

to detect it. The only way to hide from CEIR is, therefore, to reduce the temperature as 

low as possible. That's why the Air Force Attack Confirmation Sensor was a cryogenic 

satellite. A huge cooling system using liquid helium kept the satellite only a few degrees 

above absolute zero, reducing infrared emissions to nearly nothing. 

The cryogenic design of the Air Force satellite is what gave the Bolshevik war planners 

here so much confidence that it would succeed. They were sure that the Russians 

would be unable to find it in time to destroy it before it was used in war. But, my 

friends, the Bolsheviks in the Pentagon are wrong about the new Russian target-

tracking technique. It is not an infrared technique at all; instead, it's a revolutionary 

system which detects the atomic vibrations of matter. The Russians call it 

Psychoenergetic Range Finding, or PRF. 

When I first reported on Russia's new PRF technique in AUDIO LETTER N° 42, I 

reported that the Russians regard it as their master secret weapon. The longer it 

remains a mystery to the American Bolsheviks, the better it will be for Russia; and so 

when Space Shuttle #4 launched the Air Force cryogenic sensor last June, the Russians 

started playing a game. 

Instead of destroying the satellite right away, they allowed it to be orbited successfully. 

The Russians knew that the Attack Confirmation satellite could do them no harm until 

war itself was about to begin, so they allowed it to stay there untouched for as long as 

possible. The result was exactly as expected: the long-term survival of the Air Force 

Sensor has convinced the Bolsheviks here that they were right about Russia using 

CEIR.  The Pentagon has walked into a major Intelligence blunder, and the Russians are 

encouraging them to keep it up. 



Throughout the summer, Rockefeller cartel operatives within the CIA fed updates 

about the Pentagon war plan to the Russians.  Those reports continued to say that the 

war timetable was remaining unchanged, targeted for mid-September; so the Russian 

Space Command let the Air Force Sensor alone for the time being. 

Meanwhile the Russians began preparing in a totally unsuspected way for the moment 

when they would destroy the satellite. Those preparations had to do with Russia's 

International Telephone service. 

First, in June the Soviet Union drastically reduced the number of telephone links to the 

West. They also made clouded threats to reduce service still further at a later date. In 

order to keep the Intelligence analysts here from guessing what was afoot, the Russians 

resorted to a little disinformation in the right places. They created falsified leaks that 

there were unsettled conditions in the Kremlin, a power struggle. The Bolsheviks here, 

who are always struggling for power, swallowed it hook, line, and sinker. 

The next major step was the one I mentioned earlier on September 2. That was the day 

when Russia suddenly cut off all automatic dialing service to and from the West. The 

Bolsheviks here were startled but still did not suspect what it really meant. They were 

too preoccupied with rumblings of trouble in China to worry for long about Russia's 

telephones. 

For the final step the Kremlin waited, hoping that the maneuvers to disrupt the Stealth 

base in Sinkiang Province would succeed. On September 9 they received the "Mission 

Accomplished" signal from the Rockefeller cartel. The Sinkiang base was temporarily 

incapacitated, thanks to Nixon's recommended bureaucratic entanglement by the 

Chinese. 

The next morning, Friday, September 10, there was a sudden total shutdown of most 

International Telephone service to and from Russia; but in order to send a message to 

America's Bolshevik war planners, a few selected circuits were kept open. Those 

included Leningrad, Kiev, Minsk, and Talinn. Their significance lay in the fact that none 

were targets planned for the initial Stealth attack, which I detailed last month. 

The phone lines were cut off at 7:10 A.M. Eastern Daylight Time, or 2:10 P.M. Moscow 

time. Moments later the Russian Space Command went to work. A Russian Jumbo 

Cosmosphere was parked in a pseudo-orbit about two miles above the Air Force Attack 

Confirmation satellite. It had been there for over two months--from the moment the 

satellite was launched into orbit from Space Shuttle #4. By using its electromagnetic 

propulsion system at low power, the Cosmosphere had remained on station instead of 

slowly drifting away as a normal satellite would; and parked as it was above the 

downward-looking Air Force satellite, the presence of the Cosmosphere was never 

detected. 



Now the time had come! The Cosmosphere aimed its beam weapon and fired. Shortly 

after 7:10 A.M. Eastern Daylight Time, Friday, September 10, there was bad news for the 

Bolsheviks here.  At the newly operational Air Force Space Command in Colorado 

Springs there was a sudden loss of signal from their Indian Ocean satellite. At first they 

could not believe that their critical Attack Confirmation satellite had been attacked. All 

sorts of things were tried in an effort to re-establish contact with the satellite--all to no 

avail. The satellite no longer existed! 

REACTIONS TO SENSOR DESTRUCTION--DETERMINING FACTORS OF 

DECISION 

As that Friday morning of September 10 wore on, the "PROJECT Z" war planners were 

convened in crisis conference. The question at hand was: What do we do now? 

For a while there was an atmosphere of near panic. Some were sure that a first strike by 

Russia was sure to follow and that the Pentagon should push the Nuclear Button 

without delay.  Others argued that if that were the Kremlin's intention, it was already 

too late--Russia's missiles would be on the way. At the opposite extreme someone 

suggested that the whole "PROJECT Z" war plan be aborted for now and rescheduled 

later on. Everyone agreed on one thing: without the Attack Confirmation Sensor, any 

attack on Russia had become far more risky. After launching the Stealth planes from 

Norway and Turkey, it would just have to be assumed that they had destroyed their 

targets. With the Attack Confirmation Satellite gone, there would be no way to confirm 

that, so the all-out follow-up attack by America's nuclear forces might run into a lot 

more trouble than expected. 

At that point someone remarked to the effect: We can still go with the back-up plan--

every target in Russia that is attacked by our birds will be obliterated. If International 

Telephone service to Russian target areas is suddenly cut off at zero hour, we can 

assume that our birds made it. 

There's an old military saying that goes: "There is always someone who didn't get the 

word". The planner who suggested falling back on the back-up plan based on 

telephones proved once again how true that saying is. Nearly everyone shouted at him: 

"The phones to Russia are already shut down!" 

My friends, the Russians kept the International phone lines shut down for seven hours 

that day. They wanted to make sure that if the Pentagon Bolsheviks pushed the Panic 

Button, they would obtain no Intelligence at all by monitoring telephone circuits. After 

the first two hours or so of the blackout, Secretary of State George Shultz was accosted 

by reporters about it. Shultz told them, quote: "It is very significant", but would say no 

more. 



By the time Washingtonians were finishing their lunch that day, a decision had been 

reached about what to do: "PROJECT Z" would continue on the original schedule, 

targeted for the following Friday, September 17. Meanwhile every effort would be made 

to cut through the Chinese red tape that was restricting use of the critical base in 

Sinkiang Province. At the same time, it was decided to set other plans in motion too, 

just in case "PROJECT Z" should finally fall through. 

That is how it stood through the week leading up to "Z-Day", September 17. The 

"PROJECT Z" first-strike plan was in deep trouble, yet it was still on track. It had been 

decided that if nothing else went wrong, the surprise attack on Russia would still be 

launched on the 17th, come what may. 

The straw that broke the camel's back came at almost the last possible minute on 

Friday morning, September 17. At about 8:30 A.M. here in Washington a well-known 

national newspaper reporter was interviewed on the Washington NBC radio station 

WRC. The reporter, of the Washington Post, called attention to my war warning for 

that day contained in AUDIO LETTER No. 78. He reportedly outlined the plan briefly 

for everyone listening in the Washington Metropolitan area, and he added that if the 

Pentagon did have such a plan, public exposure through my tape had probably reduced 

the chances that it would be carried out. 

My friends, that radio report here in Washington about the war plan on the morning of 

September 17 was seemingly a small thing, but our Lord Jesus Christ can always use 

little things to produce big results--and that is what HE did on that morning of "Z-Day"! 

Thanks to those of you who had written to editors, Congressmen, and officials of all 

kinds about the war plan, the Pentagon was becoming edgy. The last thing they wanted 

was public exposure of their war plan. When they heard the report that morning over 

radio station WRC, they quite simply panicked.  They had no way of knowing just how 

widely their plan had become known, and so shortly after 10:00 A.M. Washington time, 

Friday, September 17, 1982, the "PROJECT Z" first strike was called off.  With less than 

five hours to go, the countdown clock for NUCLEAR WAR ONE had finally stopped 

ticking! 

 

Topic #2 

Nearly 2000 years ago our Lord Jesus Christ described some people as the sons of Satan 

who are liars from the beginning. Their inability to tell the truth is the hallmark of this 

special category of people who were condemned by our Lord.   

They never admit their own guilt about anything, but instead always justify themselves, 

saying they are blameless. But our Lord Jesus Christ declared that it is their kind who 

have shed the blood of innocent people from the beginning of time. 



In my opening remarks for AUDIO LETTER N° 78 last month, I mentioned a tragic 

photograph which appeared in American newspapers on August 1. It showed a nurse in 

the Beirut hospital feeding a tiny seven-week-old Lebanese baby who had been horribly 

maimed by the Israeli bombardment. The baby was swathed in bandages from the waist 

upward, including the entire head except for a small area around the mouth. The baby 

had lost both arms at the shoulder. There were several different versions of the photo 

carried by various newspapers and wire services, and in some views the absence of the 

arms was unmistakable. As I reported last month, the Government of Israel was 

enraged over the photo. They insisted that they were blameless for the baby's injuries 

and demanded a retraction. As I reported last month, wire services here refused to make 

a retraction. 

For the moment it appeared that a tiny ray of truth had won out for a change. But, my 

friends, the sons of Satan who control the Israeli Government could not let the matter 

rest. They resorted to their old favorite trick which they refer to as creating new facts." 

On September 1 United Press International finally caved in to a solid month of Israeli 

pressure. On that day UPI published a pair of pictures--on the left was the original UPI 

version of the hospital photo of the mangled baby, and on the right was a new picture of 

a bouncing, robust baby without a scratch held up to the camera by a cheerfully smiling 

nurse. Referring to the original photo and report, the UPI caption reads in part, and I 

quote:  

"Israeli authorities challenged that report and released the photo at right, made August 

22, saying it shows the same child after treatment. The infant had not lost both arms 

but only suffered slight injury to the wrists, the Israelis contended". 

The caption concludes with the words: 

"UPI regrets the error". 

My friends, anyone who saw other published views of that original baby with the arms 

gone would know that the new picture had to be a fake. The original baby did not even 

survive until August 22! The new picture, allegedly taken by that day for release by the 

Israelis, was not even made in Lebanon! The photo shows an Israeli baby held up by an 

Israeli nurse, photographed in a hospital in Tel Aviv. 

The tragedy of that tiny Lebanese baby was multiplied a thousand times over by the 

Beirut Massacre. As always, the Begin government is waving its blood-spattered hands 

in gestures of total innocence. 

Last month I described the Israeli doctrine of STATE TERRORISM in which suffering 

and death are increased as much as possible as a tool of power; and in the Beirut 

Massacre this month, we are once again seeing that doctrine of STATE TERRORISM at 



work. In Damascus, Syria, PLO leader Yassir Arafat went straight to the heart of the 

matter in an interview with the French newspaper Liban. He said, and I quote: 

"Begin and Sharon are not Jews. The crimes they commit do not conform to Jewish 

morality or tradition". 

My friends, why is it that it takes a member of a different faith, a Moslem, to remind us 

Christians of something our Lord Jesus Christ said? Our Lord warned us against being 

taken in by those who are of the synagogue of Satan and the blasphemy of those who 

say they are Jews, but are not. 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 50 nearly three years ago I detailed the origins of the counterfeit 

Jews, the Khazar Jews. It is they who rule the nation that calls itself Israel under the 

banner of  political Zionism, and it is they who have been expelled by Russia's new 

rulers and are creating a new Bolshevik revolution right here in America!! The 

counterfeit Jews are a mortal danger to all real Jews as well as to everyone else on earth. 

We have been warned, but we do not heed those warnings; and so our world continues 

to reel from one crisis to another, each one worse than the one before. 

In Topic #1 I explained why Friday, September 10 was a turning point in the joint 

Bolshevik-Zionist war plans. On that day Russia destroyed the Air Force Attack 

Confirmation satellite which was parked over the Indian Ocean. Up until that day the 

Pentagon Bolsheviks and the Israeli Zionists had spent two weeks or so trying to lull 

Russia to sleep. Every effort was made to portray an impression of relative calm in the 

war-torn Lebanon hot spot. Simmering crises elsewhere around the world did not go 

away but they also failed to escalate as originally planned. 

Most important of all was the premature departure of the United States Marines from 

Beirut on September 10. This was directly related to the Brezhnev-Reagan HOT LINE 

call which I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 78 last month. In that call the entity 

Reagan was told that a beachhead in Lebanon by the United States troops will not be 

tolerated. The early departure of the Marines on September 10 was intended to send 

Moscow a false message to the effect: "All right, we give up. There will be no war." The 

idea was to try to promote overconfidence on the part of the Kremlin leaders and make 

them relax. 

If the ploy had worked, it would have restored some semblance of the surprise element 

in the intended nuclear strike. But this attempt at deception by the Bolshevik-Zionist 

coalition did not work. As it turned out, Russia destroyed the American Attack 

Confirmation satellite on the very day of the Marine pull-out, September 10. So from 

that day onward the tactics changed again. The false impression of calm gave way to a 

fast crescendo of new violence and war tensions. 



The new crisis build-up had two purposes: One was to provide a last-minute crisis 

atmosphere of sorts to help explain away the sudden nuclear war which was still 

planned for September 17, but by that point so many things had gone wrong with the 

"PROJECT Z" war plan that its execution was no longer certain. And so the other 

purpose of the new crisis build-up was to get the older, longer-range war plans in 

motion once again. In my report last month I mentioned that the Israeli troops had 

already moved north to the outskirts of Tripoli. Up to now Tripoli has been spared 

much of the violence that has torn southern Lebanon, but on Saturday September 11 

Israeli MOSSAD agents set off a car bomb, made with over 150 pounds of TNT, in 

downtown Tripoli. The alliances between Christians and Moslems that have given 

Tripoli a semblance of peace up to now are under attack. 

Two days later, Monday September 13, the focus shifted to the north. A huge NATO 

amphibious exercise called "OPERATION NORTHERN WEDDING '82" got underway 

that day off the Danish coast. It involved over 160 naval vessels, 250 combat aircraft, and 

some 25,000 troops from nine (9) countries. Radio Moscow denounced the exercise as 

being (quote) "intensely belligerent", which it was. The so-called exercise was designed 

to seal up the Baltic, and with it much of the Soviet Navy--and by strange coincidence, 

"OPERATION NORTHERN WEDDING '82" was scheduled to last until Friday, 

September 17! 

The following day, Tuesday September 14, the focus shifted back to Lebanon. In AUDIO 

LETTER N° 78 last month I reported that the Lebanese President-elect, Bashir Gemayel, 

was an Israeli puppet. I also reported that the Israeli plan was to eliminate him, just as 

they did Sadat last year when it suited their purposes. On September 14, the plan was 

carried out. As usual, the Israeli Government pointed fingers at everyone else for what 

their own MOSSAD agents had done. Elsewhere there was shock over what was 

designed to look like a surprise. By the way, even now the charade goes on. Just two 

evenings ago on September 28 our Bolshevik-dominated President kept it up in his 

news conference. Trying to defend recent American policy toward Lebanon, he said: 

"Who could have foreseen the assassination of the President-elect of Lebanon?" 

Anyhow, on September 14 there were only three days to go until "Z-Day" September 17. 

The pace started speeding up fast. Within hours after the Gemayel assassination, the 

pre-positioned Israeli Army began an invasion of West Beirut. The Begin government 

gave the camouflaged excuse that it was "to prevent a blood bath". And as always they 

said at first this was only a limited and temporary move, but by September 16 Israel had 

changed its tune.  It was announced that the Israelis intended to occupy the western 

half of Beirut indefinitely. The Bolshevik allies of the Zionists here in Washington 

reacted as agreed for public consumption. They complained about the Israeli actions, 

but did nothing about them. 



On Friday September 17 the Israelis completed their military conquest of West Beirut. 

By that time the Israeli High Command was ordering actions that bordered on insane 

frenzy. A United States Marine standing guard on top of the United States Embassy 

building was narrowly missed by an Israeli sniper, and the Soviet Embassy compound 

was attacked and invaded by Israeli tanks and troops! Under International Law, that 

was equivalent to invading Russia itself. 

During that final week, the Israelis were doing everything possible to produce a sharp 

reaction from Russia to help explain away the impending eruption of nuclear war, but 

the Russians refused to take the bait. They did not react sharply to the Beirut invasion 

because the PLO was now gone and with it the prospect of all-out carnage. As for the 

invasion of their own Embassy, the Russians essentially turned the other cheek.  Instead 

of a major international incident, the Israeli smashing of Russia's Embassy compound 

turned into a virtual non-event. 

When the "PROJECT Z" nuclear attack plan was finally scrubbed on that Friday of 

September 17, all the efforts to goad Russia shifted gears. On that very day the Beirut 

massacre of Palestinian civilians was already in progress. By late the following Saturday 

evening the world learned that a new Guyana-type massacre had taken place. And, my 

friends, the purpose of this massacre was much the same as that which took place in 

Guyana four years ago. 

In AUDIO LETTER No. 40 for November 1978 I gave the details about what happened 

in Guyana. It was mass murder, not mass suicide. It was perpetrated in order to open 

the door to Guyana for a joint Commando force of Americans and Israelis. Under cover 

of the Jonestown clean-up operation, a Commando raid was mounted to wipe out a 

nearby Russian missile base. Likewise, the Beirut massacre this month was perpetrated 

in order to open the door to Lebanon for troops, which were otherwise forbidden to 

enter. Earlier I referred to the Russian ultimatum of August 12 that an American 

beachhead in Lebanon would not be tolerated. It was this Russian ultimatum that 

caused the hasty departure of the Marines on September 10 even though the Lebanese 

government begged them to stay. 

When the Pentagon Bolsheviks saw their hurry-up war "PROJECT Z" war plan going 

down the drain on September 10, they contacted their Zionist military and Intelligence 

partners. The Israelis were given the green light to create an overwhelming pretext for 

return of the American Marines to Lebanon. By the week-end of September 17 the 

massacre was fully underway. Israeli forces stood guard around the Beirut Sabra and 

Chatila Palestinian refugee camps while Major Haddad's and other Israeli-controlled 

militiamen committed mass murder. During the nighttime Israeli flares lit up the sky 

over the camps to enable the slaughter to go on nonstop. After at least 36 hours, actually 

more than that, the Israelis decided enough people were dead. Haddad's and other 



military forces were politely ushered out of the human slaughterhouse and transported 

out of the vicinity. 

On Monday afternoon September 20 the entity President Reagan went on television 

briefly with a special announcement. He was ordering the Marines back into Lebanon 

for more dangerous duty and without any pre-assigned time limit--and this time the 

circumstances are such that they cannot be protested successfully in public by 

Moscow. If the Russians were to tell the exact truth about what happened, who would 

believe them? The notion that over a thousand innocent men, women, and children 

were slaughtered just to bring the Marines back sounds preposterous--and, my friends, 

that is precisely why it worked. 

As I say these words, some 1,200 Marines have just re-entered Beirut, 50% more than 

before. Another 1,200 are on the way, though this has not yet been publicized. They can 

be held in reserve, or brought in at will. 

Another of the plans I made public in AUDIO LETTER No. 78 last month is now 

underway. THAT PLAN CALLS FOR A NUMBER OF OUR MARINES TO BE KILLED 

IN LEBANON! It will be done by the Israeli MOSSAD and then blamed on Arab 

extremists. If it works, it will help shove the world down a new road toward eventual 

nuclear war. The United States now has a solid beachhead in Lebanon as well as in the 

Sinai. Russia has one by way of its proxy Syria. Now Russia and the United States are 

eyeball to eyeball in the Middle East! 

 

Topic #3 

There's an old saying to the effect, "Everyone talks about the weather, but no one does 

anything about it." That may have been true when Mark Twain first said it nearly a 

century ago, but not any more. For several decades men have been experimenting with 

all kinds of ways to modify the weather. One of the earliest and best known techniques 

is that of cloud seeding to generate needed rain. But the science of Weather 

Modification has long since gone far beyond that. It's typical of many advanced new 

technologies that they tend to be first used for military purposes, and are kept secret as 

long as possible. That is even more true of Weather Modification than it is for most 

other advanced technologies. The reasons are not technical so much as they are legal in 

nature. To understand why, one need go no further than the old cloud-seeding methods 

I mentioned a moment ago. 

Suppose a farmer hires a cloud-seeder to bring needed rain to his crops at a critical time 

in their growing season. The cloud-seeder waits until some promising clouds develop 

and then flies over them, dropping a fine mist of chemicals. The chemicals help 

condensation take place in the cloud, and if all goes well the farmer gets his rain. 



Unfortunately, other farmers farther downwind may be equally desperate for the same 

rain. By the time the seeded cloud reaches them, perhaps it is rained out.  Perhaps no 

other rain develops soon enough to save their crops.  The result: they may try to seek 

damages against the farmer who did the cloud seeding, saying that his tampering ruined 

their chances of receiving rain. That is a small but very common example of the legal 

problems caused by Weather Modification. 

Today the knowledge exists to make massive alterations in the weather either for better 

or worse. But the scale of potential legal problems has also expanded with this 

knowledge. Today the legal ramifications of weather control are international and 

potentially violent. The net result is that the few nations possessing these weather-

control capabilities keep it secret. 

Over four years ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 34 I described secret American weather 

control installations which were then in operation. These were nuclear-powered 

electrical grids running along the shores of the continental United States. They were 

responsible for a number of strange weather phenomena prior to that and for some time 

afterward; but within a year after I reported on them, they were permanently disabled 

under mysterious circumstances. Several attempts have been made to restore their 

operation, but up to now those efforts have never succeeded. The American weather-

control grids were owned and operated by the Rockefeller cartel and were intended 

primarily as a tool of monopoly. The giant Rockefeller agri-businesses of America are 

trying to wipe out the small individually-owned farms and take them over. Today they 

are succeeding at an alarming rate, primarily through financial means; but for a while 

several years ago they had the weather as an ally as well. 

The other main world power in weather control is the Soviet Union. Over the course of 

a number of past tapes I have described Russia's advancing weather-control techniques. 

Like the now defunct American weather grids, the Russian techniques make extensive 

use of atmospheric electrical charges to control weather, but there the similarities end. 

The Russian techniques are space-based and use two legs of Russia's space triad of 

strategic weapons. The orbiting Cosmos Interceptors are not involved since they are 

basically nothing more than military patrol craft, but the monster beam weapons at 

Russia's five-year-old Moon bases are used to create storms at sea, and the levitating 

Cosmospheres use their charged particle beams to guide storms to their targets. 

It has now been 2-1/2 years since I first detailed the new Russian storm-control 

techniques in AUDIO LETTER N° 54. The following summer I gave a warning that 

these techniques were about to be used to create hurricanes like nothing ever seen 

before. Shortly afterward Hurricane Allen terrorized America's gulf coast. It was one of 

the biggest, most powerful storms ever to threaten the area. It threaded its way through 

the Caribbean Islands staying over water, gaining strength. Then it began to sweep 

northeast along the coast in ways that mystified weathermen. Then very abruptly it just 



fell apart. The Russian controllers had made a mistake, as I detailed in AUDIO LETTER 

No. 57. It is now two years later. The hurricane season is again upon us, and the 

Russians now have a great deal more experience. Once again the Russians have 

narrowly beaten back a surprise nuclear attack attempt by the American Bolsheviks; 

and now the Russians are starting to strike back beginning with the weather. 

During the hurricane season so far, our east and gulf coasts have not been troubled by 

anything significant; instead, it is the western United States which is suffering from 

hurricane problems--an unprecedented situation. The situation is new, my friends, 

because it is man-made. 

As I say these words, the remains of Hurricane Olivia are gradually dying out over the 

northern Great Plains. It has brought incredible rains to the West Coast, unheard-of 

floods in Utah, and September snows in the Rockies. 

But if you think Olivia was bad, Hurricane Paul should be worse. Hurricane Paul is 

following a northeasterly course from the Pacific that took it past the southern tip of 

Baja California two days ago. It is being programmed to sweep across America's Great 

Plains breadbasket from around southwest Texas northeastward. 

If the Russian weather controllers achieve a total success, the eye of the decaying storm 

will follow a track across Oklahoma, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and onward 

toward New York City and New England. Hurricane Paul will not remain a hurricane 

for long over land, of course, but wind is not what the Russians want from this storm--

it is rain, horrendous amounts of rain. It is harvest time across vast areas of the Great 

Plains, the worst possible time for rainstorms. Within a matter of days, the giant 

rainstorm remains of Hurricane Paul may effectively mow down much of America's 

promised bumper harvest of grain--and this is only the beginning of what the Russians 

are preparing to do in retaliation for America's unceasing war intrigues. The Russians 

intend to whittle away our military preparedness while making it harder and harder for 

the Bolsheviks here to stay in power. By the time the Reagan one-year extension of grain 

sales to Russia runs out, we ourselves may well run short of grain! 

Very soon the 1982 hurricane season will be behind us, but already the Russians are 

preparing to give America a very long, hard winter. Even as I speak, the "Siberia 

Express" weather war is already returning. This year of 1982 began as the coldest winter 

of the century across much of the United States. There were freezes in Florida, ice 

storms in Georgia, hurricane-force windstorms along the Rockies, blizzards in the 

Northeast; and, my friends, it is all coming back again! 

In AUDIO LETTER N° 71 last January I described a new Russian weather control 

technique that was responsible for these strange and extreme storms. Weathermen 

refer to it as the "Siberia Express", and with good reason. The air that refrigerated much 



of North America last winter was coming straight from Siberia, transplanted here by 

Russian weather modification. Last winter the Russian "Siberia Express" technique was 

applied only for a few weeks, but this time the cool-down is already underway. It began 

during August, and across much of North America east of the Rockies there were record 

low temperatures last month. In the dog days of summer, cooler temperatures cause no 

concern because they just make the hot weather milder; but if the "Siberia Express" 

weather control continues, North America will cool down farther and faster than 

normal. What that means, my friends, is a very hard winter. 

As usual, Governmental spokesmen here are not telling you the truth. There are vague 

rumors floating around that we are in for a hard winter, but the explanations are not 

true. Only two years ago the United States suffered a summer-long killer heat wave and 

drought, and the experts blame sunspots. Now we've got the opposite problems--

drenching rains and abnormally-cool weather, and they try to blame the same sunspots. 

The fact is, my friends, that the Russians are not just talking about the weather, they are 

doing something about it. And because of the unceasing war plans of our own leaders, 

what the Russians are doing to our weather will be very hard on you and me. 

 

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY 

Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary. In this AUDIO LETTER I have reported on 

the world's near brush with nuclear war this month. As of this moment, the danger of 

immediate nuclear war is now much reduced and still declining. Instead, longer-range 

intrigues are now resuming on the part of the Bolshevik-Zionist joint military junta. In 

response to these and the postponed "PROJECT Z" hurry-up war plan, Russia, too, is 

now on the offensive beginning with the weather. 

In the few moments left in this AUDIO LETTER, I should remark on late word I have 

received about two items: 

One item is that at least one United States Marine has already been killed today in 

Lebanon. This is not the planned incident which I discussed in Topic #2, but it is a 

harbinger of things to come. 

The other item is a political alert. Last month I mentioned that the Bolsheviks here were 

worried that they had not succeeded in completely rooting out Haig's coup d'etat 

machine. I have just received word that an effort is now underway to set off major 

changes in the Reagan Administration. Among the developments, which may well take 

place shortly, are the resignations of at least two Reagan Cabinet Secretaries. A scandal 

is also brewing within the Department of Defense, which is the center of Bolshevik 

governmental power here; and the White House itself may also be swept up in the 

turmoil. 



My friends, the days ahead will not be easy. A hard winter, a collapse in the economy, 

and more crises lie ahead. But we should all be thankful for life itself. The enemies of our 

Lord Jesus Christ were stopped hours short of plunging us into nuclear war. Instead, 

HE has given us one more chance; and, my friends, we must not waste it. 

Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each 

and every one of you. 
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This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K St. N. W., Washington, D.C. 20006. 

Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is November 3, 1982, and this is my AUDIO 

LETTER(R) #80.  

Beginning with this AUDIO LETTER I'm making a small shift in my recording 

schedule from the end of each month to early in the month. This change will help 

reduce conflicts with holidays and other problems during the course of the year. 

For years now a familiar slogan has been used in the advertisements for a popular pain 

reliever. The slogan was so effective that it helped build annual sales of nearly half a 

billion dollars. The pain reliever became #1 in America with 37% of the market, and 

yet for weeks now this famous slogan has been heard no more. The slogan was: "Trust 

Tylenol. Hospitals do". 

Literally overnight, just a month ago, Americans by the millions stopped trusting 

Tylenol. A number of people in Chicago had suddenly died after taking Extra-Strength 

Tylenol capsules.  

By October 1, six were dead and a number of others gravely ill. A few days later the 

death toll rose to seven. The Tylenol capsules which they had taken had been 

contaminated with one of the deadliest of all poisons, cyanide. Instantly headlines 

about the Tylenol massacre pushed all other news stories into the background here in 

the United States. A nation-wide alert went out for people to stop taking Tylenol 

capsules until further notice. Everyone was told to look for two suspect batches of 

Tylenol, identifiable by their serial numbers. The booming Tylenol capsule production 

line was shut down. The manufacturer launched a Tylenol capsule recall program. 

Many Tylenol products were withdrawn from drug store shelves, and those that 

remained were shunned by frightened customers. 

Thus began a news story which has remained on everyone's tongue for a solid month. 

In most cases even the most dramatic news stories begin to loss their impact after a 

week or so--but not the Tylenol scare. It has been nursed along week after week, piece 

by agonizing piece like a real-life soap opera. 



First there were worries that the poisoning might have been due to some horrible 

production-line accident; then it was found that the deadly capsules had been 

poisoned deliberately. After a week or so, new Tylenol poisoning cases came to light in 

Oroville, California and in Philadelphia. Those stories revived fears of a nation-wide 

poisoning threat all over again. 

By mid-month the search for the Tylenol killer was closing in on the Chicago area 

itself. For another week or so there were sensational stories day after day about 

alleged "hot leads" in the case. Gradually they all fizzled out but only after keeping the 

story alive a while longer. By late in October the Tylenol scare was at last beginning to 

die down in its impact. 

But the Tylenol massacre was made to order to spawn copycat crimes by a few 

unstable individuals here and there. Those copycat crimes were slow in coming, so the 

major media were enlisted to help set them off. Time after time television news 

reports about the Tylenol tragedy digressed into discussions in the "What if...?" 

category. "What if the poison had been put not in Tylenol but perhaps food or 

Halloween candy?" said the television voices. Time after time they pointed out how 

easy it would be to do that and get away with it. And sure enough, suddenly it started 

happening. Here and there people received eye burns from adulterated eye drops. A 

man ended up in hospital after poisoning by way of a carton of chocolate milk; and 

Halloween candy began showing up with poison, needles, and razor blades. What had 

started as the Tylenol scare a month ago has become an ever-widening fear of 

adulteration of everything we buy for food or health. 

My friends, the Tylenol massacre and all the other fears it has spawned will fade from 

our minds eventually, but for now it has done its job to perfection. That job was to 

take our attention away from certain events on the international scene for now and to 

turn our attention inward instead. This change was desired by the American 

Bolsheviks because of their failure in September to set off NUCLEAR WAR ONE on 

schedule! 

For the moment the Bolsheviks here are responding by turning their energies inward 

to the domestic scene more intensely than before. As it stands right now, the 

Bolshevik-dominated Reagan Administration expects to emphasize domestic matters 

for roughly the coming year. They want to press forward with a quiet new Bolshevik 

revolution here in America to tighten their control over you and me. At the same time 

they also want to try to finish off their deadly rivals for power--the Rockefeller cartel.  

If the Bolsheviks here can succeed in doing these things, they will be in far better 

position to try again at nuclear war. 

At present, my friends, the tentative plans of the Bolsheviks here call for a new crisis 

sequence toward nuclear war to begin late in 1983, and culminate in war itself in early 



1984! It will take that long for the military preparations for nuclear war to be recycled 

up to peak readiness. Between now and then, you can expect major crises to erupt 

overseas which may look like they hold a threat of nuclear war in themselves; but 

these interim crises over the next year or so will actually have a different purpose. 

They will not be intended to lead in themselves to nuclear war but to improve 

America's geostrategic position. If successful, this process will improve the Pentagon's 

chances when it is time for nuclear war itself. 

The process of turning inward by the Bolsheviks here is a temporary one but very 

important. It must be understood if you are to understand many coming events in our 

economy and in politics. At the same time, we must also keep our eye on the ball and 

look beyond the temporary inward emphasis of the next year or so. And it is time for 

an important update about what the Kremlin is doing in response to all these things. 

My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are: 

Topic #1 -- AMERICA'S ECONOMIC DECLINE INTO A NEW DARK AGES 

Topic #2 -- WAR COUNTDOWN TOWARD THE ISRAELI YEAR OF DOOM 

Topic #3 -- CHANGING OF THE GUARD IN THE NEW KREMLIN. 

 

 

Topic #1: 

The Stock Market--1980s/1930s 

In recent weeks there's been one seemingly bright spot in the increasingly grim 

United States economy. With unemployment climbing, bankruptcies spreading, and 

factories idle, the Stock Market alone has acted cheerful. In August the prospect of 

dropping interest rates became the excuse for a dramatic upturn in stock prices. Over 

the past 2-1/2 months we've seen a series of wild swings on Wall Street that seem to 

defy all logic. Records have been set in trading volume on one day only to be shattered 

by an even larger record on another day. Several times recently the one-day jump in 

the Dow Jones average has reached record levels. One of those days was October 8, the 

same day that it was announced that the official unemployment rate has reached 

double digits. 

With unemployment at levels not seen since the Great Depression, the Stock Market 

has continued to soar. Three days after the announcement of double-digit 

unemployment, the Stock Market passed the 1000 mark on the Dow Jones industrial 

averages. 



The situation we are seeing now is described well by an article released by the 

Associated Press in August. The article begins in the words, and I quote: 

"Wall Street, which waited for years for the recession to begin, is starting to act like 

the economic downturn is just about over. Even as companies report that their profits 

in the second quarter were lower than last year, the Stock Market has continued a 

rally that has pushed up the Dow Jones industrial average to its highest levels in three 

years". 

My friends, the article from which I just quoted was published in August, as I said--

but not August of this year! It is dated August 3, 1980, over two years ago. At that time 

the Stock Market appeared to be saying the same thing it appears to be saying now, 

that better times are just ahead; but of course better times were not ahead. The Stock 

Market bubble of two years ago burst after a while, while the economy kept heading 

downward. 

What is going on in the Stock Market right now is just another stunt known in some 

circles as a "Bear Trap." A bear trap is an episode of gross manipulation of the Stock 

Market by certain large institutional investors to unload unwanted stocks. I first 

described how a bear trap works in AUDIO LETTER N° 33 when the bear trap took 

place in the spring of 1978. Another took place around the late summer of 1980, 

producing the article from which I quoted earlier; and now in the autumn of 1982 

we're watching as another Stock Market bear trap snares its victims. 

During September, and especially October, large amounts of unwanted stocks were 

successfully dumped onto small investors. Instead of setting another new record for a 

one-day rise in stock prices, the Dow Jones set a more disturbing record a few days 

ago. On Monday October 25 the Dow dropped more than 36 points, the largest one-

day drop since the crash of 1929. The excuse given was that suddenly there are signs 

that those dropping interest rates just might head up again. 

My friends, the fact is that even a thousand (1000) on the Dow is worth only about as 

much as 400 a decade ago due to inflation, and the wildness of the ups and downs 

lately are a very ominous sign. They are a symptom of instability in the Market, 

meaning a small stimulus produces big effects. That is what happened to the Stock 

Market in 1929, too, just before the big crash. 

The United States economy is fundamentally sick, and now it is having chills and 

fever as reflected by the Stock Market up-and-down jumps. The two engines of our 

economy, automobiles and construction, are still running at about half speed. In the 

past I've explained why a sustained depression in these two areas would inevitably 

spread to engulf our whole economy. And now it is happening! 



Unemployment, as measured by the Government's grossly understated statistics, 

reached 10.1 per cent in September, the highest since the Great Depression. 

Bankruptcies, too, have now reached a pace unequaled since the Great Depression. 

Farmers are in a tailspin with projected farm incomes for 1982 down 24% from 1981. 

Banking System Situation 

And then there are the banks. The Great Depression of the 1930s really began not with 

the 1929 Stock Market crash but with the collapse of our banking system afterward. 

Likewise today, it is not the chills and fever of the Stock Market that are the greatest 

economic danger--it is the dangerous condition of our banks. 

When I recorded AUDIO LETTER N° 44 in March 1979, I reported that the 

Bolsheviks here in America were going after the banks. The Bolshevik coup d'etat 

against their former Rockefeller allies had begun two months earlier with the murder 

of Nelson Rockefeller; and by that March, Bolshevik moles were going to work 

throughout the Rockefeller banking empire. As I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 44, 

they were starting at the top with the giant Chase Manhattan Bank. If the American 

Bolsheviks can shatter Rockefeller banking power, the Rockefeller cartel may well be 

doomed! 

My friends, the process which I first made public in AUDIO LETTER N° 44 is now far 

advanced. During the first eight months of this year 27 banks failed here in the United 

States. Many others are teetering on the edge, and on August 23 it was announced 

that five of America's largest banks are in deep trouble. They are deep in the "red" due 

to the inability to collect on huge bad loans. The five banks which were in the news 

that day are all members of the Rockefeller group, and one of them is none other than 

Chase Manhattan itself. 

The problem of bad loans now plaguing the Rockefeller banks is destined to just keep 

getting worse, not better. The final crushing blow that could bring the Rockefeller 

banks crashing down is the mountain of bad loans to foreign countries. Years ago 

when the Rockefeller cartel had no rival in governmental power here, those loans were 

made without concern. Whenever loans went bad, they always made sure the 

American taxpayer bailed them out through various governmental devices; but now 

the situation has changed. The Rockefeller cartel no longer exercises sufficient power 

over the whole of the United States Government to bail itself out in this way. Instead 

their enemies, the Bolsheviks here, are increasingly able to block the Rockefeller 

group. 

This new situation was reflected in the World Economic Conference of the World 

Bank and International Monetary Fund two months ago. At the conference, which 



was held in Toronto, Canada, the Rockefeller and Bolshevik factions squared off 

against one another--and, my friends, the Bolsheviks won! 

Here is basically what happened: Rockefeller cartel banking operatives both from 

America and from abroad argued for increased quotas for the International Monetary 

Fund--that is, they argued that the United States and other developed nations should 

donate tens of billions of dollars to cover increased international loans. Rockefeller 

spokesmen presented their arguments in terms of the needs of the Third World 

nations, but what they were really worried about was the possible consequences to 

their own banks of bad loans to the Third World. Increased IMF quotas from 

participating nations could have helped bail them out of trouble.  

That is what the Rockefeller group tried to do by enlisting the support of the Third 

World nations themselves. But the American Bolsheviks squashed it! 

Speaking in Toronto on September 6, the entity Reagan declared: 

"The United States cannot afford to bail out the world". 

What he really meant was that America's Bolshevik government was not about to bail 

out the Rockefeller cartel--and with that, increased IMF quotas were refused. 

So now, my friends, the Rockefeller cartel banking interests face an untenable 

situation. They hold vast amounts of loans to Third World countries, and a lot of it is 

bunching up and coming due. During 1983 more than half trillion dollars in these loans 

will be coming due. About 80 per cent of that could end up going unpaid to the banks 

by financially-troubled nations. That would add up to a combined default of more 

than four hundred billion dollars ($400,000,000,000). If the big banks should lose 

even a fraction of that unthinkable amount, it will spell disaster for America's entire 

banking system! Very quickly the collapse will engulf the entire international banking 

system as well. 

As major American banks collapse, credit lines to industry will be cut off. Unable to 

finance continued operations, more and more businesses will close their doors, 

unemployment will mushroom, and the depression which we already experience will 

grow far worse. The public will clamor for the Government to do something--and do 

something it will! There will be reflation of our currency (that is, more inflation in the 

depths of depression), and sooner or later the entity President Reagan or his successor 

will declare a NATIONAL ECONOMIC EMERGENCY--shades of FDR and 1933. 

There is an ironic parallel between all of this and what happened half a century ago to 

trigger the Great Depression. In the early 1930s a major New York bank called the 

"United States Bank of New York", a private bank, teetered on the edge of failure. The 

bank appealed for help to the Federal Reserve System, which by its charter is 



supposed to be the lender of last resort; but the Federal Reserve refused to come to its 

aid. The result, which was predictable, was the failure of the United States Bank. That 

started a chain reaction due to shared loan arrangements and other factors which 

linked that bank to many others. When the United States Bank failed, it dragged 

down others, which dragged down still others. The progressive collapse of much of 

America's banking system dragged America's whole economy downward into the 

Great Depression--and all because of the deliberate inaction of the privately-owned 

Federal Reserve System. 

Today the parallel to all this is taking place at the international level. This time it is 

not just one bank but the whole Rockefeller banking network that is teetering due to 

bad international loans. So the bankers have appealed for help through the 

international analog of the Federal Reserve System--that is, the IMF. But at the 

Toronto Economic Conference the so-called Reagan Administration prevented that 

aid from being given. As a result, the whole Rockefeller banking network is heading 

toward almost certain disaster; and because the linkages among banks that existed in 

the 1930s exist again today, the whole banking system of America and the world is 

threatened! 

The irony, my friends, is just this: In the 1930s it was the Rockefeller interests who 

helped to bring about the banking system collapse through their effective control of 

the Federal Reserve System. That was how they acquired effective control of 

American banking after it was rebuilt, but this time the shoe is on the other foot! This 

time it is the Rockefeller bankers themselves who want help and who face disaster 

because it has been denied them. 

The United States is leading the world into a new depression even worse than that of 

the 1930s, but there is a fundamental difference between what happened 50 years ago 

and what is happening now! That difference has to do with our currency itself. 

In the 30's, times were hard but at least our money was still stable and valuable. It was 

tough to earn a dollar; but if you did, you could buy a lot with it. Today, in the 80's, it's 

different. The dollar is no longer stable; its value is shrinking before our very eyes. 

While jobs are vanishing and wages are being restrained, even the dollars we do earn 

are losing their buying power. The fact is that the United States dollar is being 

destroyed deliberately. It is this process of ruining our money itself that is leading to 

all the other chain reactions that are plunging us into depression. This is what I was 

talking about in my 1973 book, THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR. And 

the destructive tampering with America's currency is continuing--and even speeding 

up now! 

 



Pending HR-7283--$100.00 Bill 

A year and a half ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 63, I revealed a scheme was being cooked 

up to do away with our present $100.00 bill. At that time the plan was still in its 

infancy. Since then it has continued to evolve even though the original target date in 

late 1981 was not met. 

On the first day of last month, October 1982, the stage began to be set for action in 

Congress. A Pennsylvania Congressman, Richard Schulze, introduced a bill which is 

tailor-made to Treasury Department specifications. The bill is designated HR-7283, 

and has the following long-winded title: 

TO PROVIDE FOR THE RETIREMENT OF ALL UNITED STATES NOTES OF THE 

DENOMINATION OF ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS ($100.00) AND THEIR 

REPLACEMENT WITH NEW NOTES OF SUCH DENOMINATION. 

As the title implies, the present version of the scheme embodies one noticeable 

difference from that which I reported a year and a half ago. Originally the plan was to 

suddenly repudiate the $100.00 bill altogether. Now the plan is instead to take away 

the present hundreds but replace them with new-issue hundreds that look radically 

different. This refinement in tactics makes the plan look a little different, but it will 

still accomplish all of the original objectives. 

To see how little the plan has really changed in the past year and a half, one need only 

look at the bill now before Congress, HR-7283. 

The original secret plan required that the present $100.00 bill be declared illegal 

tender. Likewise, subsection (c) of the bill in Congress says, quote: 

"Such notes shall cease to be legal tender on a date to be determined by the Secretary". 

The original secret plan called for holders of $100.00 bills to be given a brief turn-in 

period before they became worthless, and now HR-7283 says in subsection (c), quote: 

"The Secretary shall provide for a ten-day period during which holders of circulating 

United States Notes of $100.00 to be retired may exchange such notes for new-issue 

notes". 

A key aspect of the original secret plan was that anyone turning in more than a 

modest amount of hundreds would become automatic targets of suspicion. Your 

name, address, and Social Security number were to be taken for investigation; and sure 

enough, here is what HR-7283 now says in subsection (c), quote: 

"In any case in which any one holder exchanges $100.00 notes in the value of $5,000.00 

or more, a record of the name, address, and Social Security or federal employee 



identification number shall be recorded and forwarded to the Department of the 

Treasury". 

Subsection (d) then says that this information will be provided, quote: 

"...to federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies for use in criminal investigation 

or prosecution". 

The excuses being given for all of this are still following the secret plan I made public 

a year and a half ago. In AUDIO LETTER N° 63 I reported that the $100.00 bill ploy 

would be justified as an attack on crime and inflation. When Congressman Schulze 

introduced the bill on October 1, he followed the Treasury script to the letter. In his 

remarks printed that day in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Schulze said, quote: 

"The purpose of this bill is to aid law enforcement officials in the fight against drug 

trafficking and other crime. A side benefit would be the reduction in volume of dollars 

in the underground economy". 

But, my friends, the true purposes of the Treasury-inspired $100.00 bill stratagem are 

far different from those claimed. It is actually a power play aimed partly at you and me 

and partly at the enemy of the Bolsheviks, the Rockefeller cartel! The excuses of 

attacking crime and inflation are only a means to an end to close down America. 

To help protect yourself and your family in these very difficult times, I have outlined 

what you can do in my book, THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR. It is still 

good advice today. The main point is that you have most of your assets abroad in hard 

currencies, not dollars; and also you should consider the Currency Hedge Funds in the 

Common Market which help you to beat inflation. 

My friends, our money system is being corrupted and destroyed. The result is a 

progressive, irreversible disintegration of our economy of a kind that did not happen 

in the 30's. We are slipping backward in the direction of the Dark Ages. 

Honest, stable money is essential to civilization itself. In primitive cultures there is no 

money; everything is done by barter. That works only for very simple societies. The 

standardized medium of exchange known as "money" is essential in order to make 

transactions more flexible and easy. It opens the way for individuals to specialize 

more according to their skills. With specialization comes diversity, breakthroughs, 

and advancement of civilization itself. All that starts coming apart when money 

becomes a manipulated, unstable, dishonest commodity. 

The most dramatic and most ominous sign that a society's money is becoming useless 

is the reappearance of barter. It means that the society's normal medium of exchange--

money--is not working. Today barter systems are spreading like wildfire across 



America; and as it does, our civilization itself is disintegrating. Our rulers' greed for 

power is now leading us all toward a new Dark Ages. 

 

Topic #2 

For several years now the nuclear strategy of the United States has been a first-strike 

strategy. Top Pentagon military strategists are preparing actively for nuclear war with 

Russia, and they intend for America to strike first. 

It was not always this way; in fact, America's shift onto a first strike posture is a new 

development in American history. This is true even though America's leaders have 

repeatedly gotten America into war deliberately. The difference is that in the past 

America was always dragged into war by at least appearing to be attacked first. That 

enabled American public opinion to be rallied behind the desired war against the 

chosen enemy. This approach has always been necessary because most Americans 

would never support a war that they knew to be America's fault. 

America's deliberate involvement in falsely defensive wars began as long ago as 1898. 

On February 15 of that year the American battleship Maine was resting peacefully at 

anchor in the harbor of Havana, Cuba. Suddenly a giant explosion rocked the ship and 

it blew apart. Some 260 American fighting men aboard the ship lost their lives. To the 

cry of "Remember the Maine" America went off to war. Afterward overwhelming 

evidence was found that the Spaniards had not been responsible for the Maine 

disaster; instead, American saboteurs had done the deed in order to bring on the 

desired war. But by the time those facts began to surface quietly, most Americans 

were not paying attention. We were just too pleased with ourselves for having 

crushed Spain and become suddenly a global power. 

In 1941 America's leaders were spoiling for an even bigger war than America had ever 

fought before. The reasons had to do with Saudi Arabian oil, first and foremost, as I 

have detailed in the past. The Rockefeller Standard Oil interests had been locked out 

of the Persian Gulf by British boycott tactics. To cure that problem, the Rockefeller 

cartel had helped create a threat to Britain in the form of Adolf Hitler. 

By 1940 the threat was doing its job. The Battle of Britain was underway, and 

Churchill was finally willing to come to terms. If the United States would intervene 

and stop Hitler, then after the war America could have the Saudi oil. 

To carry out the bargain, FDR and his Rockefeller sponsors had to get America into 

war somehow. But most Americans did not want war; the only way to change our 

minds about that was to arrange for America to be attacked. The Germans were in no 

position to do that, but Japan was; and Japan, Germany, and Italy were inseparably 



linked through the Tripartite Treaty; so if Japan could be lured into attacking the 

United States, we would also be at war with Germany automatically. As a bonus, this 

strategy also promised great new gains for the United States in the Pacific itself. The 

solution, of course, was Pearl Harbor. 

When FDR called it a "Day of Infamy", he was right. Roosevelt himself and other top 

American leaders were guilty of high treason for their role in setting up the Pearl 

Harbor disaster. I have given many details about this in past AUDIO LETTERS 

including N° 1, 14, 22, and 34. Just in recent months, four decades after the fact, pieces 

of the story have started to leak out and become more widely known. For example, a 

book was published recently by the Pulitzer Prize-winning historian John Toland 

entitled "INFAMY--PEARL HARBOR AND ITS AFTERMATH." In the book he 

documents the fact that FDR and his top military leaders had plenty of advance 

warning of the attack, and yet no warning was given to the forces at Pearl Harbor! 

Why? Because FDR wanted the Japanese attack to succeed. The deliberate sacrifice of 

more than 2,000 American Servicemen's lives was just the right medicine to cure 

America's anti-war attitude. To the cries of "Remember Pearl Harbor", we Americans 

went off to war to win Saudi oil for the Rockefeller oil cartel! 

Once again today's rulers of the United States are trying to get America into another 

big war; but this time they dare not allow the enemy, Russia, to strike first as was 

done at Pearl Harbor by Japan. America's rulers in 1941 could afford the luxury of 

throwing away a big chunk of naval power in the Pearl Harbor attack. There was no 

chance that Japan could go on to actually defeat the United States with its enormous 

industrial might, but today it's different. 

Today the luxury of time is gone. If the weapons are not ready when war begins, they 

cannot be built in time to help; and even more importantly, the intended enemy today 

is far more powerful militarily than the United States! And so today's top Pentagon 

strategists are first-strike oriented. In any military campaign, he who strikes the first 

blow always has the advantage. If the first blow is also a surprise, the advantage is 

tremendous because of all factors of military strategy, surprise is the most important. 

Just six weeks ago on September 17 the United States came within hours of actually 

launching a surprise nuclear first strike against Russia. It was the culmination of a 

hurry-up war plan about which I first began reporting last February in AUDIO 

LETTER N° 72. The struggle over this war plan spawned major headlines this year. 

These included the Falklands War last spring and the sudden forced resignation of 

Secretary of State Alexander Haig last June. The plan suffered repeated setbacks and 

yet it stayed on schedule. It was only during the final two weeks or so that the so-

called "PROJECT Z" war plan finally fell apart too far to proceed. The critical events 

which brought this about were a policy change in Red China, Russian military action 



in space, and limited public exposure at the last minute. I detailed all this a month ago 

in AUDIO LETTER N° 79. 

The war planners here were frustrated this time, my friends, but they came very close 

to succeeding. Having come that close, they are convinced they will succeed on the 

next attempt, and so they already have a new war plan underway. Under this new 

plan, preliminary preparations and crises are scheduled for about the coming year. 

Then in late 1983 they presently expect to begin a new final-crisis sequence to lead 

into nuclear war itself in early 1984. 

The new war plan was set in motion on September 14, three days before the abortive 

end of "PROJECT Z". The Israeli plan to murder Lebanese President-elect Bashir 

Gemayel, which I had made public the previous month, was carried out. That 

provided the excuse for the Israelis to invade Beirut and quickly arrange for a mass 

murder of Palestinian civilian refugees. The real pay-off of all this was the return of 

American Marines to Beirut in the beginning of a new and open-ended deployment in 

Lebanon. 

In AUDIO LETTERS N° 78 and 79 I reported that the Marines had been sent there to 

become the focus of a major incident.  This will come about under the joint plan of the 

Bolshevik-controlled United States Pentagon and the Israeli Mossad. The Mossad is 

to arrange for a number of our Marines to be killed in an incident that will be blamed 

on the Arabs! This will be used to inflame American public opinion to help lead us 

into war, including ultimately nuclear war. It is to be a replay of the strategy used in 

1898 with the battleship Maine. 

Already our psychological conditioning for this planned incident to come is underway. 

Just two days ago a car bomb exploded close to a Marine position in the south of 

Beirut. There were no serious injuries this time because there were not meant to be 

any, but the atmosphere of danger to our leathernecks is being dramatized. At the 

same time the Government is starting to talk about sending in more Marines, many 

more, perhaps up to 5,000; and those who are already in Lebanon are gradually 

fanning out into more and more dangerous duty areas. 

All of this was set in motion in spite of blunt Russian warnings. This was 

accomplished by carrying out the Beirut Massacre; but the massacre also had a 

dangerous side effect in the form of world-wide condemnation of Israel. 

Throughout the latter half of September the reaction to the Beirut Massacre was 

building fast, especially among the public of Israel and America. Within Israel itself, 

ways were available to maneuver the protests and keep them from getting out of 

control. But here in the United States it was essential to snuff out the reaction to the 

massacre very quickly otherwise it could have done real damage to the Bolshevik-



Zionist junta that runs the American and Israeli military machine. People were 

beginning to question America's blind support for Israel's military power. 

In order to blot out the Beirut Massacre from American minds, a second massacre was 

perpetrated barely two weeks later. It was the Tylenol Massacre. The specter of over a 

thousand rotting bodies in far-off Beirut were quickly forgotten in the scare over those 

seven deaths in Chicago. 

For most Americans, the Tylenol scare just blanked out everything else. It was an evil 

masterpiece of psychological trickery. Most of us find it hard to identify with what 

happened in Beirut, but we can certainly identify with a person taking a headache pill. 

One story had to do with a lot of foreign people in far-off land; the other had to do 

with what was portrayed as a threat to each of us personally. 

As I discussed in my introduction, the Tylenol story stayed on the front page for a 

solid month, all through October. Now, finally, there is starting to be some renewed 

emphasis of the Beirut tragedy in the news. We are hearing about eye witnesses to the 

slaughter who have contradicted Defense Minister Sharon's claim that the Israelis 

could not see the killing. But now the psychological danger point is passed for the 

Israelis. It's now "old news" to most people. No matter what comes out now, it will 

have almost no chance of interfering with the ongoing war plans. 

The Reagan Bolsheviks and the Begin Zionists are looking ahead to next year, but in 

doing so the Israeli cabinet has suddenly noticed something that makes their blood 

run cold. It is right there on the Hebrew lunar calendar which uses Hebrew letters 

instead of numbers to designate the year. For the next Jewish New Year, my friends, 

those letters spell the word "doom." The Begin cabinet is reacting to this discovery as 

if the finger of God had appeared and written that word "doom" on the wall of the 

Knesset--and no wonder, because they have blood on their hands. 

The present Jewish New Year began with the Beirut Massacre carried out under the 

authority of the Begin cabinet, but the militant Zionists in Israel are reacting as they 

always react when confronted with unwelcome facts. They never consider changing 

their own ways, instead their solution is, in their own words, "to create new facts." 

And that is how they are trying to erase that word "doom" from their calendar. On 

October 22 a resolution was passed before the Begin cabinet to change the designation 

of the next New Year by rearranging the letters. 

The American Bolsheviks and their Israeli Zionist allies are starting a lengthy process 

of recycling their war plans for another try. One factor in this new process is 

Bolshevik intrigue to try to set off war between India and Pakistan. In AUDIO 

LETTER N° 78 I reported that this war was targeted for this month, November 1982, if 

"PROJECT Z" did not succeed first. 



The key to war between India and Pakistan is the disputed territory between them of 

Kashmir. Kashmir has been held together in relative stability since 1975 by Sheik 

Mohammad Abdullah, known as the "Lion of Kashmir". But about five months ago 

Abdullah started having a series of heart attacks. The heart attacks, my friends, were 

not natural. Finally two months ago on September 8 he succumbed to one of these 

attacks. 

Abdullah's removal from the scene has helped start setting the stage for the Indo-

Pakistani war I warned about in August, but the Russians know what is afoot and 

they are advising India's leader, Indira Gandhi, to defuse the situation. As a result, she 

invited Pakistan's General Zia to New Delhi for talks on improving relations. Zia 

arrived there two days ago, met with Mrs. Gandhi, and left a group of diplomats to 

talk further. Whether all this will prevent the war is an open question, but at least it 

should help slow down the Bolshevik intrigues. 

The process of recycling for another war-try involves many aspects of the total 

military picture. For one thing the Bolshevik Pentagon war planners hope to rebuild 

some semblance of their secret weapons reserves. I first reported on their existence 

and role in the intended nuclear war in AUDIO LETTER N° 73. These were the real 

reason for the Southern Hemisphere war last spring of which the Falklands War was 

only the visible part. I can now report that the Bolshevik-controlled secret naval 

facilities were not destroyed even though they were put out of action. A crash 

program is now underway to repair the damage, both at South Georgia Island and at 

the two southern New Zealand sites. As I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 74, a 

portion of the Bolshevik Stealth Navy escaped altogether from the hostilities. 

Another aspect of the Pentagon's recycling process has to do with America's newly 

deployed secret Stealth Planes, called "Phantom War Planes". These have yet to be 

tested in combat but they are believed to be capable of successfully attacking Russia; 

but due to the sudden change in China's policies in early September, the crucial 

Sinkiang Province launch area is presently unavailable. Should it still be unavailable a 

year from now, the Pentagon is determined to have the next best back-up site ready to 

go. That back-up site, my friends, is none other than Kashmir, the disputed area 

between India and Pakistan. It is far inferior to Sinkiang Province, China, being nearly 

twice as far away from Russia's Cosmosphere bases, but it is still better than anything 

else, so don't be surprised if Pakistan goes ahead and attacks India to seize Kashmir 

within the next year, talks or no talks. 

The Space Shuttle Missions 

And then there is the space shuttle. As I've detailed in past tapes, the space shuttle is 

the indispensable key to the Pentagon's plans to use space for the coming nuclear war. 

All 4 space shuttle missions up to now have been military missions, described to the 



public as "test flights." Now space shuttle launch #5 is about to take place, scheduled 

for November 11, just a few days from now. Now the alleged test schedule has been 

used up. 

In order to preserve appearances, there is no choice but to start following through 

now with some launches of civilian payloads. That is what space shuttle #5 now on 

the pad at Cape Canaveral will be doing. For the first time there will be no military 

payload on this shuttle. For that reason, on this flight we will probably get to see what 

is actually happening during the mission. 

Space shuttle #5 will be a "first" in other ways, too. The first four flights used a 

skeleton crew of only two astronauts. This time there are four--Allen, Brand, 

Overmyer, and Lanoir--three of whom are civilians. 

But the most important "first" for space shuttle #5 will be one that is totally 

unsuspected by the public. My friends, this will be the first mission to use just one 

shuttle from start to finish. 

The first four missions used the two-shuttle stratagem which I first made public in 

AUDIO LETTER N° 62. Each time we watched a shuttle with the name "Columbia" on 

the side take off from Florida. Once in orbit, the plan called for the astronauts to carry 

out their military mission while the public was shown falsified space movies about the 

flight. Then the two-man crew was to return to Earth, not aboard the shuttle itself but 

aboard a two-man re-entry capsule. The shuttle itself, if possible, was to return to 

Earth unmanned, landing by computer-control in western Australia. Finally, back on 

Earth, the two astronauts boarded a different shuttle with the name "Columbia" on 

the side. It was boosted to high speed and then glided to Earth for the public to watch. 

But this time it will be different. This time it is a non-military mission and there are 

four astronauts, too many to fit into a re-entry capsule. The shuttle which takes off 

from Florida will have to land in California five days later. 

The NASA military shuttle managers believe there will be no trouble from Russia on 

this flight. It is purely non-military, and this shuttle is unarmed; but there is still one 

major worry. That worry, my friends, is just this: Will the thermal tiles really work? 

No one knows because no space shuttle has ever reentered from orbital velocity 

before. All four of the shuttles we have watched blast off from Florida have been 

destroyed in space by Russian space weapons before they could return to Earth, so 

space shuttle #5 will actually make the first test of the tiles. NASA believes that the 

tiles will hold. If they do, the landing at Edwards Air Force Base on November 16 will 

look just like the four fake landings we have seen up to now. If the tiles do not work, 

four astronauts may pay with their lives for the NASA deception up to now. Even so, 

having falsified four allegedly successful landings, NASA will find a way to explain it 



away if space shuttle #5 should end in disaster, because a year from now the space 

shuttle will be needed to start preparing for war once again. 

 

Topic #3 

On Wednesday October 27 the man known as President Leonid Brezhnev delivered a 

speech of major importance in Moscow. The speech came on the heels of a surprise 

conference of all Warsaw Pact Foreign Ministers convened in Moscow just five days 

earlier. The importance of the Brezhnev speech was emphasized in every way possible. 

Brezhnev was flanked on the podium by his five senior colleagues in the Politburo, and 

his audience of more than 500 consisted of the entire upper crust of the giant Soviet 

military establishment. Present were all top Defense Ministry officials, all Soviet 

Marshals, the Commanders of all the Russian military services, all regional Soviet 

Commanders, the Commanders of Soviet forces abroad, and the top echelon of the 

Policy Directorate of the Armed Forces. 

The Brezhnev speech was directed first and foremost to the Military and to the 

Russian technological establishment which backs them up, but it was also directed to 

the entire Soviet public and was broadcast in its entirety over nation-wide television. 

In his speech Brezhnev accused the United States of trying to bring about nuclear war. 

He said that America's leaders have, quote: 

"...raised the intensity of their military preparations to an unprecedented level". 

And he accused the so-called Reagan Administration of, and I quote again: 

"...an aggressive policy which is threatening to push the world into the flames of 

nuclear war." 

My friends, Government and major media spokesmen always try to lead us Americans 

to discount all accusations like that by Russian leaders, but those harsh words of 

October 27 in Moscow were not just rhetoric, far from it. Brezhnev was referring to 

the Pentagon's "PROJECT Z" nuclear strike plan which came within hours of 

execution just six weeks ago! 

Brezhnev even alluded to the superweapon aspect of the present war threat. America's 

radically new Phantom Warplanes are designed to nullify Russia's ability to stave off 

an attack with her beam weapons. Brezhnev assessed the situation in the words: 

"Competition in military technology has sharply intensified, often acquiring a 

fundamentally new character". 

And he exhorted Russia's technologists to find the solutions to the threat. 



The Brezhnev speech was most notable for the change of policy which it revealed. For 

18 years now the Brezhnev image has been associated with detente, but in this speech 

all that was virtually abandoned, devalued. Aside from one brief passing reference, no 

hope was held out for reviving detente with America's rulers. Instead, the whole 

thrust of the speech was that the Russian people must prepare militarily for the days 

ahead. It was not a saber-rattling speech directed at America; it was a call to arms 

directed to his own people. 

My friends, the significance of this major change in stated policy can hardly be 

overstated. It reflects two very important developments. 

One of the developments that led to the Brezhnev speech is the Kremlin's assessment 

of the inevitability of NUCLEAR WAR ONE. As I have reported on past occasions, 

Russia's new anti-Bolshevik rulers know their old Bolshevik enemies only too well. 

Having ousted the Bolsheviks from control of Russia, the new Kremlin now is 

confronted by a Bolshevik-controlled American military. The Russians are convinced 

that the Bolsheviks will just keep trying to set off nuclear war until they finally 

succeed, and "PROJECT Z" was such a close call in September that the Russians are 

not optimistic that they can stop the next attempt. 

The second development that led to the Brezhnev speech of October 27 is that a 

changing of the guard is underway in the Kremlin. It's not a power struggle in the old 

Bolshevik sense of intrigue and infighting; instead, it's an orderly succession among a 

tightly-knit group of men who are convinced that Russia must prepare for action, and 

they want to take advantage of the lull right now while the Bolsheviks here regroup in 

the wake of the "PROJECT Z" failure in September. 

The Russian people are being prepared for the end of the Brezhnev era in the very near 

future. For the very first time ever preparations are underway for a Soviet leader to 

peacefully and voluntarily retire with honors. It will be just one more step in the new 

Kremlin's gradual step-by-step program of changing the rules of life in Russia. 

In one sense the so-called Brezhnev retirement will only be a ceremonial fiction; the 

real Brezhnev died of complications from Russian flu on January 7, 1978. I first 

reported his incapacitation and replacement by a ceremonial "double" in AUDIO 

LETTER N° 30. Later, in AUDIO LETTER N° 33, I was able to report the date of his 

death. Since that time several doubles have been employed to maintain the Brezhnev 

image until the time was ripe for change. That time, my friends, has now arrived. 

During the interim since the real Brezhnev's death, a succession of several men has 

held the reins of top power in Russia. First there was Defense Minister Ustinov, leader 

of the "White Doves." Then it was the head of the Soviet Navy, Admiral Gorshkov. 

Next, power was shared among several men, but none of these men could truly fill the 



shoes of the departed Brezhnev, and the search for more effective leadership has 

continued. Now, my friends, that search is at an end. 

The new ruler of Russia is already taking the reins of power right now. It may be some 

time yet before his true role becomes publicly visible, but his mark is already being 

stamped on Russian policies. It was he more than anyone else who was the architect 

of the startling Brezhnev speech, so called, of October 27. Russia's new top ruler spent 

15 years as head of Russia's world-wide Intelligence service, the KGB. When he took 

charge in 1967 his task was to transform the KGB by rooting out all Bolshevik power 

over it. His success in doing so helped set the stage for the final overthrow of the 

Bolsheviks from Kremlin power in 1976 and 1977. Now he has been chosen to become 

the top leader of the Soviet Union. The name of Russia's new leader is Yuri Andropov. 

Right now that name may be unfamiliar to you, but I urge you to start watching for it 

in the news. Directly or indirectly we will be hearing more and more from Andropov 

from this time forward. 

 

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY 

Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary. In this AUDIO LETTER I've tried to give 

you some perspective on the probable direction of events over the next year or so. 

The Bolsheviks here failed to set off their nuclear war plan in September so now they 

are recycling for another try in a year or so. Meanwhile they are turning inward to 

tighten their grip on America itself through economic means. At the same time the 

Russians, too, are taking advantage of this breather for a changing of the guard in the 

Kremlin. They are preparing for action with a new strong leader at the helm. 

Here in America the destruction of our currency is continuing with the $100.00 bill 

now targeted for special attack. By this economic route the civilization of America 

itself is being undermined. Over the course of generations we Americans have been 

lured to worship the so-called "almighty dollar", so we have come under the spell of 

those who have made the dollar corrupt as a tool of power. 

In the last analysis, the most basic cause of our deepening economic crisis is 

something our Lord Jesus Christ tried to warn us about long ago. He said we cannot 

serve two masters, both God and mammon--either we will love one or we will cling to 

the other. Today America as a whole is clinging to mammon and forgetting God! If 

that does not change, my friends, the ages ahead will be dark indeed. 

Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each 

and every one of you. 
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